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1
I NTRODUCTION
How to make artificial intelligence see and interpret the real world like a human being,
has been a fascinating task since the beginning of research in computer vision. Humans
can perceive the external world by their visual system, which consists of the eyes, parts
of the brain, and the pathways connecting them [2, 20, 122]. The eyes can capture the
light entering the cornea and transform it to electric visual signals. The brain acts as a
processing and interpretation unit of the visual signal from the eyes. Studies in computer
vision try to mimic the process of human vision, where the camera is equivalent to the eyes
and the computer fulfils the processing function of the human brain [90, 101, 176]. Robot
vision is part of the broader field of computer vision, it mainly focus on the techniques that
are applicable for robots. The ultimate goal of robot vision is to enable robots to perceive
the external visual world and understand it in an intelligent way, so to help them perform
various tasks by acting and interacting with their environment [117].
Although the study of computer vision is inspired by the mechanism of biological vision, the intrinsic processes of human vision and computer vision systems are still different because of hardware constraints of computers. Researchers have revealed that the
human eye system has the capability of continuously receiving the equivalent of about 10
megabits of visual information per second, while much of the information is redundant
[135]. The redundant data is compressed by the visual cortex and sent to the corresponding part of the brain. The human brain can interpret the compressed data and abstract
the information in an effective way. Tasks that the human vision system can perform in
seconds will take many hours even in the most advanced supercomputer. Moreover, the
architectures are different between the human neuronal system and electronic computers
so that some mechanisms of human vision are simply not applicable o electronic computers [273]. Although perceptual psychologists and neuroscientist have made some achievements in the field of cellular neuroscience, neural circuits, cognitive neuroscience, etc.,
the mystery of visual information processing in the human brain remains for a good deal
unrevealed, especially on the high level of human vision system signals [163, 191]. By sending visual signals through nerves and between parts of the brain, the brain does all of the
complex tasks of processing, analyzing and understanding the visual information [101].
1
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The common goal of either computer vision or robot vision is to extract “information”
from visual sources. Plenty of approaches and algorithms have been developed in these areas, based on studies and theories in the fields of psychology, artificial intelligence, statistics, geometry, physics and mathematics [113, 227, 263]. Research in industrial robot vision has made progress because the visual environment of such applications is predictable
and controllable. Techniques for applications such as automatic assembly, components
inspection, surveillance, etc., have been widely used in modern society. Meanwhile, researchers focus on developing intelligent systems that can deal with dynamic environments, in a robust way which provides a basis for autonomous robots operating in natural
environments.

1.1. O BJECT D ETECTION AND R ECOGNITION
Recognizing the constituent objects in observed scenes is one of the primary tasks of any
vision system. The terminology “object recognition” in psychology is the ability to perceive an object’s physical properties (such as shape, colour and texture) and then apply
to semantic attributes to the object, which includes the understanding of its use, previous experience with the object and how it relates to others [81]. The human vision system
has the ability of carrying out such tasks effortlessly and very quickly, despite the fact that
these objects may vary somewhat in form, colour, texture, etc. For example, a soccer player
is able to perceive the ball and discriminate the team-mates from the counterparts in front
at a glance, which enables him to make decisions about the next move. During a very short
moment, this player carries out a series of recognition tasks:
1. Processing the visual signals perceived by the eyes to extract visual features such as
colours, shapes, motion characteristics, etc.
2. Segmenting out the things of interest.
3. Labelling the segmented things to their categories based on empirical knowledge.
The tasks are the fundamental research issues of recognition in computer vision, which
is one of the most challenging topics in this area and attracting extensive research. However recognition of common objects in computer vision is quite beyond the capability of
artificial systems proposed so far. Why is recognition so difficult for a computer or a robot?
That is because of variation in the world. Objects presented in natural scenes show variation within their categories, but also between categories. Moreover, the appearance of
one object can vary due to changes in pose, illumination, texture, deformation, and under
occlusion. These variations make it unlikely that a common method for recognition under different conditions in computer vision can be developed at present. Researchers are
mostly dedicated to develop schemes and algorithms to meet specific requirements and
constraints of different applications. Substantial success has been achieved in detection
and recognition of specific objects, such as handwritten digits, fingerprints, faces, and road
signs [124, 160, 213, 235, 269]. Meanwhile, significant development has also been made for
developing schemes of object recognition in more generic situations [174, 234, 246].

1.1.1. D EFINITIONS
Visual object recognition in computer vision depends on many aspects, such as processing input images or videos, learning object representations, analysing perceived scenes,
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People
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Detection
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Figure 1.1: The generic pipeline of object detection and recognition

locating the objects, classification of objects, etc. [11, 89, 189, 227]. The recognition problem in computer vision is broken down into many sub-fields, and the terminologies varies
subtly in different applications [11]. In this thesis, we use a fairly general definition of “object detection”, which refers to determining the location and scale of all object instances,
if any, that are present in an image [227, 246]. The objects are to be detected no matter
the viewpoint, against a cluttered background, or with partial occlusions [227]. “Object
recognition” in this thesis means object class recognition, which includes determining the
classes of object instances present in the scene [227]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the general conceptions of object detection and recognition used in this thesis.

1.1.2. A PPLICATIONS
Techniques and algorithms used for object detection and recognition differs, due to the
requirements in applications. Successes have been achieved in specific domains. We will
present some representative applications in this section.
Facial Recognition Systems
Facial recognition is a common instance of specific object detection. It aims at identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a video frame from a video source. For
given images or videos, the face recognition system aims to detect the regions of faces and
recognize the faces using a stored database of faces [275].
A face is an important biometric, which shows distinctive and measurable characteristics that are used to label and describe individuals. Face perception is a routine task for
humans, thus the recognition of human faces is an inevitable topic for developing machine
vision systems. Given a static image from a sequence of images, a generic face recognition
system is able to detect the face region (see Figure 1.2a) and identify the face automatically. Face detection is usually related to the topic of image processing and segmentation,
while the identification of a face is generally a recognition problem. Inspired by the human
vision system, face recognition techniques generally contain solutions for the following
three tasks [227]:

1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Face detection based on facial features [169]: (a) Face detection in different scale. (b) Principal facial
features (in white +) located.

• Extracting the local features of the face image.
• Representing the face with a model of the extracted features.
• Performing classification on the representations.
In early research in this field, the problem of face recognition was treated as a 2D pattern recognition problem. In such approaches, explicit local facial features, such as eyes,
nose, and mouth are first located (see Figure 1.2b), and the face image is represented based
on the geometry of local features, such as distances and positions [31, 86, 131, 264]. Techniques such as graph matching and principal component analysis are used in the development of geometry based methods. The geometric feature-based methods are robust to
the changes in illumination [95]. However, the performance of such approaches strongly
relies on the accuracy of registration of local facial features, which becomes the bottleneck
of these approaches.
Many recent approaches are developed based on the eigenfaces [170, 241], which takes
a holistic approach to face recognition. Such approaches represent the facial image as a
projection on lower-dimensional subspaces called eigenfaces [227]. Statistic techniques
provide powerful solutions for this problem, such as kernel principal component analysis
(kernel-PCA), kernel linear discriminant analysis (kernel-LDA), discrete cosine transform
(DCT), hidden Markov model (HMM), Fourier transforms (FT) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [42]. Artificial Neural Networks are another successful tool for patter recognition problems. Techniques as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), Multilayer Perceptrons
(MLPs) and Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) are widely used in modern face recognition approaches [227]. There are also many hybrid approaches which use both statistical pattern
face recognition techniques and neural networks [187, 203].
3D face recognition emerged recently, with the purpose of building a 3-dimensional
geometry of the human face for recognition. It has been shown that the approaches using 3D face models can achieve higher accuracy in recognition than their 2D counterparts
[227], because 3D methods are better at capturing and explaining the full variability of facial appearance in a wide range of viewing angles. The performance of 3D face recognition
is strongly limited by the technique of acquiring the 3D information accurately. Some approaches use 3D sensors to capture the 3D points on the face [31]. Other approaches use
multiple cameras to recover the 3D points based on multiple view geometry [164]. Moreover, multiple images from different angles from a common camera can also to be used to
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create the 3D model with significant-processing [45]. Nowadays 3D face recognition is an
active research topic in the field of face recognition.
Great progress has been made in the field of face recognition since the pioneers started
do research on recognizing human faces using computers in the 1960’s [59]. During the
last 50 years, thousands of techniques and algorithms have been developed to address
different requirements of applications. Nowadays, face recognition is not only a research
topic in laboratories, but it can be found in a variety of commercial applications, such as
consumer-level photo applications, human–computer interaction (HCI) systems, identity
verification, desktop login, parental controls, and patient monitoring as well as security
[227]. Although great improvements have been made in face recognition, building a computer system comparable to the human vision system is still an on-going research area.
More descriptions and discussions about this topic can be found in a number of surveys
and books [1, 101, 227].
Human Activity Recognition
The goal of human activity recognition is to automatically analyse ongoing activities from
an unknown video (i.e. a sequence of image frames) [6]. The terminology “activity” refers
to a sequence of human body movements, which are performed by one or more agents
who could be interacting with each other in a constrained manner [240]. In some vision
literature, the terms “action” and “activity” are used interchangeably. In this work, we use
the concepts proposed by Aggarwal and Ryoo [6], who categorize the general “activity” into
four levels:
1. Gestures are elementary movements of a person’s body part, such as “shaking an
arm” or “raising a leg”.
2. Actions are activities of a single person, which are composed of a series of gestures,
such as “walking” and “running”
3. Interactions refer to the human activities that involve two or more persons and/or
objects, such as “two persons fighting” or “one person bouncing a ball”.
4. Group activities are those performed by conceptual groups composed of multiple
persons and/or objects, such as “a group of persons marching”.
Figure 1.3 shows some examples of different human activities.
The task of activity recognition is challenging mainly due to variations in motion performance, recording settings and inter-personal differences. Human activities are complex and highly diverse. At low-level, gesture recognition needs to address the tasks of
detecting human parts (faces, hands, arms, etc.) and analysing their motions [5]. For highlevel activity recognition, i.e. actions, interactions and group activities, there are intra-class
variations and inter-class variations. For instance, a simple walking movement can differ
in speed and stride length. The inter-class variations are caused by the anthropometric
differences between individuals, such as on the boundary between “running” and “walking”. Besides, changes of the environment, occlusion, illumination, viewpoint and camera settings are issues which influence the appearance of activities, thus affect the activity
recognition. Since activities are segmented in time, the temporal variations also become
a challenge of activity recognition problem. Moreover, the acquisition of “ground-truth”
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 1.3: Examples of different level of activities: (a) Gesture: a hand waving [161]; (b) Action: one person
walking [210]; (c) Interaction: kicking [206]; (d) Group activities: crossing the road [63].

training data is challenging, because the collection and the labelling of training data are
laborious tasks.
Activity recognition is closely related to other research topics, of which two are the
most significant: vision based human motion estimation and human/pedestrian detection. Human motion analysis focuses on the recovery of human poses and motions from
image sequences. Human activity recognition is generally addressed a classification problem. Human or pedestrian detection is a related area to human activity recognition. Since
a broad range of research and techniques are related to this topic, variations of taxonomies
of human activity recognition methodologies are proposed according to different criteria
in existing survey papers. Some researchers use a taxonomy based on the hierarchy of
“activity” categories, which correspond with different levels of vision tasks. Some use a
functional taxonomy with the subsequent phases. More information about this work can
be found in a number of surveys [6, 62, 190, 240].
Although strategies and techniques vary in different human activity recognition system, the two parts: image representation and activity classification, are present in every vision-based activity recognition approach. The general design of a human activity
recognition system follows a bottom-up construction, which involves a process of interpreting the images from low-level visual features to high-level semantic interpretations.
Vision techniques from different levels of processing are related to different parts of the
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human activity recognition system [5, 6, 32]. At the lower levels there are modules such as
background–foreground segmentation, feature tracking, object detection. Techniques and
algorithms of optical flow, feature extraction, tracking, background subtraction, spatiotemporal filters, etc., are developed as solutions for these modules [120]. At the midlevel there are gesture and action recognition modules, where the motions can be represented as trained templates or with certain parametric models. Approaches such as hidden Markov models (HMMs), Linear Dynamical Systems (LDSs) and Nonlinear Dynamical
Systems, etc., are used for modelling the actions (or gestures) [240]. At a high level, the reasoning engines encode the semantic activities (interactions and group activities) based on
lower level action primitives [6]. In order to model complex activities, researchers successfully developed tools based on graphical Models, such as Belief Networks, Petri Nets, etc.
Syntactic and logic-based approaches are other active branches in this field.
Solutions to activity recognition are applicable to domains of visual surveillance, video
retrieval, human–computer interaction, motion sensing games, and so on. One of the
most commercially viable applications is retrieval of consumer content such as sports
videos. Effective recognition of human behaviour is quite helpful in creating computers
that can better interact with humans, of which the Kinect for Xbox is a successful example.
Vision based Mobile Robot Navigation
For mobile robots, the ability to navigate in the environment is crucial. Navigation can
roughly be described as the process of determining a suitable and safe path between a
starting and a goal point for a robot travelling between them [34]. Thus a navigation system
needs to address two fundamental issues: determining the path to the goal point, and
the avoidance of obstacles, for which the acquisition of environment information is an
essential issue. A variety of sensors are used for acquiring environment information, such
as sonar, position sensing device (PSD), laser, radar, and cameras.
In particular, many researchers focus on vision based navigation using visual sensors,
such as photometric cameras and laser-based range finders. Cameras are the most popular visual sensors in applications because they have the advantage of providing extensive
visual information while having low weights, small sizes, and low costs [80]. Solutions of
vision-based navigation are applied to a wide range of areas, such as autonomous ground
vehicles (AGVs), unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs/drones), assistant robots, robots for exploration, etc. Figure 1.4a and 1.4b show examples of indoor and outdoor robots respectively.
Vision based navigation of mobile robots aims at building a map or some other model
of the environment around the robots by analysing the images or videos from visual sensors. Typically, navigation involves three tasks: environment interpretation, localization
and path planning. The interpretation of the environment includes the process of extracting information from the surrounding environment. The environment is perceived in the
form of geometric information, such as landmarks, object models or environment maps,
in two or three dimensions. Localization finds the agent’s position within the map or the
model. Path planning involves the determination of a sequence of actions aimed at accomplishing some goal.
The biggest challenge of vision based navigation is in handling the variations of the environment, including illumination changes, weather conditions, time or season changes
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(a) Route of an indoor cleaning robot [197]

(b) An outdoor robot [10]

Figure 1.4: Examples of mobile robots operated in different environment

and dynamic obstacles. Therefore, the representation of the environment significantly affects the performance of localization and path planning.
Schemes of vision-based navigation vary according to the requirements and characteristics of applications they are designed for. For instance, autonomous underwater vehicles
have to cope with the special characteristics of light propagation undersea which the autonomous ground vehicles do not meet. De Souza and Kak [73] structured vision-based
navigation in two main categories: indoor navigation and outdoor navigation. Bonin-Font
et al. [34] divided the vision navigation system in those that need prior knowledge of the
whole environment and those that perceive the environment while they navigate through
it.
Map-Based Navigation consists of providing the robot with a model of the environment. For some navigation systems, a complete map of the environment is required before the navigation starts (map-using systems). Other systems are able to explore the environment and automatically build a map of it (map-building systems) [34]. Map-based
navigation can improve the precision in localization that at the cost of consuming more
computational resources, time and storage. Thus they are mostly used in indoor environments, which are usually smaller and simpler than outdoor environments. The environment models may contain different degrees of detail, varying from a complete CAD model
of the environment to a simple graph of interconnections or interrelationships between
the elements in the environment. Research on 3D metric environment representations
has grown fast in recent decades. Localization of map-based navigation is achieved by
tracking and matching of some known features (landmarks), where techniques of feature
detection and matching, low-level image processing, etc., are involved in this topic.
For mapless navigation systems, knowledge of the environment is acquired by processing the images or videos obtained by visual sensors in real-time. During the last decades
new vision techniques have been used to vision-based navigation systems. Optical flow
estimation provides an efficient way to analyse the apparent motion features of image pixels. Researchers have built numerous mapless navigation systems by combining optical
flow with other techniques, which has been categorized as a big group by Bonin-Font et al.
[34]. Some approaches represent the environment objects by appearance-based models,
where the localization is achieved by image segmentation and matching algorithms and
object recognition techniques. New navigation strategies arise with the development of
new techniques for tracking moving elements (corners, lines, object outlines or specific
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regions) in a video sequence. More details about these categories of vision-based navigation are available in a number of surveys and books on this topic [34, 73, 237]

1.1.3. C HALLENGES
Although progress has been made, object detection and recognition remains an open
problem today. There are real applications on the consumer market that have contributed
to our daily life, as well advanced applications that are presented in laboratory nowadays.
In general, researchers are pursuing a robust, accurate and high performance approach,
which remains a great challenge today. The difficulty of the object detection and recognition problem comes from the challenges on the different levels of the process. The typical
challenges in an object detection and recognition system are as follows:
Appearance Changes of Objects
The appearance of an object in the image varies due to the following reasons:
1. Illumination changes
In natural scenes, light always changes due to the dynamic environment we live in.
The sunlight varies during the day in outdoor scenes, while illuminations can also
changes in indoor scenes. Illumination strongly affects intensities of pixels in the
images or videos, which lead to changes in the appearance of objects. Shadows and
their changes caused by illumination make the problem even more complicated.
2. View point changes
The appearance of objects varies between different view points. Even humans can
suffer the vision paradox problem in some situations. Handling the change of objects between different view points is an essential issue in object detection and
recognition.
3. Pose variation
The pose variation of an object causes the appearance to change, and sometimes
leads to self-occlusion.
4. Deformation
Deformation is a change of the shape or size of an object due to some factors, such as
an applied tensile (pulling) force or temperature changes. Usually the deformation
is negligible for a rigid object, but it can be substantial for non-rigid objects.
5. Occlusion
Objects can be occluded dynamically due to location changes and movements of
objects in the scene. It is a challenge to discriminate the objects that are occluded
and to recognize their locations.
6. Clutter
The presence of background clutter increases the difficulty to segment out the objects. It is even more challenging to detect an object in camouflage.
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Noise
Images and videos are recorded by cameras, which are usually superimposed with noise
due to the intrinsic properties of a camera system. For example, the sensor noise and
compression artifacts are two typical types of noise. Noise contaminate the visual signal,
which may affect the performance of a vision system.
Motions
Natural scenes always contain movements. Motions present in a scene affect the video
processing and object detection in the following ways:
• The camera equipped by a mobile robot could be unstable. The movement of a camera could affect the videos and introduce noise.
• Objects present in a scene can also move in different ways. The motion characteristics (speed, orientation, etc.) of the objects play an important role in detection.
• Some movements, like waving trees and moving clouds, are not welcome in detecting foreground objects (such as in a vehicle detection system). Background clutter
therefore can increase the difficulty of detecting foreground objects.
Scale, Orientation and Shape Changes
Some objects vary in scale, orientation and shape during time (e.g. non-rigid objects).
In recent years, the several of the above mentioned challenges have been successfully
addressed by deep neural networks for specific applications areas of computer vision [12,
138, 145, 265]. There still remain challenges and application areas where more research is
required [188, 276]. One of these is motion-based image segmentation [26, 158].

1.2. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
The objective of this thesis is to segment out moving objects using motion information
available in a video. With robot soccer as an application domain in mind, we mostly deal
with rigid body motions and videos recorded by a monocular camera. The challenge is that
we do not assume knowledge of the number of objects present, the appearances of these
objects and their motion models. The background could be cluttered, and the camera can
either be static or undergo a general 3D rotation and translation.
We choose not to use some black-box approach such as (deep) neural networks to address our research objective since we wish to gain a clear understanding of how motion
information can be exploited. In other words, we prefer a glass-box or explainable AI approach. This implies that we will not focus on learning based approaches despite the recent successes of deep neural networks in computer vision. This also avoids the need for
a large set of annotated motion-based training data. The results of our research may be
beneficial to choose a learning-based approach in future research. There exist different
neural networks architectures, which may encode specific algorithms; e.g., a convolution
algorithm. Knowledge about how motion information can be used for segmentation, may
help to choose the appropriate neural network architecture.
We aim at segmenting out the moving objects based on the motions occurring in a
video, as shown in Figure 1.5. This is a process of interpreting the low-level visual informa-
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Unknown information (to be solved)
Direct information

Indirect information
How many?

Input
Pixel intensity

Photometric cues

Pixel position

Geometric cues

Video: a sequence of images

Motion of
scene points

Objects

Where?
What?

Figure 1.5: The objective of our research is to interpret the low-level information (pixel properties) to high-level
information (object descriptions), by recovering the implicit information (motion).

tion, which contains redundancy and in this form is meaningless for scene understanding,
to high-level descriptions of the scene contents. Since motion information is implicit in a
video, our research focuses on the acquirement, analysis and utilization of motion data.
Multiple tasks are involved in accomplishing this research objective. These tasks are addressed by the following research questions:
Research Question 1 How to design a framework for motion based video object segmentation?
Our research attempts to develop an overall approach that can automatically segment out
and track the moving objects from video sequences. This is a complex problem that involves several sub-tasks and cannot be solved straightforward. The problem solving process can be generally divided into three stages: the motion estimation, motion segmentation and object classification, where each stage depends on the stage before. Therefore,
we need to consider the effectiveness of the solutions both from a local and a global perspective. For example, suppose solution A can achieve better performance than solution
B in motion estimation, but the motion segmentation based on solution A is worse than
that based on solution B. Then A to be abandoned because it is locally optimized but not
optimized globally. In this thesis, we will set up an effective framework for the problem
solving process.
Research Question 2 How to extract and represent motion data from a video sequence?
The input video sequence consists of consecutive digital images, also called frames. A digital image is a discretization of a projection of the 3D world space. The motions occurring
in the 3D real world cause the changes in the 2D images, that are taken at different times,
i.e. the 2D image motions. For the task of segmenting out moving objects, it is essential to
obtain accurate image motions [41]. It is challenging to obtain accurate estimates of image motion because illumination changes, occlusion, etc., also lead to changes in image
frames. To extract the motion data from a video sequence, the fundamental issue is how to
represent the motion? We can describe the motions between images by the movements of
pixels, as pixels are the smallest elements in an image. We can also track local features that
are visually unique in a video sequence. Moreover, the image alignments (image derivatives, optical flow, point correspondences) largely affect the quality of obtained motion
data [155]. We will investigate the types of motion data that can be extracted from a video
sequence, and evaluate which type is beneficial in which way to motion segmentation.
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Research Question 3 How can the objects be segmented out based on the motion information restricting to 2D consistency in the images?
Given the estimated motions in a video sequences, it is possible to divide the images
into multiple components, each being a group of pixels (or feature points) that follow the
“same” motion. This task is called motion segmentation in computer vision [41]. Motion
segmentation is affected by the accuracy of estimated motions, the camera models used
for projection, motion models used to describe the “same” motion [155]. Since we focus
on the motion segmentation in video sequence, we will investigate the design of a segmentation algorithm based on the acquired 2D motion data extracted from a video sequence,
by addressing the following questions?
• What are the effects of camera projection model?
• How to model the motions that are extracted from a sequence accurately?
• For the video sequences containing multiple objects under different motions, how
to determine the number of objects?
To investigate the influences of motion estimation on this stage of the overall framework, we will further evaluate the segmentation algorithm with respect to different motion
estimation approaches.
Research Question 4 How to retrieve 3D motion consistency based on the 2D motion
data?
The estimated motions in the image frames of the sequence are 2D projections of the true
motions in 3D scene. Segmentation based on the 2D motions ignores the effects caused by
projection, such as depth discontinuities, perspective effects, etc. These effects can break a
3D motion into different 2D motions, and therefore the object associated with the 3D motion is sometimes segmented into more than one region. This is called over-segmentation
[155]. To explore the usage of 3D motion models, we will investigate to retrieve the 3D motion consistency based on the 2D motion information and projection geometrics, and to
improve the segmentation results.
Research Question 5 How to segment out objects from static frames using moving information from videos?
In a video, the objects may move in some frames and be static in others. Segmenting from
motion information implies that these object can only be detected when they move. How
can we segment out these objects when there is no motion detected? Those frames segmented by motion provide the hints. We can learn object features from the segmented
frames and then use this knowledge to segment out static objects from new frames without motion information.

1.3. T HESIS O UTLINE
This thesis is organized as follows.
• In Chapter 2, we provide a general overview of related work in object segmentation
from videos.
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• In Chapter 3, an introduction of the basic techniques and algorithms related to our
research is provided.
• In Chapter 4, we address the first research question. We design a framework for unsupervised video object segmentation based on motion. This framework addresses
the process of acquiring and analysing the motion information from a video sequence, including the estimation of motion data, segmentation based on motion,
and learning from motion. The influences of intermediate steps of this process, such
as the choice of motion data types, the techniques used for analysing the motion
data, will be investigated and evaluated in Chapters 5 and 6.
• In Chapter 5, we investigate the approaches for extracting motion data from a video
sequence, which answers the second research question. We generate three types of
motion data from the input videos, i.e. the two-frame pixel movements, the sparse
point trajectories and the dense point trajectories. The influences of three different
data types are explored in Chapter 6, since they are used as the input data for the
motion segmentation algorithms.
• In Chapter 6, we propose a motion segmentation algorithm, which can deal with all
three types of obtained motion data. We investigate the influences of different motion data types on the motion segmentation results. We also discuss the evaluation
methodology used.
• In Chapter 7, the fourth research question is addressed. We investigate the 3D motion consistency based on the obtained 2D motion data. We also discuss the utilization of 3D motion consistency for motion segmentation.
• In Chapter 8, we investigate the solution to the fifth research question. We investigate the segmentation of objects from static images, by learning from the motion
segmentation results.
• In Chapter 9, we summarize our findings and the characteristics of our approach
and discuss the directions of future work.

1

2
OVERVIEW OF V IDEO O BJECT
S EGMENTATION
Remarkable success has been achieved in computer vision research owing to the development of computing devices and neuroscience. Numerous sophisticated techniques and
algorithms have been proposed for object detection and recognition under various conditions and circumstances. Schemes and strategies vary in different object detection and
recognition systems, for example, properties and features of interest are different for indoor and outdoor scenes. Nevertheless there exist common modules involved in any detection and recognition system. In this chapter, we will introduce the essential components of object detection and recognition systems and review the leading state-of-the-art
techniques performed in each area.

2.1. S YSTEM C OMPOSITION
In an object detection and recognition system, some basic activities are involved as shown
in Figure 2.1 [9, 100]. The image processing refers to the low-level processing on pixels,
such as noise removal, where the outputs are still images. This thesis focuses on the last
three activities; i.e. feature extraction, segmentation and classification.
Feature extraction aims at extracting higher-level descriptors from images based on
salient features rather than pixels [101]. Segmentation is the task of partitioning images
into regions of interest [227]. Classification assigns input data to different categories [227].
Given processed input images, any object detection and recognition system could contain
the three activities, or some subset of them [227]. The stages for implementing these activities are not fixed because they can be used to solve different problems under different
schemes. For example, features can be extracted based on segmentation results [195, 238],
while segmentation can be applied starting from the feature points [54, 98, 146, 154]. Moreover, classification algorithms can be used to recognize the detected objects [84, 138, 213],
while object detection can also be achieved by classification algorithms in a top-down system [51, 141, 183, 212].
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Figure 2.1: Basic components of an object detection and recognition system

Generally, approaches of object detection and recognition from images follow three
types of paradigms: bottom-up, top-down and hybrid [35]. In a bottom-up paradigm, the
objects are detected by analyzing and segmenting the images from low-level image data.
This scheme is usually used for unsupervised or semi-supervised tasks where additional
information about objects is not provided. Top-down approaches analyze the images from
a high (semantic) level, and are used in applications of detecting particular objects. In
systems with more sophisticated requirements, a combination of the two paradigms often
is more powerful [13, 276].

2.2. F EATURE E XTRACTION
Feature extraction addresses the problem of transforming “raw” pixels into a reduced set of
features. It is an essential step in pattern recognition, machine learning, image processing
and computer vision. When the input data is too large and redundant, feature extraction
techniques aim to obtain the most relevant information from the input data and represent
that information in a lower dimensional space [139]. In this section, we focus on feature
extraction in computer vision, including the major types of features, techniques of feature
extraction, and some examples of applications.
A common problem in computer vision applications is to discover the semantic concepts from input images. However, processing of the raw image data is laborious and timeconsuming for most sophisticated vision algorithms. Feature extraction provides one way
of dimensionality reduction, which plays an important role in most vision applications,
such as image alignment, image classification, object detection and tracking, recognition,
3D scene reconstruction, robot localization, etc. The performance of such applications
significantly depends on the selection of features.
Generally, image features can be categorized into two categories: global features and
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(a) Global features encode the whole image into
single descriptors.

(b) Local feature descriptors are computed
multiple-times for small regions in an image.

Figure 2.2: Image features: Global vs. Local

local features. Global features (e.g., color and texture) aim to describe an image as a whole
and can be interpreted as a particular property of the image involving all pixels [114]. Local
features are representations of some salient regions in the image, such as corners, interestingly shaped patches, viewpoint invariant structures, etc. These local features are usually
called keypoints or feature (interest) points. Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic concept of image representation with global and local features.
The global features represent the image by one multidimensional feature vector, whose
values are computed by measuring the image attributes such as intensity, color, texture, or
shape. Global features are compact and fast to compute, while the requirement of memory is relatively small. These advantages make global features good for applications on a
large datasets, such as image retrieval and scene recognition [114]. Moreover, global features are also useful in classification tasks where a rough segmentation of the object of
interest is available [179]. However, for applications like object detection and image registration (an image processing technique used to align multiple scenes into a single integrated image), global features meet their limitations. It is impossible for global features to
distinguish foreground objects from the background or to find corresponding parts of two
images, because they are invariant to significant transformations and sensitive to clutter
and occlusion. These limitations can be overcome by introducing some extra steps, such
as image segmentation algorithms and sliding window strategies.
Local features are distinctive and stable, while they are invariant to some transformations and local changes of illuminations. Properties of local features enable researchers to
find image correspondences regardless of occlusion, changes in viewing conditions, or the
presence of clutter [227]. Such advantages make local features perform well in various applications, such as object detection and recognition, image registration, stereo matching,
video stabilization, etc. Moreover, local features have been used to generate descriptions
of image contents for image retrieval and scene recognition tasks. They can even achieve a
higher performance than global features in large-scale image search [114]. However, applications using local features usually need a significant extra amount of memory compared
to global features.
In practice, there are no strict rules for utilizing global or local features. The global feature descriptor can be applied on parts of an image, while the local features are also able
to represent the whole image. In some applications, the combination of global and local
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features is more beneficial. “Good” features should meet the requirements and constraints
of a certain application. The truth is that a “good” feature for one application can be useless in the context of a different problem. For applications such as image classification,
camera calibration and object tracking/recognition, it is important to find features which
are robust to changes in brightness or viewpoint and to image distortions (e.g. noise, blur,
or illumination) [114]. For real time applications, features need to be fast to compute. For
navigation applications, the feature descriptor must be robust to clutter and occlusion.
In the literature, a rich variety of feature extraction methods have been proposed to meet
specific requirements [106, 139, 167, 242]. In this thesis, we focus on feature extraction
techniques, which have been successfully applied in object detection and recognition applications. A brief description of the state-of-art feature descriptors is given immediately
below.

2.2.1. H ISTOGRAM OF O RIENTED G RADIENTS
The Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) proposed by Triggs and Dalal [70] measures
the orientation and strength of image gradients within an image region. The basic idea of
HOG is that local object appearance and shape within an image can be described by the
distribution of intensity gradients or edge directions. It uses a block-pattern for normalizing gradient histograms in cells of an image to compute the feature descriptor.
HOG is invariant to small shifts and rotations, and has been widely used in object detection and recognition applications, such as pedestrian detection and video surveillance,
face detection and recognition, etc.[196, 227]. The limitation of HOG features is that they
are not able to represent richer patterns.
2.2.2. S CALE I NVARIANT F EATURE T RANSFORM
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm detects and describes local features in images, which was proposed in [151]. It has proved to be an efficient and robust
way of detecting points of interests, which is useful in object detection and recognition
[152]. The standard SIFT algorithm has four steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

identification of potential keypoints from “scale-spaces”,
keypoint localization,
orientation assignment,
keypoint description.

In the SIFT algorithm, a scale-space is first generated from the original to ensure scale
invariance and potential keypoints are detected from the scale-space using the differenceof-Gaussian (DoG) [136, 148]. Then the bad key points are eliminated in the second step.
In the third step, the orientation is calculated for each keypoint in order to make it rotation
invariant. In the last step, the feature vector of a keypoint is constructed based on the
orientation histograms computed in the third step.
SIFT features are invariant to image scaling and rotation, and robust to large amounts
of pixel noise [152]. Because of the scale-invariant properties and the high distinctive feature expression, SIFT features are usable in object recognition [151, 227].
Compare to many other descriptors of that period, the standard SIFT descriptor has
been shown better matching performance [167]. The limitation of standard SIFT is that the
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Figure 2.3: SIFT keypoints are invariant to affine transformations

computation of feature vectors is complicated and slow. Moreover, it is only invariant to
minor affine changes (within 50 degrees). A number of variants and extensions of standard
SIFT have been developed in recent decades, for more robustness and distinctiveness with
scaled-down complexity [22, 132, 167, 171]. Nowadays, SIFT has become one of the most
popular local feature extraction techniques used in computer vision tasks.

2.2.3. S PEEDED -U P R OBUST F EATURES
The Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) detector-descriptor algorithm is an efficient alternative to SIFT [21]. It is developed for the purpose of achieving a higher speed for local
feature detection and description than SIFT methods. The SURF algorithm is based on the
SIFT algorithm and follows a similar scheme of keypoint detection and description. The
differences are:
1) The localization of potential keypoints is achieved using integral images, which is
faster than DoG in SIFT.
2) The orientation is computed by the Haar wavelet in horizontal and vertical directions for a neighbourhood, instead of computing gradient histograms as in SIFT.
3) The feature vector is constructed based on the summation of Haar wavelet responses, which results in a descriptor with a total of 64 dimensions.
In short, the new characteristics of SURF improve the speed in every step compared
to SIFT. Analysis shows it is 3 times faster than SIFT while performance is comparable to
SIFT [21]. However SURF is not fully affine invariant, it is not good at handling viewpoint
change. Moreover, it is not as stable as SIFT. A detailed comparison of the two methods
can be found in [130].

2.2.4. L OCAL B INARY PATTERNS
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) is a texture operator which builds the spatial structure of a
texture by creating the ordering relationship of each center pixel and its neighboring pixels [114, 178]. LBP features are invariant to monotonic transformations of the gray-levels,
which makes it robust to illumination changes. Another advantage is its computational
simplicity. Due to these advantages, LBP has become a popular approach for many applications, such as texture classification, real-time recognition, etc.
LBP also has some limitations. It is not invariant to rotation and also not robust on flat
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image areas. Several variations of LBP have been proposed to increase the applicability of
LBP. A survey of different versions of LBP can be found in [40].

2.2.5. F EATURES FROM A CCELERATED S EGMENT T EST
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The Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) algorithm was proposed by Rosten
and Drummond [201] based on the Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus (SUSAN) corner detector [220]. Experiments have shown that corners are important for the
human vision system, and that removing the corners from images impedes human recognition. Corners in feature extraction techniques correspond to areas in 2D images with
high curvature, and can be found at various types of junctions, on highly textured surfaces,
at occlusion boundaries, etc.
SUSAN provides a criterion to identify a corner, by comparing the similarity of a centre
pixel and the pixels in its circular neighbourhood [220, 242]. FAST compares pixels on a
circle of fixed radius around the point, and determines whether it is a corner based on the
definition of the SUSAN corner. Instead of testing all pixels in the neighbourhood, FAST
uses a strategy to test fewer pixels, which increases the processing speed.
The FAST corner detector has proved to be faster than many existing detectors, which
makes it suitable for real-time video processing applications [201]. However, it also suffers
from some disadvantages: it is not robust to noise and not invariant to scale changes, and
it depends on a threshold.

2.3. S EGMENTATION
Segmentation is the process of dividing the input data into groups of interest, where each
group contains the data points with similar attributes. This problem is known as cluster
analysis in statistics, which has been studied extensively [227].
Research in image segmentation rose with the development of computer vision since
the 1960s [199, 227]. Image segmentation is the essential step between low-level image
processing and high-level image analysis (semantic representation of features, objects,
and scenes). The objective of image segmentation is to partition an image into regions
of interest, which are meaningful to the subsequent processes on higher levels. Early research on image segmentation addressed a single image, where visual attributes (intensity,
colour, edge, texture shape, etc.) and their spatial relationships, were taken into consideration. Such image based segmentation can detect precise contours of feature regions.
However, such approaches often lack the ability of locating a specific object without additional information because an object can be split into several regions corresponding to
different appearance properties.
In recent decades, there is a rising need of segmenting out moving objects from backgrounds in videos due to the development of video processing applications. A video, which
is composed of a sequence of consecutive images, provides additional cues of temporary
variations such as the motion in the scene. Motion based segmentation aims at segmenting images into parts corresponding to their motions. Thus motion segmentation is able to
segment out the objects of salient motions using proper motion models. However, motion
based segmentation algorithms are plagued by fundamental limitations associated with
motion estimation: occlusion and aperture problems [227].
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Nowadays, image based and motion based segmentation techniques are both used for
object detection and recognition systems. Image based segmentation algorithms are often
used in detecting particular objects, where the descriptions of such objects are given in advance. For example, in a face recognition system, segmentation algorithms may generate
separately regions as skin, eyes, nose and lip. These sub-regions can be merged together
to get a face region if a model of a face (which describes the face features and their spatial
relationship) is provided [269]. Motion segmentation is suited for detecting objects with
salient motions where the category of present objects is unknown, for instance in robot
navigation and video surveillance [270]. A brief review of the state-of-art techniques for
image based segmentation and motion based segmentation is given in subsections 2.3.1
and 2.3.2.

2.3.1. I MAGE - BASED S EGMENTATION
Techniques and algorithms for image based segmentation vary considerably because rein this field has explored
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local changes in the image intensity, which are useful to distinguish boundaries of objects
or homogeneous regions in a scene. Segmentation based on edges often relies on detecting
high quality edges. Edge detection is an active research area in which many techniques and
algorithms have been developed that are perceptive to certain types of edges.
A common type of edge detection techniques uses a gradient operator to identify locations of large intensity changes. The most important ones in this class are the Robert
operator, the Sobel operator, and the Prewitt operator [215, 219]. These methods are efficient for detecting edges and their orientations. They are also sensitive to noise because of
using first order derivative operators.
Some approaches use second order derivatives to detect edges based on a Laplacian
filter. However they are extremely sensitive to noise and no directional information about
the edge is given [101]. The Marr and Hildreth combine a Laplacian detector with Gaussian
filtering for edge detection, which aims to reduce the noise from images before the edge
detection process [56]. Marr-Hildreth method is known as the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)
operator for edge detection, which is more likely to find the correct places of edges because
it tests a wider area around the pixels [41, 159]. The disadvantage is its malfunctioning at
corners, curves and areas where the grey-level intensity function varies [215, 219].
The edge detection technique proposed by Canny [52] uses a Gaussian filter for image
smoothing, and adopts a double thresholding strategy for detecting and linking edges. The
canny detector ensures good noise immunity and at the same time detects true edge points
with minimum error. It outperforms most of the gradient and Laplacian methods, but it is
limited in real-time applications by its higher computational complexity [159, 215, 219].
T HRESHOLDING
Thresholding is the simplest segmentation technique, which separates an image into regions with thresholds based on the distribution of pixel values (intensity values or color).
The key problem of thresholding is how to automatically determine an adequate threshold
value to separate out desired objects. Thresholding can be viewed as a statistical decision
problem which objective is to minimize the average error incurred by assigning pixels into
two or more groups [101].
Segmentation can be done by thresholding using global information (e.g. the grey-level
histogram of the whole image) or local information [110]. For global thresholding, threshold values are computed over the whole image. Another type of thresholding technique
uses adaptive threshold values for different local areas, while different strategies are proposed to choose local areas and determine the proper threshold.
Based on the information the algorithm manipulates, thresholding segmentation techniques and algorithms can be categorized into six groups as follows [214]:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

histogram based methods,
clustering based methods,
entropy based methods,
attribute based methods,
spatial methods using higher-order probability distributions, and
local methods of adaptive threshold values.

Descriptions and comparisons of these techniques can be found in the literature [110, 181,
214].
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Thresholding is effective in segmenting images where the contrast between object and
background is significant. However, image segmentation based on thresholding often fails
to detect shape coherence because it is based on pixel-level attributes. Regions (or objects)
of complex texture can be divided into multiple parts in thresholding based segmentation.
Moreover, the performance of thresholding methods is sensitive to noise and non-uniform
illumination. Image smoothing techniques such as Gaussian filtering, and edge detectors
are often used to improve thresholding [101].
R EGION - BASED SEGMENTATION
Region-based segmentation algorithms aim to find the regions directly according to the
similarity properties of image pixels. Such algorithms aim to separate regions in which
the pixels have similar values, where the selection of the similarity criterion plays an important role. Region-based segmentation techniques can be divided into two categories
according to the strategy used for generating regions, i.e. region growing (merging) and
region splitting and merging [101].
The region growing approaches follow a bottom up scheme, which groups pixels and
small regions into larger regions based on pre-defined criteria. The basic region growing
starts by choosing a set of “seeds” and the regions are grown by adding in neighbouring
pixels that are similar to their own “seeds” [3]. The seed points can be selected either by
a human or automatically, by avoiding areas of high contrast (large gradients). Lin et al.
proposed an algorithm which can generate the seeds automatically [147]. Region growing
techniques are conceptually simple and can achieve good segmentation results according to defined properties. They are, however, local methods and suffer from the initial
seed-point problem, which means that different sets of initial seed points cause different
segmentation results. The fast scanning algorithm [74] was developed to address the initial
seed-point problem. It scans the whole image and determines if one can merge pixels into
an existing clustering, thus seed points are not needed. This approach is good at matching
shapes of real objects in an efficient way.
Another category of algorithms first divides an image into a set of disjoint regions and
then merges and/or splits the regions, based on distinguishing the homogeneity of the
image [119]. A combination of region merging and splitting was developed to avoid oversegmentation. The advantage of such approaches is that the image can then be segmented
properly according to the demands of applications by giving splitting criteria. The limitation is that blocky segments might be produced [101].

2.3.2. M OTION - BASED S EGMENTATION
A video sequence has much richer information than a single image. Motion is a primary
feature in video, which carries a lot of information in spatiotemporal relationships between image objects [41]. In addition, image properties have a high correlation in the
direction of motion, for example the color of a moving car keeps the same in images of
the video sequence. Motion based segmentation techniques take advantage of these characteristics to locate regions or objects according to the motion information.
The procedure of a motion based segmentation application consists of two basic tasks:
motion estimation and motion segmentation [41]. The motion estimation task aims to estimate the motion information by identifying interest points in images and measuring how
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Fig. 2. Frames 0, 30, 50, 80 of a shot from Miss Marple: Murder at the vicarage. Up
to frame 30, there is hardly any motion as the person is sitting. Most information is
provided when the person is sitting up. This is exploited in the present approach. Due
to long term tracking, the grouping information is also available at the ﬁrst frames.

Given the pairwise distances between trajectories, we can build an aﬃnity
matrix for the whole shot and run spectral clustering on this aﬃnity matrix [5,6].
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Moreover, since we do not
assume the number of clusters to be known in advance and the clusters should
be spatially compact, we propose a spectral clustering method that includes a
spatial regularity constraint allowing for model selection.
In order to facilitate progress in the ﬁeld of object-level segmentation in videos,
we provide an annotated dataset together with an evaluation tool, trajectories,
and the binaries of our approach. This will allow for quantitative comparisons
in the future. Currently the only reasonably sized dataset with annotation is
the Hopkins dataset [8], which is specialized for factorization methods (sparse,
manually corrected trajectories, all trajectories have the same length). The new
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they move. Next a motion segmentation algorithm is used for partitioning the interest
points into groups with similar motions.
M OTION E STIMATION
Given a sequence of images, motion estimation aims to determine the motion of image elements, such as pixels, interest points, or regions [41, 101]. It is a typical technique in video
processing, and has been widely applied in various applications, such as video compression and motion segmentation. Depending on the goals of motion estimation, algorithms
of motion estimation show a rich diversity. In this thesis, we focus on motion estimation
techniques for motion-based segmentation.
Since motion is described as changes between image frames, motion estimation techniques are based on comparing the similarity and dissimilarity of image features. The
typical challenges of motion estimation are occlusions and illumination changes. A variety of schemes and solutions have been developed to detect motions in video sequences,
which can be divided into 2 categories: pixel-based methods and feature-based methods
[123, 233].
The pixel based methods are also called “direct” methods, because they aim at recovering the motion of each pixel directly from measurable image quantities [123]. Most pixel
based methods are based on the “brightness constancy constraint”, which is derived from
the observation that the intensity values of a small region usually remains the same while
its location may change [29]. The block matching algorithm, phase correlation, optical
flow estimation and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation are typical approaches in this
category [41]. Among them, optical flow estimation is one of the most popular techniques
of motion estimation, for which a number of algorithms have been developed [118]. Horn
and Schunck proposed a global constraint of smoothness and the computation of optical flow is formulated as a global energy minimization problem [118]. Lucas and Kanade
proposed the local uniformity constraint and solved the optical flow using a coarse-to-fine
approach [153]. The Horn-Schunck and Lucas-Kanade methods are at the core of two major directions of research for optical flow estimation, while both approaches have been
extended by many researchers [8, 29, 30, 47, 108, 224]. There are several surveys of optical flow techniques in the literature [91, 165, 227], where more details can be found. Pixel
based methods can achieve a high accuracy for recovering the pixel motions, and provide
the advantage of accounting for subtle image details. However detection of long-range motion is difficult because the brightness constraint is only valid in limited situations (when
the surfaces can be approximated as Lambertian) [46].
Feature based methods focus on establishing point correspondences between images
by feature matching [233]. These methods first localize specific feature points, which
should have good discriminative properties and there should be a high probability that
the same point is selected in both images [242]. Therefore, the extraction of features plays
an significant role in establishing accurate point motion [168, 233]. Popular feature detectors, such as HOG, SIFT and SURF, see Section 2.2, are widely used in capturing large
motions [40, 46, 142, 216, 233]. Feature based methods can track salient feature points
across multiple frames, thus they can handle arbitrary large displacements as long as the
features can be tracked. However, the established motion vectors are often very sparse because the local feature descriptors are reliable only at salient locations and are locally rigid
[257].
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In recent decades, many researchers have extensively worked on extending the sparse
matching of features to dense matching of features [15, 18, 46, 76, 142, 149, 207, 226,
250, 252, 257]. Some methods compute dense point motion by matching descriptors
extracted in from local regions (generally square), which is computationally expensive
[15, 18, 46, 149, 257]. Some other approaches combine feature matching with optical flow
techniques to extract dense long-term trajectories from a video sequence [207, 226, 252].
Nowadays, feature matching techniques are also used to improve the optical flow estimation in some approaches [142, 250]. Some researchers propose to use a neural network to
learn to estimate the optical flow between two images [76].
M OTION S EGMENTATION
Strategies and techniques for motion segmentation differ from that developed for image
segmentation because of the distinct property of motion vectors compared to other image
features (intensity, color, texture, etc.). Generally, the goal of motion segmentation is to
partition the tracked points (or pixels) from multiple moving objects into different groups
based on their motions [41], which can be considered as a clustering problem. Thus principles and achievements in other research areas, such statistics, machine learning, data
analysis, etc., contribute to the development of motion segmentation approaches. A variety of schemes and strategies have been proposed in the literature for solving the motion
segmentation problem [36, 121, 217, 247, 259, 260, 270].
According to the type of motion representation, motion segmentation algorithms can
be divided into pixel based and feature-point based [271, 272]. Pixel-based motion estimation directly recovers image motion at each pixel, so they are also called direct methods
[123, 228]. Thus segmentation algorithms based on pixel-wise motion vectors are able
to segment out precise regions of objects. Pixel-based motion estimation is sensitive to
environment variations, such as illumination variation, occlusion [123, 233], etc. Consequently, pixel based segmentation is also sensitive to environment variation. Feature
based motion estimation tries to detect and track a set of salient feature points, which results in a sparse matrix describing the trajectories of these points [233]. An object is then
represented by a group of feature points. Segmentation based on feature points is in general able to handle occlusion [270]. A variety of schemes and strategies has been developed
for motion segmentation in both categories. In this section we will review some state-ofthe-art techniques and algorithms.
Zappella et al. divided the existing approaches into the following groups: image difference, statistical, wavelets, optical flow based methods, layers based methods and manifold clustering [270]. Figure 2.5 shows some examples of motion segmentation techniques. This division is not meant to be tight, in fact some of the algorithms could be
placed in more than one category [271]. Image difference is one of the simplest techniques
which computes the segmentation by thresholding the pixel-wise intensity difference between two consecutive images [57, 64]. Statistical approaches regard the segmentation
as a clustering (or classification) problem where each pixel (point) is assigned a class label. Techniques in statistics, such as Maximum A Posteriori (MAP), Particle Filter (PF) and
Expectation Maximization (EM), are commonly used in pixel-wise motion segmentation
[192, 193, 259]. These approaches can deal with multiple objects and occlusions. Some
methods exploit the usage of wavelets for reducing noise and analyzing frequency compo-
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nents of images. These wavelets-based methods are often used as a complementary part
for improvement of other approaches, such as image difference and optical flow [61].
Optical flow estimation is a traditional method to compute pixel-wise motion. Approaches based on optical flow aim to segment moving objects by analysing discontinuities in the optical flow field [36, 36, 67, 182, 254]. Optical flow based motion segmentation
can deal with 2D motions and segment the objects from the background. However, these
methods are sensitive to noise, computationally expensive, and perform poorly in longterm analysis, which make them not able to deal with real time applications.
Layer based techniques aim to divide images into layers with uniform motion, while
each layer is associated with a depth level and a transparency level that determines the
behaviour of the layers in case of overlapping [48, 140, 225, 253, 270]. Approaches in this
category are quite robust to occlusion.
Manifold clustering, or subspace clustering in some literature, is a new trend in motion segmentation, which is mainly used on feature based motion trajectories, i.e. feature
points tracked over multiple frames. These algorithms assume that the rigid-body motion
of each object can be projected to a linear subspace [236]. Agglomerative Lossy Compression (ALC) proposed by Ma et al. [156] segments the trajectories by minimizing a cost
function. The Local Subspace Affinity (LSA) method proposed by Yan and Pollefeys [266]
estimates the subspaces by building an affinity matrix, which is able to deal with articulated, non-grid and non-degenerate motions. Vidal and Hartley [247] use generalized
principal component analysis (GPCA) to cluster projected trajectories based on the fact
that trajectories of rigid and independent motions generate subspaces of at most dimension four. Elhamifar and Vidal developed a sparse representation to cluster trajectories
from multiple linear or affine subspaces [79]. Manifold clustering techniques generally
perform well in segmenting rigid motions. Some of them can be adapted for estimating
3D motion models. A common limitation of these methods is the need for a sufficiently
large set of complete trajectories, which is a challenge. This drawback can be compensated, to some extent, by introducing matrix completion algorithms to recover missing
data [218, 268]. However the quality of trajectories is still the major bottleneck of these algorithms. Moreover, most of the subspace clustering algorithms require knowledge about
the number of subspaces.

2.3.3. S EMANTIC I MAGE S EGMENTATION
In recent decades, semantic image segmentation approaches have developed rapidly in
computer vision research. Traditional image segmentation approaches, based on low-level
cues, partition an image into “coherent” regions, which may not be semantically meaningful [227]. Semantic image segmentation, which attempts to segment an image into
different objects and parts with semantic meaning, is a more challenging problem. The
semantic segmentation problem is ill-posed because the definition of “objects” or “meaningful parts” is ambiguous. Moreover, how to effectively represent the “objects” is also a
challenge [276]. Therefore, as of today semantic segmentation largely remains an open
issue and solutions vary with respect to the problem definition. In early research, some
approaches addressed segmentation and recognition simultaneously, by searching the image locations based on a learned model [24, 84, 143, 172, 183]. Over the past two decades,
semantic segmentation based on a self-training framework has boosted [60, 98, 150, 184].
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There are several surveys reviewing the semantic segmentation approaches in the literature from different points of view [103, 276].
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Object recognition refers to determining the categories of detected object instances, which
is a classification problem. Classification is a supervised task, which is achieved by comparing the candidates with models/representations of known objects. Classification methods are widely used in object recognition systems [227]. Classification techniques can also
be used in some detection tasks. For example, to detect a specific object in an image, we
can divide the image into small patches and apply classifiers on each of the patches to find
the target object [98, 141]. Moreover, classifiers are also helpful for tasks such as feature
extraction and segmentation [126, 138, 255].
Objects in computer vision are regarded as higher-level features compared to the visual features and keypoints discussed in Section 2.2. The object representation defines the
composition and structure of an object based on low-level features. A good representation
of an object is crucial for an efficient and robust object recognition system. A brief review
of representation models is given in subsection 2.4.1.
A variety of classifiers has been developed in the literature with the help of theories and
techniques from statistics, geometry and topology, pattern recognition, machine learning,
etc. In subsection 2.4.2, we will introduce some classical classifiers. For a particular classifier, various versions have been proposed to meet different requirements in applications.
Surveys and introductions of these approaches are available in a large volume of literature
[11, 89, 227, 246].

2.4.1. O BJECT R EPRESENTATION
An object present in an image, covers part of the image, thus we can represent the object
by describing the features of this patch of the image. To represent the objects with features, we need to analyze the relationships of features based on their appearance, shapes,
spatial information, etc. The basic components of object models can be either pixels or
detected feature points. Researchers have proposed several important criteria for object
representation: scope, uniqueness, stability, sensitivity, and accessibility [116].
Methods of object representation fall into two categories according to the information
used for modeling: geometry or appearance [234]. Geometric representations describe the
3D geometric relationships between the parts of an object. There are point models, edge
models, surface models and volumetric models [87]. Geometric methods used for object
representation and recognition have been well developed since it has been an active topic
in computer vision and graphics. Most geometric methods are object centered, i.e. the
information about the position of shape elements is affixed to a single-object coordinate
system [174, 234].
Appearance-based approaches only use the appearances of objects, which are captured by different two-dimensional views of the objects of interest [202]. Such approaches
aim to describe an object with its appearance features and their relationships using feature descriptors introduced in Section 2.2. Based on the applied features, appearancebased representations can be divided into local and global approaches. Dimensionality
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reduction techniques, such as principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA) and non-negative matrix factorization, etc., are often applied on global
features for object representation [202]. A common local approach is to construct the features and their relationships in the form of graph [19]. A codebook based approach, which
is based on the Bag of Words (BoW) technique [128], uses clustering techniques to obtain
high-dimensional feature vectors for a classifier. It became popular due to its simplicity
and efficiency, as well as robustness to clutter, occlusion, viewpoint change, and even nonrigid deformations [69]. Deformable Part Models (DPM) represent an object by a collection of parts arranged in a deformable configuration. Approaches combining a DPM and
a sliding-window technique can detect complex objects, and research shows they achieve
state-of-the-art results on difficult benchmarks such as the PASCAL datasets [83, 183]. In
the last two decades, deep learning also has shown outstanding performance on image
classification tasks. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are able to learn more complex models
efficiently without the need of hand-designed features [138].

2.4.2. C LASSIFICATION
Classification is the process of classifying observations into a given set of categories. It
has been a key concept in computer vision because many vision problems can be viewed
as a classification task. Over the years many classification methods have been developed.
An overview can be found in the book [77]. In this section, we focus on the approaches
and techniques which have been widely used in object recognition applications. Choosing
an appropriate classifier is a complex problem, where the feature descriptor, the object
representation and the size of the training set must all be taken into consideration.
Naive Bayes classifiers The probabilistic framework proved to be a convenient tool in
classifier design. Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers are based on conditional probabilities and
Bayes’ Theorem [198]. NB is known as a fast and space efficient classifier, and not sensitive
to irrelevant features [205]. However, NB requires the independence of features.
Support vector machines
Support vector machines (SVMs) are the most popular
method in traditional object detection systems [205]. SVMs are examples of so-called
kernel-based classification methods [37]. Combined with sliding window and local feature techniques such as HOG, SIFT and SURF, it performs well in human face detection
and pedestrian detection [227].
Decision trees Decision trees (DT) are non-parametric approaches based on hierarchical rules [77]. DTs determine the class of an object by creating a tree according to the attributes of object descriptors. DTs are fast to compute and can address non-linearity [205].
They are sensitive to noise.
Neural Networks Neural Networks is a state-of-the-art technique, and have been used
in object recognition systems for decades [227]. Their attraction lies in their ability to partition the feature space using nonlinear boundaries for classes. They use a non-parametric
approach. Neural networks are utilized not only for classification but also for automatic
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feature learning (from the raw data of the image) [209]. One of the popular approaches is
to use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [93, 127, 194]. CNNs have achieved remarkably performance for hand-written digit recognition [27]. There is a variety of classifiers
based on CNNs, such as Deep CNN and Recurrent Neural Networks [138, 261]. The performance of NNs depends upon the network structure and the amount of training examples.
Generally, a large number of examples are needed to achieve good performance, which
make the training stage a time consuming task [107]. One has to balance the trade-off
between computation and accuracy in the applications of NNs.

2.5. C ONCLUSION
Object detection and recognition bridges the low-level image processing and high-level
vision tasks. It is applied in a wide variety of applications. Each of these applications
has specific requirements, such as: the detection of particular object instances or general object detection from multiple categories, processing on-line or off-line, robustness
to occlusions, invariance to rotations, detection under different view points, etc. For example, a face detection and recognition system needs to identify the objects from the class
of “face”. A navigation system needs to identify the present object instances, which are
from a range of classes. Nevertheless, these applications have a common purpose, i.e., to
extract object information from input images. Therefore, there are common components
in current object detection and recognition systems.
In the previous sections we introduced the key components and related techniques of
a common object detection and recognition system. These techniques were developed to
address the basic problems existing in any object detection and recognition system. In
this thesis, we develop a system for the purpose of moving object detection and recognition from a video sequence. It is designed for detecting moving objects from multiple
categories. We focus on motion estimation and motion segmentation for moving object
detection. We also investigate how the results of moving object detection can be used to
identify objects in static images. In the following chapter, we will discuss the set up of our
approach, solutions to the common key problems, and the applied techniques.

3
P RELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we focus on the fundamental concepts, algorithms and necessary equations needed for our research. Since our research focuses on moving object detection in a
video sequence, a variety of techniques and approaches are of interest. Sections 3.1 and 3.2
present two approaches related to motion detection and estimation. Section 3.3 introduces the basic geometry of camera projection and the transformation from 3D rigid-body
motion to 2D image motion. Section 3.4 provides a brief introduction to the singular value
decomposition. In Section 3.5, two fundamental statistics techniques are presented: the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm and Bayes theorem. The EM algorithm is widely
used for data clustering and Bayes theorem is a powerful tool for sequential updating. An
efficient classifier called support vector machine is explained in Section 3.6.

3.1. O PTICAL FLOW
Optical flow is a successful approach to motion estimation, and has been one of the most
active research domains in computer vision. Optical flow is defined as the distribution of
apparent velocities of brightness patterns in an image sequence [118]. In this section, we
will introduce the basic concepts and original formulation of optical flow estimation.
The estimation of optical flow is based on the assumption that the intensity of a pixel,
corresponding with a point on an object surface, does not change significantly when the
object or the camera is moving. This is called brightness constancy [96].
Let I (x, y, t ) be the intensity of a pixel at position (x, y) and at time t . Suppose this
pixel is translated to position (x + ∆x, y + ∆y) at time t + ∆t . Based on the assumption of
brightness constancy we then have that
I (x + ∆x, y + ∆y, t + ∆t ) = I (x, y, t )

(3.1)

Expanding the left-hand side of Equation (3.1) with a first-order Taylor series, we find
I (x + ∆x, y + ∆y, t + ∆t ) = I (x, y, t ) + I x ∆x + I y ∆y + I t ∆t + O 2
31

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: (a) The aperture problem. v = (u, v) is the true displacement (velocity) from t to t 0 . Only its normal
component vn can be estimated, but the tangential component vt cannot. (b) Equation (3.3) yields a line in the
(u, v) space of equal intensities; the true velocity vector v is on this line.

where I x and I y denote the spatial and I t the temporal first-order partial derivatives of I .
The notation O 2 represents all the terms in ∆x, ∆y and ∆t of order 2 and higher; they are
assumed negligible for small displacements.
Combining Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2), and defining the velocity vector by
∆y
(u, v) = ( ∆x
∆t , ∆t ), we obtain the equation of optical flow (u, v) per pixel:
Ix u + I y v + It = 0

(3.3)

This is an equation in two unknowns and can not be solved for u and v directly; this
is known as the aperture problem, as visualized in Figure 3.1. As a result, we can only
uniquely recover the component in the direction of the spatial image gradient, while the
motion that is orthogonal to the spatial image gradient direction cannot be estimated accurately in a local region.
In practice, we will be dealing with discretized information: images that consist of pixels and which are recorded (sampled) at discrete moments in time. Without loss of generality, we can choose the time unit to equal the sampling time (the reciprocal of the frame
rate), whence ∆t = 1. We will use this convention in the rest of the thesis. The brightness
constancy relation Equation (3.1), then takes the form
I (x + u, y + v, t + 1) = I (x, y, t )

(3.4)

The pixel coordinates x and y, but also the velocity components u and v, may or may not
attain integer values, depending on the model that is used.

3.1.1. T HE M ETHOD OF H ORN AND S CHUNCK
To resolve the redundancy in Equation (3.3), additional constraints should be introduced.
Horn and Schunck [118] proposed the spatial smoothness constraint, which is used as the
fundamental basis of most optical flow estimation techniques. The spatial smoothness
constraint comes from the observation that neighboring points on objects have similar
velocities and the velocity field of the brightness patterns in the image varies smoothly
almost everywhere [118]. In this approach, the estimated optical flow field is the solution
which also shows the most smoothness.
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Horn and Schunck use the square of the magnitude of the gradient of the velocity (denoted by the first-order partial derivatives u x , u y , v x , v y of u and v) to measure the spatial
smoothness at each pixel (x, y). Then the optical flow estimation becomes the problem
of minimizing the sum of the squared errors in the equation for the rate of change of image brightness. As squared velocity allows for an energy interpretation, an energy function
with a penalty term, related to the brightness constancy assumption and the smoothness
constraint respectively, is defined over the image domain as follows:
Ï
(e b + λe c )d x d y
Ï
=
((I x u + I y v + I t )2 + λ(u x2 + u 2y + v x2 + v 2y ))d x d y

e=

3
(3.5)

Here e b = (I x u + I y v + I t )2 denotes the energy mismatch at a location (x, y) regarding the
brightness constancy assumption, e c = u x2 +u 2y +v x2 +v 2y measures the change in the velocity
(non-smoothness of the optical flow) at (x, y), and λ > 0 is a balancing parameter; integration takes place over the spatial image domain. This set-up uses a continuous model for
the spatial dimension, which needs to be discretized depending on the pixel density (resolution) of actual images. The optical flow is then solved by minimizing the expression in
Equation (3.5). Horn and Schunck’s solution is global, because the computation of the flow
vector at a specific location is based on the entire image. It results in dense flow fields, but
is also known to be sensitive to noise.

3.1.2. T HE M ETHOD OF LUCAS AND K ANADE
Lucas and Kanade [153] proposed a local method based on the spatial coherence assumption, which assumes that neighboring pixels move coherently and (largely) share the same
flow. Thus Equation (3.3) must hold in good approximation within the neighborhood of
each pixel. For example, if we use the pixels within a 5 × 5 window around a given pixel
(x, y) as its neighborhood Ω(x,y) , there are 25 equations to build for each pixel. We then
can build an error function for the pixels within the neighborhood Ω(x,y) of the chosen
pixel:
X
E (x,y) (u, v) =
(I x (x 0 , y 0 )u + I y (x 0 , y 0 )v + I t (x 0 , y 0 ))2
(3.6)
(x 0 ,y 0 )∈Ω(x,y)

Then the optical flow (û, v̂) of the chosen pixel at (x, y) can be solved by minimizing the
error function:
(û, v̂) = argmin E (x,y) (u, v)
(3.7)
u,v∈R

The Lucas-Kanade (LK) method provides a simple but efficient solution to estimate the
optical flow locally. However, it can only be used reliably when the pixel motion between
two images is small enough for the spatial coherence assumption to hold. In practice, true
flow vectors in a neighborhood could be inconsistent for some pixels, which then causes
errors in estimation. Lucas and Kanade assign a weight to each neighbor to diminish the
importance of distant neighbors, thus aiming to decrease the estimation error. Usually,
such weights are set by a Gaussian function of the distance between the neighbor pixel
and the center pixel. Then the weighted error function at (x, y) becomes:
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w
E (x,y)
(u, v) =

w(x 0 − x, y 0 − y)(I x (x 0 , y 0 )u + I y (x 0 , y 0 )v + I t (x 0 , y 0 ))2

X
(x 0 ,y 0 )∈Ω

(3.8)

(x,y)

where w(x, y) is the Gaussian weight function.
There are many improved versions of LK optical flow estimation, to obtain more accurate flow estimates of large displacements. We will briefly discuss the affine LK model, the
iterative optimization method, and the pyramidal computation of optical flow.

3

A FFINE LUCAS -K ANADE OPTICAL FLOW ESTIMATION
The basic LK method of optical flow estimation assumes that a pixel and its neighbors
in a local window all undergo the same translation. However, when for instance rotation
occurs, a single translation vector (u, v) is inadequate to represent the motion patterns of
all the pixels in the local window. Generally, an affine motion model with a rotation matrix
and a translation vector is more accurate to represent the all the pixel motions [29, 88].
Equation (3.9) specifies such an affine motion model, which is used to jointly describe the
movements of all pixels within a local window Ω, for one time step:
µ

¶ µ
x +u
1 + a1
=
y +v
a4

a2
1 + a5

¶µ ¶ µ ¶
x
a3
+
y
a6

for (x, y) ∈ Ω

(3.9)

Here (x, y) denotes a pixel position (within the window Ω) in one image, and (x + u, y +
v) denotes its new position in the next image. The two coordinates u and v constitute the
flow vector of this pixel. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, u and v now vary over the neighborhood Ω. It directly follows from Equation (3.9) that u and v are affine functions of x and y
given by
u(x, y) = a 1 x + a 2 y + a 3
v(x, y) = a 4 x + a 5 y + a 6

(3.10)

By substituting Equation (3.10) into Equation (3.8), we obtain the modified error func-

Figure 3.2: A window of 3 × 3 pixels undergoing a rotation. The optical flow vector clearly varies with the pixel
locations.
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tion below:
E (x,y) (a) =

(w(x 0 − x, y 0 − y)(I x (x 0 , y 0 )(a 1 x 0 + a 2 y 0 + a 3 )

X
(x 0 ,y 0 )∈Ω

(3.11)

(x,y)

0

0

0

0

0

0 2

+ I y (x , y )(a 4 x + a 5 y + a 6 ) + I t (x , y )) )
This function depends on 6 unknowns (the entries of a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 )), which correspond to the 6 parameters of the affine motion model. The goal is to estimate the optical
flow (u, v) at the center (x, y) of Ω according to Equation (3.10), by first finding the best
estimate of a that minimizes this error. By minimizing this weighted least-squares criterion, the optimized estimates of the parameters are obtained; this can e.g. be achieved by
setting the first-order partial derivatives of Equation (3.11) with respect to each parameter
equal to zero and solving the corresponding system of equations. Then, a minimum of six
pixels is at least required for obtaining a unique solution. Once the affine model parameters are determined for a pixel, the corresponding flow vector at (x, y) is computed from
Equation (3.10).
I TERATIVE OPTIMIZATION
Recall that the basic LK approach is based on a first-order Taylor approximation, which
neglects the higher-order terms denoted by O 2 in Equation (3.2); which is only valid when
movements are small enough. To obtain a more accurate estimate of the optical flow in
case of larger displacements, we can use a coarse-to-fine strategy based on an iterative
procedure similar to Newton’s method [39, 43, 153].
Suppose we already have an estimate (û, v̂) of the true optical flow (u, v) for a pixel at
location (x, y), with residual (δu , δv ):
u = û + δu
v = v̂ + δv

(3.12)

Then the left-hand side of Equation (3.4) can be written as:
I (x + u, y + v, t + 1) = I (x + û + δu , y + v̂ + δv , t + 1)

(3.13)

This suggests that we can generate a warped image J , by applying the estimated motion
(û, v̂) to each of the pixels of I (x, y, t ), which gives
J (x + û, y + v̂, t ) = I (x, y, t )

(3.14)

The brightness constancy equation between the warped image J (x + û, y + v̂, t ) and
I (x + u, y + v, t + 1) then is as follows:
I (x + û + δu , y + v̂ + δv , t + 1) = J (x + û, y + v̂, t )

(3.15)

which can be viewed a function of the residual vector (δu , δv ). Then this residual vector
can again be solved by the Lucas-Kanade method. The estimates of residual flows (δ̂u , δ̂v )
are subsequently used to further refine the optical flow estimates:
û new = û + δ̂u
v̂ new = v̂ + δ̂v

(3.16)
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Original Image

3
Figure 3.3: The pyramidal representation of images. Images at a larger scale are more smoothed and have lower
resolution.

This new optical flow estimate can be used to re-warp the original image I (x, y, t ) again
– and then to q
estimate a new residual flow. This procedure can be applied in an iterative
manner until

δ̂2u + δ̂2v is smaller than a threshold.

P YRAMIDAL COMPUTATION OF THE OPTICAL FLOW
The Lucas-Kanade optical flow computation is based on local uniformity, thus the estimation accuracy is related to the size of the local window. Normally, a smaller window will
lead to higher accuracy, because the chances then are smaller that it contains pixels that
move in different patterns. On the other hand, for a larger window size the estimated optical flow is expected to be less sensitive to variations, such as light changes and large displacements that exceed the window size. In this sense, a larger local window is preferable
to obtain a more robust estimate of optical flow. Therefore, there is a natural trade-off between accuracy and robustness when choosing the window size [39]. To address this problem, one can construct an image pyramid, which consists of multi-scale representations
of a given image. The images in the pyramid have increased smoothing but decreased resolution when going from a smaller to a larger scale. When we go up in the pyramid, small
motions are removed and large motions take the role of small motions. We first estimate
the LK optical flow on the largest scale (at the top of the pyramid), then propagate and refine the resulting motion flows by applying the LK algorithm again on the next scale down.
This procedure continues by going down the pyramid until we arrive at the smallest scale
(the original image scale) [42]. In this way, the pyramidal LK method is able to properly
track larger motions than the basic LK algorithm.
Given a pair of images, we first establish a set of pyramidal representations for each
image, in the same way as illustrated in Figure 3.3. An image pyramid consists of multiple
images of different resolution—all arising from the same single original image. The layers
(scales) in a pyramid of L + 1 scales are numbered from 0 to L, from bottom to top as indicated, where the image at scale 0 is the raw image. The image in each layer is obtained
by smoothing and sub-sampling the image at the previous (lower) scale, using a scaling
factor; thus the resolution of the images decreases as long as the scale increases. A variety
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of different smoothing kernels can be used for generating pyramids [4, 50].
The flow vectors are first computed by the iterative affine Lucas-Kanade algorithm,
starting at the top scale L. The results are then propagated to the lower scale L − 1 as the
initial guess of the flow vectors, which are then further refined with the iterative affine
Lucas-Kanade algorithm at scale L − 1. This procedure runs iteratively down to scale 0.
The pyramidal scheme of optical flow estimation can achieve high accuracy and robustness for relatively large pixel motions, i.e. when the displacement of a pixel is slightly
larger than the local window size. However, it still suffers from the common limitation of
optical flow methods — they can be erroneous because the brightness constancy or velocity smoothness assumptions can be violated. Thus the ability of dealing with large displacements is limited for the pyramid algorithm. Moreover, the depth of the image pyramid, the choice of L, affects the quality of estimated optical flow.

3.2. S CALE -I NVARIANT F EATURE T RANSFORM
The scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is an algorithm to detect and describe local
features in images, which was proposed by David Lowe [151]. Lowe’s method transforms
the image into a large collection of local features, each of which is invariant to image scale
(feature size) and rotation, and with partial invariance to affine distortion, noise and illumination changes. It is proved to be an efficient and robust way of detecting points of
interest, which is useful in object detection and recognition [152].
The original SIFT algorithm involves two stages: feature detection and description.
The feature detection refers to the process of locating salient features in image, which is
achieved with the help of a scale space. The SIFT description represents the features in a
manner invariant to scaling and rotating. This property makes it possible to match corresponding interest points between different images. The SIFT algorithm works well for
tasks such as object categorization, texture classification and image alignment.
There are four main steps which constitute the SIFT algorithm according to Lowe [151]:
1)
2)
3)
4)

scale-space extrema detection,
keypoint localization,
orientation assignment, and
keypoint description.

Scale-space Extrema Detection
This first step attempts to identify the potential feature points over images of different
scales. To obtain scale invariance, a scale space is constructed by applying Gaussian blur
filters to the original image at different octaves and scales. An image pyramid is built and
each level in the pyramid is called an octave. The image resolution decreases when the octave number increases in the pyramid. At each octave, a group of images is composed by
blurring the raw image on different levels, where each such level is called a scale. Octaves
and scales are indexed starting from 0, as shown in Figure 3.4. The number of octaves and
scales are defined by the user in the implementation. Lowe [152] suggests that 4 octaves
and 5 blur levels are ideal for the algorithm.
Suppose original image is I (x, y) for a scale space of No octaves and N s scales, then
we define the image at scale s (s = 0, 1, . . . , N s ) and octave o (o = 0, 1, . . . , No ) as L(x, y, σos ),
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Octave 0
image size: 512×512

Octave 2
image size: 128×128

Scale 2
Scale 3

3

Scale 1

Scale 0

Octave 1
image size: 256×256

Gaussian blur images

Difference of
Gaussian (DOG)

Figure 3.4: An example of scale space which consists of 3 octaves and 4 scales per octave. The image resolution
halves from an octave to the next. Each octave has 4 images blurred by a Gaussian function with increasing
scales.

where σos is the blur level. L(x, y, σos ) is generated by computing the convolution of the
original image I (x, y) with a Gaussian kernel G(x, y, σos ) as Equation (3.17),
L(x, y, σos ) = G(x, y, σos ) ∗ I (x, y)

(3.17)

The Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) images are generated by computing the difference
of adjacent Gaussian-blurred images per octave, as Equation (3.18). Figure 3.4 illustrates
the DoG images in the example scale space.
D(x, y, σos ) = L(x, y, σos+1 ) − L(x, y, σos )

(3.18)

The key locations are obtained by detecting the local maxima and minima of the DoG
images over scales and octaves. One pixel in a DoG image is compared with its 8 neighbors
as well as 9 pixels in next scale and 9 pixels in previous scale, as shown in Figure 3.5. If this
value is the minimum or maximum of all these points then this point is an extrema.
Keypoint Localization
The keypoint candidates detected in previous step contain points of low contrast and
points on the edge. Both kinds of points are sensitive to noises thus they are regarded
as unstable. Such points are eliminated in this step. The low contrast points can be found
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Figure 3.5: The search area of one pixel (the dark blue lattice) contains 26 adjoining pixels (the light blue lattices)
in DoG space.

by simply checking their intensities. If the absolute value of the DoG image at a detected
point is less than a threshold value, it is rejected as a low contrast point. Since the image intensity gradient will be big across the edge and small along the edge, a 2 × 2 Hessian
matrix is used to reject the edge points based on the Harris corner detector [111]. This
Hessian matrix is computed at the location and scale of a point. If the ratio between the
largest and the smallest eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix is larger than a threshold, the
corresponding point is rejected as an edge point.
Orientation Assignment
The keypoints are located at different octaves and scales. Next, the keypoints are assigned a
consistent orientation to achieve invariance to image rotation. Given a keypoint located at
(x, y) in the image L(x, y, σos ) at scale s and octave o, the calculation of orientation is based
on the image intensity gradient magnitude in a neighborhood around its location. Without
loss of generality, we simplify the notation of L(x, y, σos ) to L(x, y) because σos is fixed once
the keypoint is chosen. Then the gradient vector at (x, y) is approximately proportional to
(L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1, y), L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1)). Its magnitude m(x, y) and its orientation
(angle) θ(x, y) are then computed as follows:
q
m(x, y) = (L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1, y))2 + (L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1))2
(3.19)
θ(x, y) = atan2((L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1))/(L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1, y)))
An orientation histogram with 36 bins covering 360 degrees is created and the highest
peak of the histogram is selected as the orientation of the keypoint. Note that if there
is another peak that ranks above 80% of the highest peak in the orientation histogram,
a new keypoint at the same location but of different orientation is created as well. This
contributes to stability of matching.
Keypoint Description
The last step is to build a descriptor for each keypoint. The SIFT descriptor is generated
from a statistical analysis of the gradient magnitude in the neighborhood of keypoints.
By dividing the neighborhood into sub-blocks, a set of histograms is computed to form
the SIFT descriptor. Typically the SIFT method takes a 16 × 16 neighborhood around each
keypoint and divides it into 16 sub-blocks of size 4 × 4. For each sub-block a histogram
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of 8 bins is generated. This histograms of all sub-blocks are used to form a vector of 128
elements, which is the keypoint descriptor.

3.3. C AMERA G EOMETRY
Videos are obtained by cameras, which map the 3D world to 2D images. In this thesis, we
are interested in the geometry of camera projection and the relationship between 3D rigid
body motion in the real world and 2D motion in images and videos.

3

3.3.1. 3D R IGID B ODY M OTION
In kinematics, a rigid body is an idealization of a body that does not deform under the
action of applied forces. Formally it is defined as a collection of particles with the property that the distances between the particles remain unchanged during the motions of the
body [162]. In the real world a perfectly rigid body does not exist, but for many objects,
the deformation is negligible compared to the overall motion of the body. Based on this
rigid body approximation, all particles that define the object undergo the same motion
model, which is called a rigid transformation [38]. Such a rigid transformation is an affine
transformation in 3D space, which can be decomposed into a 3D rotation followed by a
translation. Suppose a particle moves from (X , Y , Z ) to (X 0 , Y 0 , Z 0 ), then its motion can be
modelled as
 0
 
X
X
Y 0  = R Y  + t
(3.20)
Z0
Z
where R is a 3D rotation matrix and t is a translation vector. A rotation matrix R in 3D space
can be parameterized as in Equation (3.21). The translation vector t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 )> indicates
displacements in the directions of the three standard coordinate axes.
R = R z (ϕz )R y (ϕ y )R x (ϕx )


cos ϕz − sin ϕz 0
cos ϕ y
cos ϕz
0  0
=  sin ϕz
0
0
1 − sin ϕ y

0
1
0


sin ϕ y
1
0  0
cos ϕ y
0

0
cos ϕx
sin ϕx


0
− sin ϕx 
cos ϕx

(3.21)

where ϕz ∈ (−π, π], ϕ y ∈ [− π2 , π2 ], and ϕx ∈ [− π2 , π2 ] are yaw, pitch, and roll angles respectively. By matrix multiplication, we have

cos ϕx cos ϕ y
R =  sin ϕx cos ϕ y
− sin ϕ y

cos ϕx sin ϕ y sin ϕz − sin ϕx cos ϕz
sin ϕx sin ϕ y sin ϕz + cos ϕx cos ϕz
− cos ϕ y sin ϕz


cos ϕx sin ϕ y cos ϕz + sin ϕx sin ϕz
sin ϕx sin ϕ y cos ϕz − cos ϕx sin ϕz 
− cos ϕ y cos ϕz
(3.22)
For simplicity, we use the notation r i j to indicate the element of R in the i t h row and j t h
column in Equation (3.22), thus R is represented in the rest of the chapter by:


r 11
R = r 21
r 31

r 12
r 22
r 32


r 13
r 23 
r 33

(3.23)
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3.3.2. P ROJECTIONS
A physical camera projects the 3D world onto a 2D image according to some projection
model. In general, the lens system in a real camera is too complex to be modelled in detail
in practice. Instead, simplified camera models have been developed for different applications depending on given assumptions.
G ENERAL P ERSPECTIVE P ROJECTION
Perspective projection provides an idealized mathematical model of a real camera, which
is widely used in computer vision applications. It is based on the assumption that the
camera is small enough compared to the viewed scenes in most situations.
Y

x
y f
 
X c Yc Zc

( X c , Yc , Z c )

X
y

(x,y)
R
r

o

O

x
Z

f
Zc

(a) The general perspective projection of a
pinhole camera model

(b) The parallel projection of an
orthographic camera

Figure 3.6: Camera models: (a) perspective projection; (b) orthographic projection.

A general perspective projection maps a point in 3D space to a point on the 2D image
plane. Figure 3.6a shows the simplest central-projection camera model: the pinhole camera model. The X Y Z coordinate frame is centered at the camera, with the Z -axis being the
principal axis of the camera. The projected image plane locates at the focus plane, and is
characterized by the x y coordinate frame. The origin of image frame o is the projection of
the camera center O on the image plane. A point (X , Y , Z ) in the camera frame is mapped
to the point (x, y) in the image frame by:
· ¸
·
f 1
x
=
y
Z 0

0
1

 
¸ X
0  
Y
0
Z

(3.24)

O RTHOGRAPHIC C AMERA M ODEL
Assuming the camera has an infinite focal length f , the points in the camera frame are
mapped to the image by parallel lines, which is illustrated in Figure 3.6b.
In the orthographic camera model, a point (X , Y , Z ) is mapped to an image point (x, y),
eliminating the Z -coordinate. A general orthographic projection from the camera frame
to the image frame has the form:
· ¸ ·
x
1
=
y
0

0
1

 
¸ X
0  
Y
0
Z

(3.25)
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3.3.3. 2D A FFINE T RANSFORMATION
The natural scenes of 3D objects are projected to a sequence of 2D images by the camera.
A point (particle) on the surface of an object is mapped to a pixel in the image through the
camera model. Assume a point moves from (X , Y , Z ) to (X 0 , Y 0 , Z 0 ) in camera space, which
are mapped to the 2D points (x, y) and (x 0 , y 0 ) in two different images, using a perspective
camera as in Equation (3.24), then we have the following relationships:
 
·
· ¸
¸ X
· ¸
f 1 0 0   f X
x
Y =
(3.26)
=
y
Z 0 1 0
Z Y
Z
 
·
¸ X0
· ¸
· 0¸
f 1 0 0  0
f X0
x
Y = 0
(3.27)
= 0
0
y0
Z 0 1 0
Z Y
Z0
Substituting these two equations and Equation (3.23) into Equation (3.20), we have
· 0¸
·
· ¸
· ¸
¸· ¸
Z r 11 r 12 x
f Z r 13
f t1
x
=
+
+
(3.28)
y0
Z 0 r 21 r 22 y
Z 0 r 23
Z 0 t2
f

f

In case of an orthographic camera, the factors Z and Z 0 equal 1, and Equation (3.28)
becomes
· 0¸ ·
¸· ¸
· ¸ · ¸
x
r 11 r 12 x
r 13
t1
=
+
Z
+
(3.29)
y0
r 21 r 22 y
r 23
t2
Equation (3.29) reveals that all points belong to an object have the same transformation
matrix regarding their 2D images based on an orthographic camera. The translation vector
varies for different points because it is affected by Z . Suppose the center point of an object
is (X 0 , Y0 , Z0 ), the component Z can be written as Z0 + δ Z . Thus for all points belonging to
the object, the differences of the translation part in Equation (3.29) is determined by δ Z ,
as Equation (3.30) shows.
· 0¸ ·
x
r 11
=
y0
r 21

r 12
r 22

¸· ¸ · ¸
· ¸
· ¸
x
t1
r 13
r 13
+
+ Z0
+ δZ
y
t2
r 23
r 23

(3.30)

Normally, the fast frame rate of a video makes that the changes between two consecutive frames are relatively small, which enables the human eyes to perceive the continuity of its content. In this case, the changes caused by the component δ Z are small, and
Equation (3.29) approximates a 2D affine transformation, which holds for all points on an
object. Therefore, we can assume that when a moving object in 3D space is projected to
a video sequence through an orthographic camera, the movements of the image points
belonging to the object preserve their continuity in the 2D video frames.
Based on the affine motion assumption, a 6-parameter affine transformation model is
able to describe the motion of an object between two consecutive frames, which can capture the motions of translation, scaling, and rotation in the 2D plane. If a point is detected
at position x = (x, y)> in one frame and at position x0 = (x 0 , y 0 )> in the next frame, then
Equation (3.31) is assumed to hold in a good approximation for all points belonging to the
same object.
x0 = Ax + b;
(3.31)
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£
a 12 ¤
b b >
where A = aa11
21 a 22 , and b = [ 1 2 ] .
Given a group of points belonging to the same object together with their motion vectors, we can recover the affine model of the object by solving Equation (3.31) for all points
jointly. At least 3 points with independent motion vectors are needed to compute the affine
matrix because there are 2 equations and the same 6 unknowns for each point. Given an
affine model of a moving object, we can determine whether a point belongs to the object
by checking its motion with the affine model.

3.4. S INGULAR VALUE D ECOMPOSITION
Singular value decomposition is a technique to factor a matrix [166]. It provides a useful
way to analyze the rectangular matrices.
For any matrix M ∈ R m×n of rank r , there exist orthogonal matrices Um×m and Vn×n
and a non-negative diagonal matrix Σm×n such that
M = U ΣV >

(3.32)

Such a factorization is called a singular value decomposition of the matrix M . If the nonzero singular values (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σr ) are arranged in non-increasing order along the diagonal of Σ. The columns of U and V are called the left and right singular vectors of M
respectively. The SVD has some basic properties:
•
•
•
•

The sequence of singular values is unique for any M .
The columns of V are the eigenvectors of M >M .
The columns of U are the eigenvectors of M M >.
The rank of matrix M is equal to the number of nonzero singular values.

The SVD provides a useful way of analyzing matrix and is applicable in many fields. It
is used for computing the pseudoinverse of a matrix, solving homogeneous linear equations, solving least squares problems, principle component analysis and dimensionality
reduction, etc. [99, 133, 134, 251]. Applications of the SVD in computer vision exists
in every field, such as face recognition, 3D reconstruction, data compression, and so on
[44, 137, 173, 227, 244]. In the field of motion segmentation, SVD is useful for the factorization of motion matrix.

3.5. S TATISTICAL M ETHODS
A common problem in computer vision is that one is given a collection of measurements
(image, feature positions, motion fields, etc.), and one has to estimate the values of some
unknown structure or parameters (camera motion, object shape, etc.). These problems are
called regression problems because we are trying to estimate a continuous quantity from
noisy inputs, as opposed to a discrete classification task [27]. In computer vision, they
are called inverse problems, which is the opposite of the forward problem as in computer
graphics, because they involve estimating unknown model parameters instead of simulating the forward formation equations [227].
To address the inverse problem, the statistical models and methods provide powerful tools. Approaches based on statistical inference have been extensively developed with
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varying degrees of success over the last decades. In this section, two kinds of statistical
methods are discussed.

3

3.5.1. E XPECTATION -M AXIMIZATION A LGORITHM
The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [71] is an effective and popular technique
of solving maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) problems when the given data is incomplete. It has been widely used for statistical estimation problems with missing data, as well
as for mixture estimation problem which can be posed in a similar form.
Assume a model with parameters θ is associated with a given set of observed data
X = x 1 , x 2 , . . . and some unobserved latent variables (or missing data) Z = z 1 , z 2 , . . .. We
may want to estimate two things: (1) the parameters and (2) the latent variables. The EM
algorithm is intuited by the fact that each of these two steps is easy assuming that the other
one is solved.
The basic idea of the EM algorithm is to find the parameter θ that maximizes the likelihood L(θ | X, Z) = P (X, Z | θ) in an iterative procedure. By starting with some initial guesses,
the EM algorithm alternatively executes two steps to update the estimation of parameters
by increasing the expected value of log L(θ | X, Z) until it converges to a local maximum, as
shown in Equation (3.33),
θ i +1 = argmax E Z|X,θi [log L(θ; X, Z)]
θ

= argmax
θ

X

P (Z | X, θ i ) log L(θ; X, Z)

(3.33)

z

The component E Z|X,θi [log L(θ; X, Z)] is defined as a function Q(θ | θ i ), which is constructed conditioned on the distribution of the hidden variables with respect to the observed data and the current estimation of the parameters. The construction of Q(θ | θ i ) is
called the expectation step (E-step) and the computation of θ i +1 is called the maximization
step (M-step).
A variant of the EM algorithm, which simply estimates the latent variable Z in the Estep instead of computing the conditional distribution P (Z | X, θ i ) over all possible values
of Z, is called classification EM [58, 104]. The two basic steps of classification EM in the i t h
iteration are:
Classification step: find Zi = argmaxZ P (Z | X, θ i );
Maximization step: compute θ i +1 = argmaxθ P (Zi , X | θ);
The classification EM is usually faster to converge and easier to implement than the
original EM, thus it is widely used in practice. One of the famous applications of classification EM is k-means clustering [211].

3.5.2. B AYESIAN U PDATING
Bayes’ theorem is part of a fundamental probabilistic theory proposed by Bayes and
Laplace in the 18th century [23]. It has been developed and applied by statisticians and
philosophers in a variety of research areas, such as human cognition, neural computation,
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machine learning, etc.[115]. Bayes’ theorem provides a rule to update the belief of a hypothesis H given some observed data D , which can be described by
P (H|D ) =

P (D |H)P (H)
P (D )

(3.34)

where P (D ) is the marginal likelihood of D , which acts as a normalizing constant. So we
can understand Bayes’ theorem as a form of proportionality between the posterior and the
prior times the likelihood, as Equation (3.35).
P (H | D ) ∝ P (D | H)P (H)

(3.35)

The conditional probability P (D | H) is called the likelihood. P (H) is the prior probability
and describes the information we have about the hypothesis H before observing the data
D. After the data is observed, the prior distribution is updated to the posterior probability
P (H | D ) according to Equation (3.35).
Suppose that the observed data arrives sequentially, e.g. (D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D N ). Assume also
that the observed data is conditionally independent of the hypothesis H. Then the computation of the posterior given all observed data can be written as
P (H | D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D N ) ∝ P (D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D N | H)P (H)

= P (D 1 , . . . , D N −1 | H)P (D N | H)P (H)

(3.36)

∝ P (D 1 , . . . , D N −1 | H)P (H | D N )

In Equation (3.36), P (H | D N ) is the posterior having observed D N , and it can be used
as the new “prior” for the remaining data (D 1 , . . . , D N −1 ). Thus we can update the prior
and compute the new posterior iteratively when new data is observed. The process of
improving the prior probability to the posterior probability is called Bayesian updating.
The essential characteristic of Bayesian methods is their explicit use of conditional
probabilities for quantifying uncertainty in inferences based on statistical data analysis [53]. Bayes’ theorem provides a powerful tool for solving problems in model estimation, decision making, missing data inference, prediction, learning of parameters,
etc.[17, 53, 205].

3.6. S UPPORT V ECTOR M ACHINES
Support vector machines (SVMs) introduced by Boser, Guyon and Vapnik [37], are supervised learning models for classification and regression analysis. The main idea behind the
SVM is the construction of an optimal hyperplane that separates the given patterns. SVM
can be used both for linear and for non-linear classification, which will be briefly discussed
in this section.
Linear SVMs
Given a set of N example points xi from two classes A+ and A−, each associated with
a class label y i (y i ∈ {1, −1} where 1 and -1 indicate the class A+ and A− respectively),
the dataset can be written as {(x1 , y 1 ), . . . , (xN , y N )}. Assume the data is linearly separable;
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wTx+b=0

wTx+b= -1
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wTx+b= -1
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3

(a) Linearly separable data

(b) Non-linearly separable data

Figure 3.7: Linearly separable and non-linearly separable data.

i.e. there exists a hyper plane which separates the positive from the negative examples.
Figure 3.7 illustrates linearly separable and non-separable situations.
As shown in Figure 3.7, a linear separating hyperplane is a set of points x satisfying
w>x + b = 0, where w is the normal vector to the hyperplane and b is the bias. The data
from each class is bounded by a parallel bounding plane w>x + b = +1 or w>x + b = −1.
Thus it gives the following constraints for all data point,
w>x + b ≥ +1,
>

w x + b ≤ −1,

for x ∈ A+
for x ∈ A−

(3.37)

Combined with the label description, we have
y i (w>xi + b) ≥ 1,

for i = 1, . . . , N

(3.38)

When two classes are linearly separable, there normally a family of separating hyperplanes, as well as bounding planes, between the two classes. According to the statistical
learning theory [243], the optimized bounding planes are those with a maximal margin between them. Thus SVMs search for the separating hyperplane by maximizing the margin
between two bounding planes, which can be formulated as a convex optimization problem as shown in Equation (3.39).
1
min kwk 22
2
subject to y i (w>xi + b) ≥ 1,

(3.39)
for i = 1, . . . , N

For non-separable data, we can define a “soft margin” between the bounding planes by
introducing a nonnegative slack variable for each data point,
y i (w>xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
The 1-norm of the slack variables

PN

i =1 ξi

for i = 1, . . . , N

(3.40)

is called the penalty term. Then the optimiza-
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tion problem of SVMs for non-separable data becomes:
N
X
1
min( kwk 22 +C
ξi )
2
i =1

(3.41)

y i (w>xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,

subject to

ξi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , N
there C is a positive parameter to balance the weight of the penalty term, which can be
determined with a tuning procedure [68].
Equation (3.41) is a standard convex quadratic program, which is called the primal
problem. It turns out that in most cases the primal problem can be solved more easily in
its dual formulation, as shown in Equation (3.42) [68].
max(

N
X

αi −

i =1

subject to

N
X

N
1 X
αi y i x>i · x j α j y j )
2 i , j =1

y i αi = 0,

and 0 ≤ αi ≤ C

(3.42)
f or

i = 1, . . . , N

i =1

Nonlinear SVMs
The nonlinear situation can be handled by mapping the data into a higher dimensional
space as shown in Figure 3.8. Suppose the input data in space Rn is mapped to a higher
dimensional feature space F by some mapping Φ. Thus the data point xi is mapped to
Φ(xi ) for i = 1, . . . , N . Then SVMs can be applied to the mapped data for classification. This
approach can easily increase the additional computational complexity due to the computation of a mapping and the generated higher dimensional data.
6
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Feature map

approximate linear pattern in feature space

nonlinear pattern in data space

Fig. 2. The illustration of nonlinear SVM

Figure 3.8: Transform linearly non-separable data to linearly separable data.
w=

m
X

y i u i xi .

(11)

>0}
Boser, Guyon and Vapnik suggested to{i|uapply
the kernel trick, which avoids the explicit
The dual variable ui corresponds to a training point xi . The normal vector w
nonlinear map Φ [37].
Note
that
only
the
dot
product
between
the
input data vectors x>i x j
can be expressed in terms of a subset of training data
points (called
support
vectors)
which
have a corresponding
dual variable
By the If we know the dot
i that is positive.
is needed in the dual
SVM
formulation
as shown
in uEquation
(3.42).
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions [2, 21]:
product of the mapped data Φ(xi )>Φ(x j ) for all
i
,
j
∈
.
.
.
,
N
it
is
possible
to solve the dual
(1,
),
0 ≤ ui ⊥ yi (w⊤ xi + b) + ξi − 1 ≥ 0
(12) explicitly. Suppose
problem in the feature space 0F≤ without
computing
the
mapped
data
C − ui ⊥ ξi ≥ 0 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , m,
>
we have a kernel function
K (xi ,bxsimply
Φ(x
the
dual
SVM is given by
we can determine
taking
any training
point,
xi such
thatnonlinear
i ∈ I :=
j ) = by
i ) Φ(x
j ), then
i

{k| 0 < uk < C} and obtain:

b = y i − w ⊤ xi = y i −

m
X
j=1

(yj uj hxj , xi i) .

(13)

Kernel Trick
From the dual SVM formulation (10), we know that all we need to know about
h
i
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max(

N
X

αi −

i =1

subject to

N
X

N
1 X
αi y i K (xi , x j )α j y j )
2 i , j =1

y i αi = 0,

and 0 ≤ αi ≤ C

(3.43)

for i = 1, . . . , N

i =1

3

Given the training data (and kernel functions in the nonlinear cases), we can obtain the
predicted separating hyperplane (w, b) by solving the SVM formulations (linearly separable
data for Equation (3.42) and nonlinear for Equation (3.43)). Then we can formulate the
classifier as
f (x) = sign(w>x + b)
(3.44)
SVMs became popular because of their good performance in many computer vision
tasks, such as face and character recognition, image segmentation, image classification,
etc. Experimental results have shown that the SVM can achieve higher performance than
K-Nearest-Neighbor(KNN), Hidden Markov models (HMM), particular Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), Naive Bayes (NB) and Decision Trees (DT) in image classification and
other classification tasks. Although the speed of the learning period of a SVM is typically
slower than for DT, NB and KNN, it can compute as fast as the other algorithms in the
classification stage.

4
S YSTEM F RAMEWORK
In this chapter, we investigate the general pipeline and propose a framework for segmenting out moving objects from video sequences. Our system processes videos, which consist
of sequences of consecutive images. Specifically, the proposed system focuses on processing and analysing the “motion” information in the video sequence in an unsupervised way.
Given a sequence of successive images, which captures a dynamic scene containing
multiple moving objects, the system should be able to determine the number of moving
objects in the sequence, and extract the locations and representations of these objects. In
this chapter, we introduce the design of the proposed system and briefly describe the main
modules.

4.1. OVERVIEW
Object detection approaches can broadly be classified into 3 main streams: top-down,
bottom-up and a combination of both [35]. The top-down approach processes images
starting from the highest level, by analyzing semantic information from a global pipeline.
A top-down scheme for object detection typically includes two stages: a learning stage for
obtaining global descriptors of objects, and a verifying stage to localize (segment out) the
hypothesized objects from images based on the knowledge obtained in the training stage
[24, 51, 183, 193]. Bottom-up approaches focus on local features, which analyze the videos
from low-level information (such as contrast, color, intensity, orientation, texture, and motion). Approaches based on a bottom-up scheme first segment the images into salient regions that are relatively homogeneous. A recognition process is then used to classify the
regions to corresponding object classes [7, 28, 36, 55, 217]. The top-down approach can often detect the precise object regions, but for this it requires a large amount of training data.
The bottom-up approach can be applied to any image sequence without prior knowledge,
but it can not solve the ambiguities of objects. For example, an object can be segmented
into parts due to the discontinuities of local features in these parts, and two objects may
be merged if they have similar appearance. Some approaches combine the top-down and
bottom-up processing within a single scheme, which is inspired by the achievements of
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the human recognition system [78]. These methods utilize both global and local features to
improve the segmentation accuracy and recognition performance. A variety of approaches
are proposed based on particular strategies of combining the two schemes, involving various techniques, such as feature extraction, motion analysis, data clustering and machine
learning, etc. [35, 144, 186, 239, 274]. There is no general answer to the question: “What is
the best method for moving object detection?”, nor a standard methodology for evaluating
the methods. The underlying reason for this is that the detection of objects is complicated
and varies subtly in different situations.
In this thesis, we address the problem of moving object detection in a video sequence,
without giving prior knowledge of the objects. The detection of moving objects mostly relies on the motion information which is implied in the changes between images. A bottomup strategy is applicable for detecting regions with “coherent” motion. To clarify this issue,
we employ the following definition of a moving object:

4

• A moving object moves independently of other objects in the scene.
• A moving object can move in some frames of the sequence and can be present in
the following frames without movement. If an object has moved in some frames, it
should always be detected in the rest of the video sequence
• A moving object can be a combination of several parts that undergo different relative
motions but move together. For example, a walking person is regarded as an moving
object, even though his legs and arms move differently.
• The background region including all static objects is also regarded as an object, of
which the motion reflects the camera movement.
Objects satisfying these conditions should be segmented out. Due to a lack of prior knowledge of the scene objects, we can not immediately distinguish between the background
and foreground objects. The fourth definition above emphasizes the fact that the static
background can only move as a result of the camera motion. If the regions of moving
objects and background are separated correctly, it is usually fairly easy to tell their classes
through a classification step. Therefore, our goal is to segment the video frames into meaningful regions, each corresponding to a moving foreground object or the background. To
avoid any ambiguity in the rest of the thesis, the term “foreground moving object” is used
to denote the object moving independently from background (such as a walking person,
a moving car, etc.), and the term “moving object” can refer to either a foreground moving
object or the background.
We propose a moving object detection system, that can automatically segment out the
moving objects from a video which contains multiple rigid objects moving independently,
either with a static or moving camera. The proposed system consists of a bottom-up
scheme of segmenting out moving objects based on their motions and a top-down process of tracking the detected objects in case they stop moving. It does not require prior
knowledge of the objects present in the video (i.e., the number of objects and descriptors
of the objects), nor is it dependent on any predefined object models at the image level. As
described in Chapter 2, there are three fundamental issues in the design of a motion based
detection system: motion estimation, motion segmentation, and segmentation without
motion. These three issues correspond to the three main modules of our system, as shown
in Figure 4.1.
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Input Data:
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of the positions of feature
points in the video frames
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of static
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Input data:
a static frame from
the same video

Objects:
segments of features in
the frames

Feature extraction

Figure 4.1: The framework of our system. The picture shows at the top, from left to right, the extraction of
motion information. The picture shows in the middle, from right to left, the motion-based segmentation
process. The picture shows at the bottom, from left to right, the segmentation of objects that are no longer
moving using information learned when they were moving.

Motion estimation is considered as a low level vision problem because it processes
pixels or local features. In this thesis, we extract 2D motion information from a video,
which is more challenging than motion estimation between two images. The choice of an
adequate motion estimation approach is important because the acquired data is used as
the input of the next module: motion segmentation. 2D motion estimation determines the
movements of image elements in the two dimensional image plane. However, the scenes
and objects in the real world are three dimensional.
Motion segmentation based on 2D motion data is challenging because the consistency
of 3D motions could be broken in 2D images due to the camera projection. Motion segmentation solves the problem of detecting objects from a video sequence when they are
moving. These objects should also be detected when they are no longer moving. Based on
the obtained information from motion segmentation, we investigate static object detection in the last module.
Because the proposed method is a combination of solutions to different sub-tasks,
there is neither a benchmark data set, nor a universal evaluation methodology, for it. To
address this issue, we choose specific videos from several benchmark datasets based on
the description in Section 1.2. The performances of individual modules in the system, i.e.,
the motion segmentation and object detection, are measured by different metrics based
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on the data acquired from the given videos.
In Section 4.2, a brief description of the data sets used in the experiments is given.
Section 4.3 presents the problem and the solution of motion estimation in our system.
The motion segmentation based on the results of motion estimation, is introduced in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 gives a brief discussion of static object segmentation based on motion
segmentation results.

4.2. D ATA S ETS
In line with the problem definition in Section 1.2 and the above mentioned moving objects
definition for segmentation in this thesis, the proposed system aims to process videos that
satisfy the following conditions:

4

1.
2.
3.
4.

There are multiple objects moving independently in the video;
The objects can only be rigid bodies or articulated rigid-bodies.
The camera can move or be stationary;
Any motion can take place on a subsequence of a video;

Based on these principles, we chose specific videos from several benchmark datasets.
To evaluate the performance of the various stages of the proposed system, the ground truth
segmentation is provided for the given data. Descriptions of the used datasets are provided
in the remainder of this section.
R OBOCUP 2014
We chose 7 videos from one of the competition videos of Robocup 2014 1 . Videos in
this dataset record scenes of robots playing football. Foreground moving objects in these
videos are robots and balls. The camera can be stationary or moving. Each video in this
dataset has a length of 31 frames. These videos are standard HD (1280 × 720 pixels). We
generated a pixel accurate segmentation mask for every video frame. Figure 4.2 illustrates
some frames and segmentation masks of a video in the dataset. The frame rate is 25 fps.
A SUBSET OF CD NET 2014 D ATASET
The CDnet 2014 data set is a benchmark dataset for change detection [256]. It provides
videos with different kinds of objects captured in a variety of situations, including some
extreme conditions, such as videos captured by infrared cameras, videos in the night with
low-visibility of objects, videos with a very low frame rate, etc. We chose 16 videos that
satisfy the above mentioned conditions, from the category Baseline. These videos include
scenes of moving pedestrians and moving cars with unchanged global illumination. The
camera can move slowly or be stationary. Each video has a length of 31 frames, with a
frame rate from 24 to 30 fps. Each video in this dataset has a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels.
This dataset also provides pixel accurate masks of moving and static regions for each
frame, including the curves of motion boundaries. However, individual moving objects
are not distinguished, as illustrated in the second row of Figure 4.3. Based on the provided
ground truth data, we generated the required segmentation masks, by assigning different
values to regions of different objects and eliminating the motion boundaries, as illustrated
in the third row of Figure 4.3.
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhooVgC_0eY
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Figure 4.2: Some frames from a video in the Robot soccer videos, along with the segmentation masks. Objects
with different motions are annotated in different colors.

4

Figure 4.3: A video of a traffic scene refers to CDNet 2014: the first row shows some frames in the video; the
second row displays the annotations of corresponding frames provided by the dataset; the third row gives the
generated segmentation masks .

H OPKINS 155 D ATASET
The Hopkins155 dataset is a benchmark dataset built for evaluating feature based motion
segmentation [236]. It contains 50 videos, which are divided into three categories. The
category named “checkerboard” contains several objects covered with a uniform checker
board surface, which make 3D rotations and translations. Videos in this category are captured by a handhold camera. The camera can be in one of four conditions: stationary,
translating, rotating, or a combination of translating and rotating. The “traffic” sequences
contain moving vehicles in outdoor traffic scenes. The remaining sequences which contain motions constrained by joints, head and face motions, people walking, etc., are put in
the category named “others”. Videos in the last two categories are taken using either a stationary or a moving camera. The resolution varies between 320 × 240 pixels and 720 × 480
pixels.
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4
Figure 4.4: Examples of three videos from Hopkins155 dataset: each row illustrates four frames of a video, as well
as the provided feature points. The last frame of a row shows the trajectories of the points in the provided data.
Points and trajectories are marked by different colors according to the provided segmentations.

Table 4.1: The information of 155 sequences in Hopkins155 dataset [236]. The table shows for each of the
aforementioned category, the number of sequences, the average number of tracked features and the average
number of frames, for videos with two and three moving objects respectively.

Checkerboard
Traffic
Others
All

# Seq.
78
31
11
120

2 Motions
Points Frames
291
28
241
30
155
40
266
30

# Seq.
26
7
2
35

3 Motions
Points Frames
437
28
332
31
122
31
398
29

The dataset provides video sequences along with the feature points extracted and
tracked in all frames for each video, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The provided trajectories
are manually corrected, thus they are regarded as the true motion of these feature points.
The Hopkins 155 dataset also provides the ground-truth segmentation of the trajectories
for each sequence. For each video sequence, several subsequences of point trajectories
are extracted based on the number of moving objects, see [249]. There are in total 155 sequences of point trajectories for the Hopkins155 videos. Table 4.1 gives some information
of the provided motion sequences.
F REIBURG -B ERKELEY M OTION S EGMENTATION D ATASET (FBMS-59)
The Freiburg-Berkeley Motion Segmentation Dataset (FBMS-59) is a benchmark dataset
for motion segmentation [177]. It consists of 59 videos, including videos of traffic scenes,
animals moving and people walking. The length of the video sequences varies from 18
to 719 frames. The resolution of the videos varies between 350 × 288 pixels and 960 × 540
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Figure 4.5: Some frames along with their segmentation annotations of 2 videos from the FBMS-59 dataset.

pixels. This dataset provides pixel-accurate segmentation annotation of moving objects
for some key frames in a sequence, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. A total of 720 frames is
annotated in the dataset.

4.3. F EATURE E XTRACTION AND M OTION E STIMATION
Given a video sequence, the first step is to extract motion information from the input
video frames for our system. As mentioned in Subsection 2.3.2, motion estimation approaches generally fall into two categories: pixel-based methods and feature-based methods [41, 123, 228, 233]. There are two corresponding representations of motions. The
pixel-based methods compute the per-pixel correspondences between two images and
represent the motions as a collection of displacement vectors, which can be called the
motion (or displacement) field [228]. The feature-based methods determine corresponding feature points over multiple frames. The trajectory of a feature point is represented as
a vector consisting of its locations in the frames in which it has been tracked.
A variety of motion estimation approaches have been proposed in the literature and
applied in different areas. The choice of motion estimation approach in our system is related to the motion segmentation algorithm used in the next step. The design of motion
segmentation algorithm must take the motion representation into consideration because
it uses the motion data as inputs. Segmentation based on feature trajectories can be more
reliable than the segmentation based on pixel motion fields, since feature trajectories can
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provide more information on the motions in a video than two-frame motions [49]. However, segmentation based on pixel motion fields provides per-pixel precise regions, which
carry more information of the object than a few of feature points obtained by feature-based
motion segmentation approaches.
In this thesis, we first address the problem of obtaining motion information in a video
sequence, and the obtained motion data is used as input to the motion segmentation module. As we proposed a motion segmentation algorithm that can be generally applied to
both two-frame motions and feature trajectories, which will be described in Chapter 5, the
motion estimation approach in our system is a user choice. We will investigate the differences of segmentation results based on different types of motion data, that are obtained
from different motion estimation approaches. In Chapter 5, we will introduce three representative motion estimation approaches from the two categories, i.e., the pixel-based
methods and the feature-based methods, and apply the chosen approaches to obtain different types of motion data.

4.4. M OTION - BASED S EGMENTATION
Suppose a scene containing multiple rigid moving objects is captured by a moving camera.
We investigate the issue of detecting moving regions in the video sequence. This research is
based on the assumption that the foreground objects are rigid bodies, and each is accompanied by a unique motion pattern [121]. The object detection is therefore the problem of
segmenting out the moving regions with respect to their motion coherence.
The motion estimation module produces a collection of points (or pixels) and their
motion information in a sequence. Generally, if we know the number of objects and how
they move, the segmentation can be achieved by simply assigning each point to the motion model it fits. However, it is unrealistic to acquire such information for a dynamic scene
under unpredictable variations. Our goal is to find a solution for more general situations,
i.e., the number of moving objects and their motion patterns are all unknown. Thus the
motion segmentation module in our system is required to segment the video frames into
a number of motion regions using the detected motion data and their implied geometric
properties, while no additional information of the scene motions is available. Thus motion segmentation needs to address three issues given the feature points (pixels) and their
motions:
1. How to determine the number of moving objects in the data?
2. How to determine the motion pattern of each object in the data?
3. How to assign each point to a related object?
Motion segmentation is difficult: not only because of the above issues, but also due
to the complexity of camera projection and three-dimensional motions. An image is a 2D
mapping of the 3D scene obtained by camera projection, in which we lose one dimension
[113]. The 3D motion of a scene object gives rise to the 2D motion of corresponding regions in image plane. Motion segmentation based on the 2D motion in images is called 2D
motion segmentation [155]. Research has shown 2D motion segmentation is effective for
the static scenes with simple motions, i.e., the camera or a scene object undergoes a single
3D motion [155]. However, when the scene is dynamic, i.e., there are multiple motions, the
2D motion segmentation approaches often fail to give correct segmentations [155]. This
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happens because the 3D geometric continuity may be lost in the 2D motion fields after
camera projection [157, 236]. For example, a moving object could be broken into different
2D motion fields, because of depth discontinuities, occlusions, perspective effects, etc. (as
shown in Figure 4.6).
Segmentation based on 3D motion consistency is meaningful since most of the applications need to address dynamic scenes. 3D motion segmentation mainly focuses on the
issue of recovering 3D motion consistency from the 2D motion data in an image sequence
[155].

4
(a) The moving vertical bar is partly
occluded by the horizontal bar.

(b) The detected motion of the vertical
bar is inconsistent.

Figure 4.6: An example of a moving object that is broken into two parts because of occlusion.

Another problem is that motion data often contains noise due to the errors produced in
feature extraction and motion estimation [41, 106]. For example, there can be inaccuracies
in the observation of feature points. Points can be mismatched between two frames due
to the similarity of repetitive patterns. The environment changes, such as illumination
changes, occlusion, etc., can cause errors in pixel motion estimation.
Over the past 30 years, considerable progress has been made in the field of motion
segmentation and a variety of techniques and algorithms have been proposed to meet different requirements [7, 155, 232, 248, 262]. In this thesis, we focus on the motion segmentation of dynamic video sequences and we investigate the segmentation using different
types of motion data. The two motion estimation methods discussed in Section 4.5 provide two types of motion data, each having its own merits and limitations. Our purpose
is to develop a motion segmentation algorithm which can use the motion information between successive frames and in a long sequence of frames. We investigate motion segmentation with respect to both 2D motion consistency in the image plane and 3D motion
consistency in world space. The algorithm should be applicable for both pixel-based and
feature-based motion data and be able to deal with missing data.
In Chapter 6, we will propose a motion segmentation algorithm based on 2D motion
consistency. We will evaluate the performance of our algorithm using different types of
motion data. We will also compare our approach to some state-of-the-art methods using
data from benchmark datasets. In Chapter 7, we will discuss 3D based motion segmentation, and evaluate its performance in experiments.
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4.5. S EGMENTATION WITHOUT M OTION

4

Motion segmentation groups together pixels or feature points with respect to their 2D (or
3D) motion consistency. The segmentation of images intends to produce meaningful information of the scene, since each segment can correspond to individual surfaces, objects,
or natural parts of objects in the scene. However, motion segmentation can only deal with
motion data. We can not segment out a stationary object from the background based on
its motion because the points on the object share the same motion with the points in the
background.
If an object is moving in some frames and is present without movement in the next
frames of a video sequence, we can apply motion segmentation on the frames where it is
moving and obtain the segmentation annotations of these frames. Can we use this information to segment the other frames in which the object is present? This can be regarded
as a supervised segmentation task, which learns a segmentation model from the training
images, to segment the other images under similar conditions.
In this thesis, the training images are the frames annotated by the motion segmentation algorithm, and the objective images to be segmented are those in which the objects stop moving. The training data is limited in amount and biased, because the images
to be segmented and images with annotations are from the same video sequence. But it
also implies that the appearance of an object will not change largely in the images of the
video. Thus learning a segmentation model from these training images is likely to be possible. Nevertheless, this problem is difficult because the knowledge is “imperfect”, since
segmentations obtained by motion segmentation are not as accurate as the ground-truth
data. Moreover, the evaluation and comparison of our method with other methods is complicated because of the variations in definitions of objects and ground truths. In general,
for segmentation without motions, the system has to address the following problems:
1. How to represent an object?
2. How to learn a segmentation model from the obtained segmented images?
In Chapter 8, non-moving object segmentation is investigated by learning the motion
segmentation results.

4.6. C ONCLUSION
In this chapter, we concretized some of the research goals of the thesis and proposed a
system design for detecting moving objects from videos, which tackles research question
1. The proposed system processes video sequences, to turn low-level image features (pixels) into semantic level information (objects). Without any prior knowledge of the objects
present in the videos, the key idea is to make use of the motion information implied in the
video sequences. The proposed detection system extracts the motion information from
a video sequence, and then uses it for segmenting images into regions of objects. Due to
the complexity of motions in the real world, defining the moving objects in a video sequence is a difficult and ambiguous problem [26, 94]. We define the moving objects to
be detected based on the assumption that the objects can be segmented out based on
their motions, see Section 4.1. We chose videos that contain defined objects from several
benchmark datasets, to evaluate the proposed system. The chosen datasets are described
in Section 4.2.
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The proposed system contains three main modules: motion estimation, motion segmentation, and segmentation without motion. The motion estimation module processes
the image pixels to extract motion data, which captures the spatial and temporal aspects
of image points. Motion segmentation is then applied to separate the image points into
subsets based on their motion information, and each subset represents an object moving in the scene. Segmentation without motions deals with the images when no motion
information is obtained, by learning a segmentation model from the images segmented
by motion. We discussed the problems to be solved in each module and provided a brief
introduction of the solutions, in sections 4.3 to 4.5.
In the following chapters, each module will be introduced in more detail, including
their solutions to the corresponding problems and evaluations of their performance.

4

5
F EATURE E XTRACTION AND
M OTION E STIMATION
The first step of our system is to extract the motion data from a video sequence. A digital
video can be represented as a time-varying sequence of images, called frames. Consecutive frames in a video are visually similar because of temporal coherence. The changes
between frames are observed as “apparent motion” in the 2D image plane, and caused
by the relative 3D motions between the camera and the objects in the scene. Motion estimation refers to determining the underlying motions, either 2D planar motions or 3D
motions, from a video.
This chapter addresses the problem of estimating the 2D image-plane motion that is
observed in a video sequence. As mentioned in Section 4.3, 2D motion estimation can
be approached as the estimation of pixel-wise correspondence, or the estimation of image feature displacement. There are two corresponding categories of motion estimation
methods, i.e. “pixel-based” and “feature-based”. In Section 5.1, a brief introduction to the
motion estimation problem is given. Then we present three methods, one is “pixel-based”
and two are “feature-based”, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. In Section 5.4, we use these methods
for obtaining motion data from a video sequence. We will show the differences between
the data obtained by the chosen methods, by visualizing the results. The obtained data
can be analyzed and processed further by the motion segmentation algorithms in the next
chapter.

5.1. I NTRODUCTION
“Motion estimation” in literature may refer to the 2D planar motion in the projected image plane or to the 3D motion in the world space [228]. In this thesis, we use this term to
denote 2D motion estimation in the image plane. Thus our purpose is to determine the
projected motion of 3D points on the 2D image plane, by locating the projected positions
in different video frames. Motion estimation viewed in this way is therefore a problem of
estimating frame-to-frame correspondences in a video. Efficient and accurate motion es61
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timation is challenging because the video sequences contain noise caused by the camera
and the dynamics of the real world. For instance, illumination changes, background movements, shadows, camouflage effects (photometric similarity of objects and background)
and ghosting artifacts (delayed detection of a moving object after it has moved away), etc.
[41, 129].
Motion estimation approaches can generally be categorized into pixel-based and
feature-based, as introduced in Subsection 2.3.2. Pixel-based methods produce dense motion fields at the pixel level, and therefore keep track of subtle image details. However,
these methods are sensitive to noise and lighting variations, and can not deal with occlusion. Feature-based methods allow for detecting large displacements and long-term
trajectories over multiple video frames. The long-term point trajectories contain more
motion information than the motion field of one video frame. Because feature points are
tracked over multiple frames in a video, such long term analysis decreases the motion’s
intra-object variance relative to the inter-object variance [177]. Estimation of point trajectories relies mostly on feature selection and tracking techniques, which can be divided
into sparse tracking and dense tracking methods based on the sparsity of tracked features
The sparse feature tracking only focus on salient features in the video, which improves the
computational efficiency of motion segmentation. However, a sparse set of feature points
reduces the precision of representations of the segmented objects. A dense set of feature
points carries more information of the processed images than a sparse set of points. However, accurate estimation of dense point trajectories needs more computational resources.
The density of trajectories can be controlled by sub-sampling the detected feature points.
The result of motion estimation is called “motion data” in this thesis. The motion data
forms the input of the motion segmentation algorithms, which will be addressed in the
next chapter. The type of motion data; i.e. dense motion fields, sparse trajectories and
dense trajectories, as well as the quality of the data, influences both the type of motion
segmentation algorithms that can be used, and the quality of the segmentation result. For
each type of motion data, several algorithms have been proposed in the literature. To compare the motion segmentation algorithms in the following chapters, one algorithm is chosen for each type of motion data. Algorithms that are often used in the literature were
selected. The following sections describe the algorithms that were chosen, and their characteristics.

5.2. P IXEL - BASED M OTION E STIMATION
Pixel-based methods compute the pixel-wise correspondences between two images, and
result in a 2D motion vector field for all pixels. Most contemporary pixel-based motion
estimation methods are based on optical flow techniques. As introduced in Section 3.1,
optical flow is a well-known technique to compute the motion of pixels between two
images. Over decades of development, significant progress has been made and a variety of approaches have been proposed. For nice reviews of this field, see the papers
[16, 91, 165, 223]. In this thesis, we are only interested in the type of motion data that
can be obtained from a video. Therefore, we choose a widely used approach, the pyramidal LK method based on affine motion approximation that has been described in Subsection 3.1.2, to compute the optical flows between frames. This method is a successful
improvement of the classic LK method, which can handle larger displacements.
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(a) Pixel-wise optical flows

(b) Sparse point trajectories
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(c) Dense point trajectories

Figure 5.1: The point correspondences between frames of a hypothetical w.r.t. three motion estimation methods
[207].

An optical flow algorithm computes the motion field between two images. Given a
video sequence, this method can be applied sequentially to pairs of frames in the sequence. In this way, the motion data extracted from a sequence is formed as a series of
two-frame motion vectors, which describes the instantaneous velocity of each pixel from
each frame [97, 207, 229]. These motion vectors are temporally discontinuous over frame
pairs in a sequence, as illustrated in Figure 5.1a [97, 207], because a pixel of a frame need
not be map exactly to a pixel position in the next frame.
Optical flow-based approaches require that the illumination remains similar between
two consecutive frames and the frame-to-frame displacements are not too large. These
constraints are usually met for videos captured in daily scenes by a digital camera, such
as an outdoor scene in daylight, or an indoor scene in unchanged illumination. In such
situations, the observed optical flows can be reliable estimations of the actual 2D motions
in the image plane [229].

5.3. F EATURE - BASED M OTION E STIMATION
Feature-based methods extract and track local features from multiple images [123, 233].
As defined by Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk, a local feature is “an image pattern which differs
from its immediate neighborhood” [242]. An extracted feature is associated with an unique
descriptor and its location in the image, which we call the feature point. Feature-based
motion estimation establishes the correspondences of feature points by matching their
feature descriptors, which results in a set of point trajectories [97]. Due to occlusion, a
point might be unobserved in some frames. Moreover, errors in feature extraction and
matching can also lead to missing data in the process of tracking feature points. Thus
the trajectories might have different lengths, see Figures 5.1b and 5.1c. The missing data
increases the difficulty of estimating a precise motion model.
The quality of obtained trajectories is affected by feature extraction and tracking techniques. “Good” feature points should have discriminative properties and there should be a
high probability that the same point is selected in multiple images [242]. Only a few feature
points can be extracted from an image based on this criterion. There is a range of whole
feature extraction approaches in the literature, a brief overview is given in Section 2.2.
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Feature-based motion estimation generally falls into two categories: the sparse tracking approaches, and the dense tracking approaches. Sparse tracking is the traditional
method, which builds the point correspondences based on descriptor matching. Only a
sparse set of salient features that have unique descriptors can be tracked. These methods are more likely to generate wrong motions than optical flow based methods, because
the geometric constraints between matched points are missing [46]. More recently, some
methods apply the geometric constraints on local features, to solve the dense matching
problem. In the dense tracking methods, point correspondence is built based on both
descriptors and geometric constraints. Thus much denser and more accurate point trajectories can be established, than for sparse tracking approaches.

5

S PARSE P OINT T RACKING
Motion estimation based on sparse tracking normally has two main stages: feature detection and tracking. Similar to Section 5.2, we chose a popular method for obtaining sparse
trajectories. We use the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) to extract feature points,
and a matching strategy based on the Euclidean distance measure is used for tracking the
detected feature points [152].
As introduced in Section 3.2, SIFT is a well-developed algorithm for object detection
and recognition. SIFT features are invariant to image scaling and rotation, and partially
invariant to affine distortion, noise and illumination changes. Moreover, they are tested to
be robust to large amounts of pixel noise. The SIFT descriptor is highly distinctive, and is
therefore suited for feature matching. These properties make them easy to be tracked in
images and usable for object recognition. The SIFT detection and description is described
in Section 3.2 in more detail.
The movements of SIFT feature points can be identified by matching the corresponding feature points of two frames. This can be done by computing the similarity of two
feature points. The matching algorithm in [152] is used. There, the similarity of two points
is measured by the Euclidean distance of their feature descriptors. A point in an image is
matched to its nearest neighbor, which is defined as the feature point with minimum Euclidean distance for the SIFT descriptor, in another image. Nevertheless, matches could
be incorrect for some points when they have similar descriptors. This often happens for
points located in a cluttered background. To eliminate the “bad” matches, a reliability
measure is evaluated for every match, as in [152]. Based on the observation that the closest neighbor is usually significantly closer than others for a correct match, the reliability
of a match is defined by the ratio of the distance between a point and its nearest neighbor
and the distance between the point and its second nearest neighbor. Matches with reliabilities that are greater than a chosen threshold are considered to be incorrect. The threshold
value provided by [152] is used in the experiments described in this thesis. Furthermore,
the random sample consensus (RANSAC) is used on top of it to discard “bad” matches [85].
Starting from the first frame, all detected points are tracked by matching them with
points in the next frame. If a point is tracked in multiples frames, a trajectory is established
for it. Tracking of a point is stopped if no reliable match can be found in a frame.
D ENSE P OINT T RACKING
Dense tracking approaches often combine the basic ideas of optical flow and feature tracking, by applying geometric constraints (as in optical flow estimation) on local features, to
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solve the dense matching problem [149, 207, 226, 257].
We use the approach proposed in [226], to obtain dense trajectories from video sequences. This method is based on one of today’s high quality variational optical flow methods [46]. It selects pixels located at the areas of significant structures in the first video frame
as the initial points, because areas without any structure are problematic for tracking. In
addition, one can reduce the density of initial points by spatially sub-sampling the pixels.
Each of the selected points is tracked to the next frame by using the large displacement
optical flow algorithm (LDOF) in [46]. LDOF is a technique that integrates the optical flow
constraints and feature matching to estimate the point correspondences. Each point in
the initial set is assigned a descriptor based on the local features within a neighborhood
centered at this point. The feature descriptor is computed by the histograms of oriented
gradients (HOG) [70]. HOG features have proved to be faster than SIFT features in computation in [46].
The computation of optical flow at the selected points is based on brightness constraints, smoothness assumption and descriptor matching [46, 47, 70]. Starting with the
first frame, the selected points are tracked to the next frame by using the estimated optical flow field. The tracking should be stopped when a point gets occluded. As in [226], a
forward-backward consistency checking of optical flow is used to detect occlusions. For
those points located at the motion boundary, the estimated optical flow is less accurate
[258]. Therefore, points on motion boundaries are no longer tracked [226]. Besides the
tracked points propagated from the previous frame, new points are also initialized in each
frame in the tracking process to fill the empty areas, using the same strategy as for the first
frame [226].

5.4. V ISUALIZATION OF THE M OTION D ATA
As discussed above, there are two representations of motion data that can be obtained,
either a series of two-frame motion vectors or a set of point trajectories. The point trajectories can be sparse or dense, using different kinds of tracking methods. Therefore three
types of motion data, i.e. two-frame motion vectors, sparse trajectories and dense trajectories, can be extracted from a giving video. In this chapter, we chose three motion estimation methods for obtaining these three types of motion data from the video sequences. As
introduced in Section 4.2, four datasets were chosen to evaluate the proposed system. The
chosen motion estimation methods are applied to the videos to obtain motion data that
can be processed by the motion segmentation algorithms in the next chapter.
As we only aim to demonstrate how the methods work and which kind of data they
produce here, we visualize the results to show the differences of the three data types. For
demonstration, we chose 6 videos that were captured in different scenes with different motions. In Figure 5.2, we display an example frame for each of the 6 videos. The results of
optical flow, sparse trajectories and dense trajectories are shown and discussed in Subsections 5.4.1 to 5.4.3 respectively.
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(a) Highway (240*320 px)

(b) people1 (480*640 px)

(c) robots (720*1280 px)

(d) cars1 (480*640 px)

(e) tennis (380*530 px)

(f) lion1 (405*720 px)

Figure 5.2: Frames from 6 videos in the dataset: (a) “highway” is from CDnet 2014; (b)“robots” is from Robocup
2014; (c) “people1” and (d) “car1” are from “Hopkins 155”; (e) “tennis” and (f ) “lion1” are from FBMS-59.

5.4.1. T WO - FRAME O PTICAL F LOW
As mentioned in Section 5.2, we used a pyramidal optical flow method to extract optical flow fields from a video sequence [39] (one can find a quantitative evaluation of this
method in [16]). The parameters are set to the values suggested by [39], with a window size
of 7, a pyramidal level of 4, and 100 as the maximum number of iterations.
To visualize the obtained motion vectors, a color coding scheme proposed in [16] is
used. Each flow vector is coded to a HSB color value based on its direction and magnitude,
as shown in Figure 5.3. Based on the color coding scheme, a two-frame optical flow field
can be visualized as a colored image. Figure 5.4 illustrates the optical flows extracted from
6 successive frames of each of the 6 videos.

Figure 5.3: Color coding of the flow vectors: each pixel denotes a flow vector where the orientation and
magnitude are represented by the hue and saturation of the pixel, respectively [16].
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(a) “highway” video
Frame 3

people1

(b) “robot” video
Frame 0

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3
Frame 1
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(c) “people1” video
Frame 0

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 0

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 0

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3

Frame 4

Frame 5

Frame 4

Frame 5

Frame 4

Frame 5

(d) “car1” video
Frame 3

(e) “tennis” video
Frame 3

(f) “lion1” video

Figure 5.4: For each video, 6 successive frames are shown in the upper row; the obtained optical flow fields
between two successive frames are shown in the bottom row, using the color coding method in [16].
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5.4.2. S PARSE P OINT T RACKING
SIFT detection and tracking algorithms, introduced in Section 5.3, are used to detect a
sparse set of point trajectories from a video sequence. We used the VLFeat library for SIFT
detection [245]. For SIFT feature detection in each image, the edge threshold is set to 10 as
in [152], and the peak threshold is set to 2. Figure 5.5 illustrates the detected feature points
in two successive images of a video. Points between two images are linked by descriptor
matching. The points that are successfully matched are drawn in cyan, and the points that
are not matched are drawn in yellow. Table 5.1 gives the statistics for the detected points
and matches in Figure 5.5.

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

5

Figure 5.5: For each of the 6 videos, a pair of successive frames with the detected SIFT points are illustrated.
Points in cyan are success matches between the two frames, and the yellow ones are not matched.

# of points

frame 1

frame 2

matches

highway

190

200

159

cars1

689

670

337

people1

419

427

211

tennis

362

341

234

lion1

1159

1176

806

robot

1001

988

761

Table 5.1: The number of points and matches in two successive frames (Figure 5.5), based on SIFT tracking.
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frame 20

frame 30

frame 20

frame 30

frame 20

frame 30

(a) “highway”

(b) “people1”
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(c) “robots”
frame 5

frame 10

frame 5

frame 10

frame 5

frame 10

frame 15

frame 20

frame 20

frame 30

frame 20

frame 30

(d) “car1”

(e) “tennis”

(f) “lion1”

Figure 5.6: The sparse trajectories extracted from 6 example videos. For each video, the tracked points together
with their trajectories in four frames at different time steps, are illustrated. Trajectories are drawn in different
colors based on their lengths, using a color map shown on the right side for each video.
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If a point is successively matched in multiple frames, its trajectory is constructed by its
positions in these frames. Tracking of a point is stopped if no match can be found. The
length of a point trajectory is calculated as the number of frames in which the point is continuously tracked. Figure 5.6 illustrates the tracked points with their trajectories in frames
at particular time steps (frame indices). These trajectories can have different lengths, because a point tracked in a frame at time step t (i.e. frame index t ) can be first observed in
any frame before t . To show the differences in length, the trajectories are drawn in different
colors corresponding to these lengths. Figure 5.7 shows the number of all trajectories and
the number of complete trajectories detected at frame t when processing a video sequence
of 31 frames.
500

5

Number of trajectories at frame f t

450
400
350
300
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100
All detected trajectories
Compelete trajectries
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15

20
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t

Figure 5.7: Using the SIFT tracking method, the numbers of all trajectories and of complete trajectories detected
at frame f t when processing a video of 31 frames are given, for t ∈ [1, 30]. A complete trajectory at frame t means
this feature point is tracked over all frames from f 0 to f t .

5.4.3. D ENSE P OINT T RACKING
Dense point trajectories are obtained by the dense tracking method in [226], which has
been introduced in Section 5.3. This method initializes a dense field of points in each
frame by choosing and subsampling pixels in the areas of rich structures, and then tracks
these points by computing the large displacement optical flow using the algorithm in [46].
All parameters are set to the values given in [226].
Figure 5.8 illustrates the points in two successive images of a video. Points that are
successfully matched are drawn in cyan, and the points that are not matched are drawn in
yellow. Table 5.2 gives the statistics of the detected points and matches in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the tracked points with their trajectories in different frames of a
sequence based on the dense tracking method. These trajectories are also shown in colors
corresponding to these lengths, using the same color mapping strategy as for sparse point
trajectories in Subsection 5.4.2. Figure 5.10 shows the number of all trajectories and the
number of complete trajectories detected at frame t when processing a video sequence of
31 frames.
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frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

frame 1

frame 2

5

frame 1

frame 1

frame 2

frame 2

Figure 5.8: For each of the 6 videos, a pair of successive frames with the initial dense points are illustrated.
Points in cyan are success matches between the two frames, and the yellow ones are not matched.

# of points

frame 1

frame 2

matches

highway

372

378

337

cars1

1305

1326

1235

people1

1443

1438

1390

tennis

782

803

779

lion1

1609

1617

1581

robot

3240

3260

3197

Table 5.2: The number of points and matches in two successive frames, based on dense points tracking.
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(c) “robots”

(d) “car1”
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(f) “lion1”

Figure 5.9: The dense trajectories extracted from 6 example videos. For each video, the tracked points together
with their trajectories in four frames at different time steps, are illustrated. Trajectories are drawn in different
colors based on their lengths, using a color map shown on the right side for each video.
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Figure 5.10: Using the dense tracking method, the numbers of all trajectories and of complete trajectories
detected at frame f t when processing a video of 31 frames are given for t ∈ [1, 30]. A complete trajectory at frame
t means this feature point is tracked over all frames from f 0 to f t .
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5.5. C ONCLUSION
This chapter discussed the problem of extracting motion data from a video sequence. Because it is the first step of our video analysis system, the obtained motion data substantially
affects the performance of following tasks, since it will be used as the input data of the next
module. We discussed three types of motion data that can be extracted from a video, i.e.
the optical flow fields, sparse point trajectories and dense point trajectories. Three methods are selected for obtaining the three types of data respectively. We chose 6 example
videos to visualize the results.
Figure 5.4 shows that the two-frame optical flow can reflect the actual 2D motion over
a short period (between two successive frames in a regular video whose frame rate is about
24 fps) with a high accuracy. The motion vectors within an object show high similarity if
the object undergoes a major translation, as in video Figure 5.4.(a) and in some frames
of video Figure 5.4.(c) and Figure 5.4.(d). However, the motion coherence of pixels within
an object can be inconspicuous if the object moves in an articulated way, as in the video
of Figure 5.4.(e) where the robot only moves one leg in some frames, and in the video of
Figure 5.4.(f) where the lion plays with branches by moving its legs, while the tail and head
move in different ways. Moreover, the motion vectors can be inaccurate for pixels on a
texture-less surface, as the car body in video Figure 5.4.(b).
Figure 5.6 shows that the long-term trajectories of points on the same object show
higher similarity than two-frame motion vectors. When the number of tracked frames increases, these trajectories of points on the same object become more similar, as shown
in the results from frame 5 to frame 30 in Figure 5.6. However, the extracted points are
mainly located on the areas that have obvious local structures. Many points are missing in the regions with insignificant structure, such as the legs of people in Figure 5.4.(c)
and Figure 5.4.(d), the floor in Figure 5.4.(c) and Figure 5.4.(d), and the lion’s body in Figure 5.4.(f). Moreover, the number of “complete” trajectories decreases when the number
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of tracked frames increases, as shown in Figure 5.7, because many points are missing during the tracking process (a complete trajectory means the point is tracked in all frames that
have been processed).
Figure 5.9 shows the trajectories for the dense tracking method are much denser and
more accurate than for sparse tracking. Moreover, the number of “complete” trajectories
of dense tracking is larger than that of sparse tracking, see Figure 5.10.
The observations above, suggest that the moving objects can be segmented out by analyzing the similarity of motion vectors (or trajectories). In the next chapter, we will discuss
a newly proposed motion segmentation algorithm and compare the performance of motion segmentation on the three types of motion data.

5

6
2D M OTION S EGMENTATION
In the previous chapter, we discussed how to determine the movements of pixels (or feature points) in the images of a video subsequence. This chapter addresses the issue of
partitioning the extracted pixels (or feature points) into groups that undergo independent
motions. This is called the 2D motion segmentation problem. We investigate the 2D motion segmentation when the number of moving objects is unknown. Given the positions
of 2D points in a pair of successive images, the underlying independent motions are modeled by 2D affine transformations. The segmentation of a video sequence is obtained by
iteratively processing successive pairs of frames in this sequence.
In Section 6.1, a brief introduction of the 2D motion segmentation problem is given. A
motion segmentation algorithm based on 2D motion coherence is proposed in Section 6.2,
with a discussion of possible improvements for the algorithm. Section 6.3 introduces the
evaluation methodology, and the experimental results are provided in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.

6.1. I NTRODUCTION
As introduced in Chapter 5, the motion information obtained from an image sequence is
represented as the movements of points (pixels or feature points) in the 2D image plane.
The 2D points in the image plane are projections of the 3D points in the real world, and the
obtained 2D motions in the images are caused by the 3D motions of the camera and the
moving objects. A rigid motion in the 3D world consists of a rotation and a translation of a
rigid 3D object. Such a motion can be described by a 3D transformation. In other words,
points on the same object undergo the same motion in the 3D world. In this thesis, we
only consider the rigid motions.
Motion segmentation refers to the task of labeling image points that undergo the same
motion in a video sequence containing multiple moving objects, for the purpose of extracting object-level descriptions from a video sequence [228]. The key issue of motion
segmentation is the definition of the “same motion”, which describes how an object moves
in the images of a sequence. The “same motion” in the 3D real world is different from the
75
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“same motion” in the 2D image plane. A rigid motion of a rigid 3D object in the real world
can result in multiple 2D motions in the image plane. Each 2D motion in the image plane
can be modeled as an affine transformation [155]. Therefore the 2D motion segmentation
can divide the projection of a 3D object into multiple regions, which is then called oversegmentation. 3D motion segmentation is more likely to segment out the integral objects
than 2D motion segmentation. But the estimation of 3D motion models is more complex
than 2D motion models, because the depth value is missing due to the camera projection.
In this chapter, we investigate 2D motion segmentation, given the motion data obtained in Chapter 5. As introduced in Section 3.3, we use a parametric motion model to
describe an independent 2D motion between two images. Due to the over-segmentation
problem, segmentation based on two-frame 2D motion coherence may not reflect the actual segmentation into objects in the 3D world. The trajectories over multiple frames of
points on the same object show a higher similarity than the motion vectors between just
two frames, and the differences between independent motion patterns become more distinguishable, as observed in Section 5.4. Based on this observation, we analyze the 2D
motions over a video subsequence consisting of sufficiently many images, by integrating
the results obtained from the two-frame motions in the sequence.
Any motion segmentation approach relies on the representation of extracted motion
data. As introduced in Chapter 5, the motion information obtained from an image sequence can be represented as either the two-frame motion fields at the pixel level, or as
point trajectories over the sequence. Therefore there are feature-based and pixel-based
motion segmentation approaches [271]. We investigate a general approach that can be
used for both types of motion data. Since both types of motion data represent the movement of either a pixel or a feature point by its location in the images, we use “points” to
indicate both pixels and feature points in this chapter when we do not need to distinguish
between them.
In general, we investigate the 2D motion segmentation by addressing the following
questions:
•
•
•
•

How to model the 2D motion of a single object in a sequence of images?
How to determine the parameters of motion models?
How to determine the assignment of points to different segments?
How to determine the number of objects?

6.2. 2D M OTION S EGMENTATION
Regardless of the specific representation used, the obtained motion data is computed
frame by frame from a video sequence, as discussed in Chapter 5. We perform segmentation on the motion vectors between each pair of successive frames and accumulate the
information in the sequence gradually.
As introduced in Subsection 3.3.3, an affine model of 6 parameters can be used for
representing the motion of a rigid object between two images when the displacements in
the z direction are small enough. Given the motions extracted from a video sequence, the
point correspondences are built between every pair of successive frames. The motion of a
single object in a video sequence can be modeled as a series of affine motion models, each
corresponding to the movement between two successive frames.
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We perform segmentation on the motions between two successive frames based on
the affine motion assumption, as discussed in Section 3.3. A classification EM algorithm
introduced in Subsection 3.5.1 can be used to estimate the parameters of a motion model
and to determine the assignments of the points through an iterative process. However,
the number of moving objects is usually unknown for the given video. To estimate the
number of moving objects, a divisive scheme is used for hierarchically segmenting the
motion data until eventually the number of moving objects is found. The segmentation
information based on a pair of successive frames, is propagated to the next pair of frames
as prior knowledge using a Bayesian updating process. This makes it possible to further
improve the segmentation results in each frame of a sequence.
In the following subsections, we describe the details of the proposed algorithm, by addressing the problems introduced in Section 6.1.

6.2.1. PARAMETRIC M OTION M ODEL
As discussed in Section 3.3, the projected motion of an object between two images can
be modeled as a 2D affine transformation under an orthographic projection, when the
changes between two frames are small (see Equation (3.29)). For the videos with standard
frame rate (24fps), the affine motion assumption usually holds, especially for rigid objects.
An affine motion model is parameterized by 6 parameters, 4 for the matrix A and 2
for the translation vector b. Given the movement of any 3 points of the object, (A, b) can
generically be computed. In practice, it is difficult to determine the correct solution of the
affine parameters because the motion data is noisy. When we have n ≥ 3 points and their
movements, we can compute an approximation of the parameters by solving the overdetermined system, given by Equation (3.31) over all points. More specifically, given the motion vectors of n ≥ 3 points belonging to an object, the affine motion model (A, b) of the
object can be estimated by solving the optimization problem:

P
(A, b) = argmin(A,b) ni=1 r i ||εi ||2
where εi = x0i − Axi − b

(6.1)

where xi and x0i are locations of point i in two frames, εi measures the error of point i ’s
movement w.r.t. the motion model (A, b), and r i is a weighting factor which defines the
reliability that point i belongs to the object. The value of r i varies between 0 and 1 for all i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}, with 0 indicating that the point does not belong to the object and 1 indicating
that it does, with certainty. With an appropriate reliability weighting, the points that are
more likely to be in the group will contribute more to the estimation of motion parameters.
The computation of such reliabilities will be discussed in Subsection 6.2.4.
In practical applications, we can not always get 3 or more points from an object as
are needed to estimate its affine motion model. For example, for a small monochrome
ball, SIFT can only detect 1 or 2 feature points on the ball. To address this situation, we
assume that the affine transformation degenerates to a translation in case just one point is
available, and to a combination of a translation and a scaling in case of 2 available points,
respectively. The matrix A is then reformulated as shown in Equation (6.2).
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(6.2)

6.2.2. S EGMENTATION BASED ON T WO - FRAME M OTION
The 2D motion of image points between two images can be modeled as a set of 2D motion
models described in Subsection 6.2.1. Each model corresponds to an independent (object)
motion in the images. Ideally, an object is described by one independent motion. However, because of the projection on the 2D image plane, multiple independent motions are
possible.
We do not know the number of independent motions, nor which points undergo the
same motion. To determine the number of independent motions, we propose a divisive
segmentation algorithm to address these issues jointly.
When the number of motion models is known, a classification EM algorithm can estimate the latent motion models and the assignments of the points to the various models
simultaneously [58, 104]. Given an initial segmentation of the points, the EM algorithm
executes two steps repetitively to refine the segmentation:

6

1. Estimating the 2D motion models
Given a partition of points, the affine motion model of each group can be estimated
by minimizing a weighted least squares criterion, see Equation (6.1).
2. Assignment of points
Given the current estimation of motion models, each point is reassigned to the group
that it fits best. A point is reassigned based on the probability that the point belongs
to a group, which is described in Subsection 6.2.3.
These two steps are repeated until convergence happens to a locally optimal partition of
points. Suppose there are K independent motions, this optimal partition minimizes the
sum of group errors:
K
X
E=
Ek
(6.3)
k=1

Here the group error E k of group G k is defined by:
Ek =

X

||εi ,k ||2

(6.4)

i ∈G k

where G k is a group of points assigned to the same motion model, and εi ,k is the error of
point (xi , xi 0 ) given the motion model (A k , bk ):
εi ,k = x0i − A k xi − bk

(6.5)

Algorithm 1 formalizes the process of the EM algorithm used for 2D motion segmentation. This EM algorithm requires an initial estimation of the segmentation. However,
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Algorithm 1 The EM motion segmentation algorithm

Input: A set of N pairs of points. M := {(xi , x0 i )}iN=1 ; An initial segmentation of the points
in M : G 0 =< G 10 ,G 20 , . . . ,G K0 >.
Output: The estimated segmentation of points in M : G .
1: repeat
2:
G := G 0 ;
3:
Compute (A k , bk ) of G k ∈ G for k = 1, 2, . . . , K ;
4:
Reset G 0 =< ;, . . . , ; >, |G 0 | = K
5:
for all (xi , x0 i ) ∈ M do
6:
Compute the probability of (xi , x0 i ) fits the model (A k , bk ), for k = 1, . . . , K (see Subsection 6.2.3);
7:
Assign point i to group G 0j if the probability of (xi , x0 i ) to group model (A j , b j ) is
maximal (see Subsection 6.2.3);
8:
end for
9: until G 0 = G {convergence}
10: End

p1
p1
p2

6

p2
p3
p3

~

p4
p5

p7
p4
p5

p6

p6

f0

f1
(a)

...

ft-2

ft-1

ft
(b)

Figure 6.1: Two cases for initialization: (a) Points exacted and tracked from first two frames, are initialized as one
big group, as p 1 to p 6 are marked with the same color. (b) Points tracked in subsequent frames are initialized by
their prior estimates. For example, when processing frame pair ( f t −1 , f t ) with t > 1, p 1 to p 5 are initialized by
their assignments in the previous step i.e. processing frame pair ( f t −2 , f t −1 ). Points in the same color indicate
that they are assigned to the same group. p 6 is no longer detected in f t , thus the information of the group in
green is missing in this step. p 7 is firstly detected in f t −1 , so it is initialized as an unassigned point, which is
drawn as a white dot in the figure.

the number of motions is unknown, thus a proper initialization for the EM algorithm is
difficult.
To determine the number of objects, we use a divisive segmentation scheme. As we
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sequentially process two-frame motion vectors extracted from a video sequence, two situations are considered, as shown in Figure 6.1. In the very first step of the process, i.e. when
the motions are extracted from the first two frames of a sequence, no prior knowledge is
available. In this case, we initialize all points in one group. In all further steps of the process, some points might have been tracked and segmented in the previous pair of frames.
In this case, the prior segmentation of these points can be used to initialize the current
step. Given the initialization, we recursively choose a group and split it, until a given stopping criterion is met. In this process, we have to address the following three issues:
Which group to split?
We have to determine which group to split when there are multiple groups. Suppose
that the points are partitioned into K groups. We choose to split the group with the
largest outliers. More precisely, for each group G k , we determine the sorted list of
errors Ek :
Ek = sort decending〈||εi ,k ||2 | i ∈ G k 〉 = 〈e 1,k , e 2,k , . . . , 〉

6

where εi ,k is the error of point (xi , xi 0 ) with respect to the model (A k , bk ). The sorting
achieves that e 1,k ≥ e 2,k ≥ e 3,k , . . . . Next for a user-selected value of q, we choose the
q
first q points in the sorted list Ek to determine the sum O k of the q largest errors in
group G k :
q
X
q
e i ,k
(6.6)
Ok =
i =1
q

Finally, we select the group G k for which Ok is maximal as the one that will be split.
How to split the chosen group?
We split the selected group G k by splitting off the q points with the largest errors.
Once the group is split, the number of groups K increases by 1 and the EM algorithm
is then used to estimate the segmentation for the new number of groups. Note that
in some cases the q points that are split off could belong to different objects. Since
the EM algorithm can handle this indirectly, there’s no need for additional steps for
refining the splitting.
When to terminate the division procedure?
The divisive procedure increases the number of groups by 1 in each iteration, and
then evaluates the segmentation based on current estimate. The optimal segmentation is considered to be achieved when it is better than the results in the previous
and in the next iteration. The problem then is how to determine the quality of a
segmentation result. A quantitative metric is needed to evaluate this.
We measure the intra-group variations and inter-group distances for a segmentation
result. The intra-group variation of G k is measured by the average error µk = E k /|G k |.
The inter-group variation of group G k w.r.t. G l is denoted as η k|l , and is defined by
the average error of group G k w.r.t. the affine transformation of group G l :
η k|l =

1 X
||εi ,l ||2
|G k | i ∈G k

(6.7)
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where εi ,l is the error of point (xi , xi 0 ) to the model (A l , bl ). We accept a split of a
group if for every pair of groups G k and G l , µk is sufficiently smaller than η k|l . Formally:
µk
≤ w, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ l ≤ K
(6.8)
η k|l
where w ∈ (0, 1) is a user defined threshold.
At each stage of the division procedure, the algorithm chooses a group and splits off
some points to form a new group, and the estimated number of groups is increased by 1.
Next the EM algorithm is then applied to determine a segmentation based on the groups
after splitting. It may happen that the number of groups goes down after applying the EMbased segmentation because there is a chance that a group (A, b) will not be assigned any
points. Because some initial groups fed into the EM algorithm could consist of points that
represent the same motion. Note that the splitting criterion can not guarantee that the
split-off points belong to the same object. The new group split from the selected group
can contain points from different objects.
The segmentation result produced by EM algorithm is then compared with the segmentation result before splitting. If the current segmentation is better than the previous
one, the splitting stage continues. If the current segmentation is worse than the previous
one, the previous segmentation is therefore regarded as the optimal estimation and the
splitting process is stopped. In this way, the number of objects and the segmentation of
points are estimated simultaneously. The main steps of the EM-based divisive segmentation algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2. Note that some objects can have the same motion
in some frame pairs in the video, and the divisive algorithm is not able to distinguish them
from each other. Nevertheless, if these objects show different motions in other frame pairs,
they can be segmented out through a updating scheme, which is going to be discussed in
Subsection 6.2.3.

6.2.3. S EGMENTATION OF A S EQUENCE OF F RAMES
Given a sequence of frames, points may be tracked over multiple frames, thereby providing
us with long term motion data. We have discussed how to segment the points based on
the two-frame motion vectors. In this section, we will investigate how to segment points if
these points are present in a sequence of frames.
For a pair of successive frames, the observed motion between two frames is termed as
the evidence e. Let z i = k denote the assignment of a point i to a group k. We wish to
determine the likelihood L(z i = k) that point i belongs to group k given the evidence e.
This likelihood is proportional to the probability density p(e|z i = k):
L(z i = k) ∝ p(e|z i = k)

(6.9)

So, we need to determine the probability density function p( · |z i = k) of the possible evidence values given the assignment z i = k. Since the evidence is given and the assignment
of a point to a group is variable, we may estimate a relative value for the probability density p(e|z i = k). The idea is that the smaller the error of a point i w.r.t. the affine model of a
group k compared to the errors of point i w.r.t. the affine model of all the groups, the more
likely it is that point i belongs to the group k. Let ²i , j denote the error of point i w.r.t. the

6
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Algorithm 2 The EM-based divisive motion segmentation algorithm

6

Input: A video sequence; A set of feature points described by their trajectories in this video
sequence.
Output: Segmentation G of points in every successive frame pair (I , I 0 ) of the video.
1: fetch the first frame I and the second frame I 0 ;
2: P := {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p i , . . . |p i ∈ I , p i ∈ I 0 }; {extract points present in both I and I 0 .}
3: G := {G 1 |G 1 = P }; {segmentation G is initialized by assigning the points to a single
group.}
4: repeat
|
5:
M := {(xi , x0 i )|xi := Position(p i , I ), x0 i := Position(p i , I 0 )}|P
; {fetch two-frame motion
i =1
vectors of points in P , function Position(p i , I ) gives the coordinates of point p i in the
image frame I , |P | is the number of points in P .}
6:
G 0 := EM motion segmentation (M , G ); {applying Algorithm 1}
7:
repeat
8:
G := G 0 ;
q
9:
select a group G k in G (k = {1, 2, . . . , |G |}), if O k (see Equation (6.6)) is maximal; {|G |
is the number of groups in G .}
0
0
10:
split G k into G k,1
and G k,2
;
0
0
0
11:
G := (G \ {G k }) ∪ {G k,1 ,G k,2 };
12:
G 0 := EM motion segmentation (M , G 0 );
13:
until the stopping criterion of divisive procedure holds (see Equation (6.8))
14:
I := I 0 ;
15:
I 0 := fetch the next frame;
16:
P := {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p i , . . . |p i ∈ I , p i ∈ I 0 }; {extract points present in both I and I 0 .}
17:
G := {G ∩ P |G ∈ G ; {initial segmentation of P .}
18: until the end of the sequence
19: End

affine model of group j . Then, the likelihood L(z i = k) is inversely proportional to

²i ,k
PK
²
j =1 i , j

.

It may happen that the error ²i , j is 0 w.r.t. all affine models j ∈ {1, . . . , K }. To avoid dividing
by 0, we add a constant δ to the denominator and a constant δ/K to the numerator. The
exact value of δ is not very important, as long as it is small enough. Since the error w.r.t.
an affine model is measured in pixels, the value 0.1 was chosen for δ. The resulting fraction,

²i ,k + Kδ
PK
² +δ
j =1 i , j

is inversely proportional to the likelihood L(z i = k) and has a value from

the interval [0, 1). Therefore, we define the likelihood that point i belong to group k as:
²i ,k + Kδ
L(z i = k) = 1 − PK
j =1 ²i , j + δ

(6.10)

Given an image sequence of T + 1 frames f 0 , f 1 , ... f T , a segmentation is determined for
each pair of successive frames ( f t −1 , f t ). Assuming that the evidence E τ = (e 1 , ..., e τ ) over τ
(0 < τ < T ) pairs of frames in the sequence is independent, we may use Bayesian update to
determine the probability that point i belongs to group k given the evidence E τ of the past
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τ + 1 frames:
P (z i = k|E τ ) ∝ P (z i = k)

τ
Y

L t (z i = k)

(6.11)

t =1

where L t (z i = k) is the likelihood of assigning point i to group k using the evidence e t of
the frame pair ( f t −1 , f t ).
An important issue is the choice of the a priori probability P (z i = k). Here, different
choices are possible. If the length T of the sequence is long enough, all choices will converge to the same a posteriori probability. For short sequences, the choice of the a priori
probability can have a significant impact. Here we assume that, a priori, we have no preference for assigning i to any particular group. Since we have a finite number of groups, we
use P (z i = k) = K1 . Therefore,
P (z i = k|E τ ) ∝

τ
Y

L t (z i = k)

(6.12)

t =1

This implies that the a posteriori probability is completely determined by the likelihood
values.
When processing the video sequence, the segmentation algorithm is sequentially applied to the two-frame motions over the sequence. If a point i is continuously detected in
the video frames, the probability P (z i = k|E τ ) is updated frame by frame.

6.2.4. R ELIABILITY M EASUREMENT
When we determine the assignments of points, it is based on the errors to the estimated
group motion model. Meanwhile, the motion models are estimated based on an estimates
of point assignments. Misclassified points during the process can reduce the accuracy of
the motion models, thus reduce the quality of final segmentations. To reduce the impact
of misclassified points, we define a reliability value that evaluates the assignment of each
point. As argued in Subsection 6.2.1, it is reasonable to use reliabilities as weights, which
determine how much each point in a group influences the estimates of the affine motion
model, when solving Equation (6.1) [175]. When a point is assigned to a group with a higher
reliability, it will contribute more to the computation of the motion model of the group.
If the reliabilities are chosen appropriately, we can find more accurate estimates of the
motion models, as well as improve the segmentations.
Points assigned to the same group may have different likelihood. If L t (z i = k) is higher
than L t (z j = k), the assignment of point i to G k has a higher chance to be correct than the
assignment of point j to G k . Thus we can measure the reliability of an assignment based
on its likelihood. We propose three ways to compute the reliabilities. Suppose a point i is
assigned to G k based on the motion information of the current frame pair ( f t −1 , f t )
1. Suppose a point i is assigned to G k , we measure the distance of L t (z i = k) to the
nearest L t (z i = l ) for any l 6= k, as:
r i(1) = min(L t (z i = k) − L t (z i = l ))
l 6=k

A larger distance means the assignment is more reliable.

(6.13)

6
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2. Similar to r (1) , we can measure the distance of L t (z i = k) to the average of L t (z i = l )
for all other groups:
X
r i(2) = L t (z i = k) − K 1−1
L t (z i = l )
(6.14)
l 6=k

where K is the total number of groups.
3. L t (z i = k) gives the probability of a point i belonging to a group G k , which can be
directly used as a reliability measure:
r i(3) = L t (z i = k)

6

(6.15)

6.2.5. C AMERA M OVEMENT
Experiments in Subsections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 show that the camera movement significantly
influences the performance, especially when the camera is rotating. When Algorithm 2 is
applied to the Hopkins 155 dataset with all reliabilities set to 1, a drop of 5% in accuracy was
observed when the camera is rotating (see Table 6.1). In these videos, the camera rotation
causes large point movements compared to the moving objects. This makes it difficult to
distinguish differences between the movements caused by different moving objects. As a
result, the chance of incorrect assignments in Algorithm 2 increases.
To eliminate the effect of camera movement, we introduce an extra step to compensate for the movement of the camera. The key problem is to find the motion model of
camera. Since we can assume that the background does not move, we can use the background movement to determine the camera movement. So we need to identify the background points. Usually the background covers the largest range in the image, so it is easy to
identify the “background” by segmenting the feature points and comparing the geometric
size of the obtained groups using the non-stabilized motion data. However, the segmentation contains misclassified points for the non-stabilized motion data. Therefore, only
the points with a high reliability to belong to the background are used for computing the
camera motion. We use a threshold strategy to eliminate the points that are less likely to
belong to the background.
The following steps are introduced to compensate for the camera movement.
1. Run the segmentation algorithm to obtain an initial segmentation of the feature
points.
2. Select the “background”, based on the assumption that the “background” group has
the largest inner distance among all groups.
3. Refine the “background” by focusing on reliable points with a chosen reliability measure. Points that have high reliability values for the “background” are used to compute the camera motion. We can select the points which reliability values are larger
than a threshold α (0.5 for example).
4. Compensate all feature points for the movement of the camera using the estimated
camera motion. Given the motion vector of a point, which is described by its positions in two successive frames (x, x0 ), we replace x0 by x̂0 , which is computed by:
0
x̂0 = B−1
b x

where x0 and x̂0 are homogeneous coordinates, Bb =
affine matrix of the background group.

h

A b bb
0T 1

i

is the homogeneous
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Since the divisive segmentation algorithm computes the segmentations in an iterative
manner, the motion models and partitioning of points are updated and refined iteratively.
We need to determine when to apply the background compensation during this procedure.
There are several possibilities for adding the background compensation to Algorithm 1:
Option 1 In the inner loop of EM: in Algorithm 1 between lines 2 and 3. In each iteration of the EM loop, the motion vectors are first calibrated by compensating
the camera motion. Then the motion models of objects and the assignments of
points are estimated based on the calibrated motion vectors
Option 2 In Algorithm 2, right after the loop of EM: between lines 7 and 8. The motion vectors of points are calibrated after the EM algorithm generated a converged
result, but before the splitting step.
Option 3 In Algorithm 2, after the splitting step: between lines 13 and 14. The calibration takes place after one step of segmentation and splitting in the algorithm.
The accuracy of estimated camera motion relies on the quality of the identified “background” group, which is from an estimated segmentation. If there are too many incorrect
assignments in the “background” group, the camera compensation can have a negative
impact of the segmentation. Option 1 tries to dynamically change the estimated camera
motion with the segmentations in the EM loop, it will also affect the convergence procedure of EM segmentation. Option 2 utilizes the segmentation result after the EM loop
converged, which is regarded as an optimal estimation in this iteration. Option 3 uses
the segmentation after splitting, which goes one step further than Option 2. If the “background” is split, it means that the outliers are split off. Otherwise, the “background” group
is assumed to be sufficiently accurate. The camera motion estimation is also affected by
the method of computing reliabilities. In Subsection 6.4.1, we compared the results of using different options combined with different reliabilities measures, to find a good setting
of these parameters based on experiments.

6.3. E VALUATION OF THE M ETHODOLOGY
As introduced in Chapter 5, the motion implied in an image sequence can be represented
in different ways. Correspondingly, there are different types of motion data that can be
extracted. Motion segmentation approaches rely on the type of motion data they analyze.
Therefore, there is no general dataset that can be used for evaluation and comparison of
all existing motion segmentation methods, neither a generally applicable measurement
metric [26]. The existing datasets are proposed for different goals, where the definition of
motion segmentation and the type of utilized motion data varies.
In this thesis, we provided a detailed definition of moving objects to be segmented out
in videos in Chapter 4. Based on the definitions, we chose four benchmark datasets (see
Section 4.2) to test the proposed method. The obtained segmentation results are evaluated
against the provided ground truth. In Subsection 6.3.1, we summarize the provided data
types in the chosen dataset, which is the basis for the experimental set-up.
To evaluate the quality of the segmentation results, we utilize several widely used metrics in the field of motion segmentation These metrics demonstrate the performance from
different perspectives, which is further described in Subsection 6.3.2.
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6.3.1. D ATASETS
As in Chapter 4, we presented four datasets that will be used to test the proposed method in
the experiment. One of them (the Hopkins155 dataset) provides the accurate point trajectories extracted from the videos in this dataset, which can be regarded as the ground-truth
motion in the video frames. Such data can be directly used as the input of motion segmentation algorithm, thus is regarded as “flawless” motion data. The other three datasets only
provide videos, which requires a pre-processing step of extracting motion data from these
videos that can be used as the input of motion segmentation algorithm from these videos.
The extracted data normally contain errors, which is called “realistic” motion data in this
thesis.
Based on the provided data, the experiment of evaluating the motion segmentation
algorithm is naturally divided into two parts: the first part uses the “flawless” motion data
as input, and the second uses the “realistic” motion data as input. The “flawless” data
gives a standard baseline for evaluating motion segmentation approaches. However, in
practice, “flawless” motion data is often unobtainable. The evaluation on realistic motion
data better reflects the robustness of a motion segmentation algorithm in practice.

6

T HE “F LAWLESS ” M OTION D ATA
For each video in the Hopkins 155 dataset, a set of sparse trajectories, of the same length
as the video sequence, is given. This dataset also gives the groundtruth segmentation of
the provided trajectories.
Hopkins 155 dataset is specific for the trajectory based motion segmentation, and provides only sparse trajectories. The provided data in the Hopkins 155 dataset is biased.
Firstly, videos in the dataset are short sequences (of 31 frames). Secondly, only full trajectories are considered. Thirdly, half of the videos are from unnatural scenes (the “checkerboard” videos). Fourthly, the number of independent motions is fixed in a video sequence,
and equals two or three. Experiments on the “flawless” data are given in Subsection 6.4.2.
Since our method dose not focus on point trajectories of the same (full) length, and addresses more general situations (see Chapter 4), results on the data in the Hopkins 155
dataset do not give a fair evaluation that can be extrapolated to a more general practical
setting.
T HE “R EALISTIC ” D ATA
The remaining three datasets, i.e. Robocup 2014, CDNet 2014 and FBMS-59, provide videos
with more variations than Hopkins 155. They contain different scenes recorded in the real
world, and the provided videos are of different lengths (with a minimum of 19 frames and
a maximum of 800 frames). Since they do not provide the groundtruth motion data, a
pre-processing step is needed to extract motion data from the videos.
The proposed motion segmentation algorithm has a flexible scheme, which can deal
with not only continuous trajectories in multiple frames, but also the two-frame motion
point correspondences. Therefore, in the experiments, we evaluate the proposed algorithm given different types of motion data. In Chapter 5, we discussed three methods to
extract motion data from videos: one based on optical flow estimation, and two based on
trajectory extraction. These methods result in three types of data:
(1) a series of two-frame motion vectors at the pixel level,
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(2) a set of sparse trajectories of detected feature points in the video sequence,
(3) a set of dense trajectories of detected feature points in the video sequence.
In Subsection 6.4.3, we evaluate the performance of the segmentation algorithms on
the three types of motion data. Regardless of how the motion is obtained, the extracted
motion data is partially erroneous. The number of moving objects in each sequence is
between 2 and 7. In some sequences, the number of moving objects varies over the frames.
The extracted trajectories can have different lengths (see Section 5.4). More details of the
video properties are given in Section 4.2.
The three data sets, i.e. Robocup 2014, CDNet 2014 and FBMS-59, provide the pixelaccurate ground truth segmentation of moving objects for each video sequence, see Section 4.2. The provided segmentations can directly be used to evaluate the pixel-based
segmentation results. For the segmentation based on point trajectories, the groundtruth
can be obtained by reading the pixel annotations of corresponding locations of the feature
points. It is worth to mention that the provided segmentation concerns whole objects even
if their parts have different motions. Also note that groundtruth segmentation of points on
the edge is debatable because points may only partially belong to an object, which means
the “groundtruth” segmentation can in fact contain errors on the edge.

6.3.2. E VALUATION M ETRICS
The segmentation results are evaluated by the amount of overlap with the provided ground
truth. To quantitatively demonstrate how well a segmentation result matches the ground
truth, we use four metrics that have been applied widely in motion segmentation [26, 92,
177, 236, 247]. These evaluation metrics provide different interpretations of the quality of
segmentation results.
Generally, the segmentation results are evaluated on a per object basis. Given a
video sequence containing multiple moving objects, we evaluate the quality of each object in the segmentation results. Suppose there are N points in a set to be segmented,
the groundtruth segmentation assigns the points to K ∗ clusters C = {C 1 , . . . ,C K ∗ }, where
each cluster C k represents an object. The segmentation algorithm results in a partition
G = {G 1 , . . . ,G K } of the N points, in which each group G k 0 represents a set of points that is
estimated to be an object. We define a mapping g from C to G ∪ {;}, thus for every C k ∈ C ,
there is a g (C k ) ∈ G ∪ {;} which represents the same object as C k . Based on the value of K ∗
and K , there are three cases:
1. If K ∗ = K , g is bijective from C to G ;
2. If K ∗ < K , g is injective from C to G ;
3. If K ∗ > K , g is non-injective. We divide the C into two subsets: CK containing K clusters and CK ∗ −K containing the remaining K ∗ −K clusters. The mapping g is bijective
from CK to G . And for every cluster C k in CK ∗ −K , g (C k ) = ;.
However, the mapping g is as yet unknown given only C and G . In case 1 and 2 where
K ∗ ≤ K , there are K · (K − 1) · (k − 2) · · · (K − K ∗ + 1) ways of mapping g , and in case 3 there
are K ∗ · (K ∗ − 1) · (K ∗ − 2) · · · (K ∗ − K + 1) ways. We investigate all possible mappings, and
choose the mapping that maximizes the segmentation accuracy. We define the segmentation accuracy as the ratio of correctly assigned points to all points in the set [236]. Given
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a matching {(C 1 , g (C 1 )), . . . , (C K ∗ , g (C K ∗ ))} of the groundtruth segmentation and the estimated segmentation
K∗

accuracy =

1X
|C i ∩ g (C i )|
N i =1

(6.16)

where | · | denotes the size of a set.
The segmentation accuracy represents the fraction of points which are segmented correctly compared to all points in the segmentation. If the groundtruth segments all contain
an almost equal number of points, the segmentation accuracy is often a reasonable measure of the segmentation quality. However, when the sizes of clusters are unbalanced, the
segmentation accuracy can not reflect the quality of segmentation results well. For example, if an object contains 90% of the points, the segmentation accuracy will be 90% even
if we assign all points to a single group. If there are two objects with an equal number of
points, the segmentation accuracy is only 50% if we put all points in a single group, which
we find reasonable since object is not segmented out.
For better understanding of the segmentation results, we also determine the precision
and recall of each object; i.e., every matched pair (C k , g (C k )) [177]. Given a matched pair
(C k , g (C k )), The precision P k and recall R k are defined as:
|C k ∩ g (C k )|
|g (C k )|
|C k ∩ g (C k )|
Rk =
|C k |
Pk =

6

(6.17)
(6.18)

If g (C k ) = ;, we define P k = 1 following the paper [177], and R k is 0 in this case because
|g (C k )| = 0 and |C k | 6= 0. The precision represents the fraction of points in a segmented
group that are correctly assigned. A higher precision indicates that the obtained group
contains less outliers. The recall measures the fraction of a groundtruth cluster covered by
the estimated group. A higher recall indicates that more points of a cluster are correctly
identified. For each video sequence, the average precision P̄ and recall R̄ are computed
on a per object basis. The average F-measure is computed based on P̄ and R̄, as in [177].
The F-measure is a standard way of combining precision and recall. A higher F-measure
indicates a better performance for the combination of precision and recall. It is given by:
F=

2P̄ R̄
P̄ + R̄

(6.19)

Since our method is designed to also estimate the number of moving objects in the provided sequence, we additionally evaluate the results by a fifth evaluation method, which
considers the number of estimated objects. Suppose the groundtruth number of objects is
K ∗ , and the estimated number of objects is K in the segmentation result. Then we define
the deviation of the estimated number ∆K as,
∆K = K − K ∗ ;

(6.20)

Note that ∆K = 0 needs not correspond with a correct segmentation. One object can be
split into two, while two other objects are combined into one. This measure is very coarse.
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∆K < 0 indicates that at there is at least some under segmentation and ∆K > 0 indicates
there is at least some over-segmentation. Only of the F-measure is high and clusters have
similar sizes, ∆K indicates under and over segmentation.
To evaluate the computational efficiency, we also measured the average computation
time of processing sequences with length of 31 frames. If a video contains more than 31
frames, we evaluated the computation time for processing the first 31 frames.

6.4. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In Section 6.2, we proposed a 2D motion segmentation algorithm based on the EM algorithm and Bayesian updating, this algorithm is called AEM-b in this thesis. We also proposed an improved version that is called AEM-b+ , which measures the reliability of point
assignments and compensates for the camera motion. Several parameters in AEM-b and
AEM-b+ have to be set by the users, which is discussed in Subsection 6.4.1.
We have applied AEM-b and AEM-b+ to the provided datasets and evaluated the segmentation results. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the motion segmentation algorithm uses
the motion data extracted from a video sequence as the input data. The quality and type
of the motion data varies with the method used for motion estimation, as discussed in
Chapter 5. Based on the quality of the input data, these datasets were divided into two
categories, “flawless” data and “realistic” data. Using the “flawless” data, we evaluate the
ability of dealing with videos containing various selected motions (i.e. rotation, translation, and a combination of them). Using “realistic” data, we investigate the performance
of using different types of motion data that are obtained from a video, i.e. the optical flow,
sparse point trajectories and dense point trajectories, see Chapter 5. The performance on
“realistic” data reveals the ability of dealing with noisy data in practice.
For comparison, we also evaluated the proposed algorithms with 6 motion segmentation approaches from the literature. Four of the comparison methods are well-known
trajectory clustering methods, i.e. the Local Subspace Affinity (LSA) method [266], random
sampling and consensus (RANSAC) method [85], generalized principal component analysis (GPCA) [247], and the sparse subspace clustering (SSC) [79] method. These methods are
specifically designed for segmenting complete trajectories, which requires that the points
are detected in all frames of a sequence. The number of objects is required as an input for
these methods. Implementation codes of these methods were downloaded from the site
of Hopkins 155 1 . . We also chose two approaches for motion-based video segmentation,
i.e. the method proposed by Fragkiadaki, et al. [92] and the method proposed by Ochs, et
al. [177]. These methods are proposed for “realistic” trajectories obtained by the feature
tracking approaches as [46, 226]. These methods are more flexible in dealing with incomplete trajectories, and can determine the number of objects automatically. The code of
Fragkiadaki’s method is available on the author’s web page 1 . The results of Ochs’ method
are reported in [177].
In the following subsections, Subsection 6.4.1 discusses the parameter configuring of
AEM-b and AEM-b+ . The evaluation of segmentation results on “flawless” data and “realistic” data are given in Subsections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 respectively.
1 http://www.vision.jhu.edu/data/hopkins155/
1 https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~katef/videoseg.html
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All experiments were done on a standard PC: CPU: Intel Core i5-2400 3.10GHz, OS:
Window 7 Enterprise, and using Matlab 2015a 64bit.

6.4.1. PARAMETER C ONFIGURATION
In this experiment, we investigated the proper parameter settings of the improved algorithm AEM-b+ . we used the “flawless” data provided by the Hopkins 155 dataset. The
Hopkins 155 data set provides videos that contain different conditions of motions, together
with “flawless” motion data. With the flawless data, we can investigate the influences of
parameters on segmentation results, to avoid the effects of noise in the motion data. As
discussed in Subsection 6.3.2, segmentation accuracy is sufficient to evaluate the segmentation results because all objects contain similar numbers of points in a sequence. Thus
we compared the average segmentation accuracy in this experiment.
As discussed in Section 6.2, parameters in the algorithm are categorized into three
classes: 2 for the splitting of groups, 1 for the reliability measure, and 2 for the camera
compensation. The following subsections discuss the settings of these parameters.
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Figure 6.2: Segmentation accuracy of AEM-b on the Hopkins 155 dataset using different settings of q and w for
splitting.

PARAMETER SETTING OF AEM- B
As discussed in Subsection 6.2.2, we have to determine which group to split when applying
the divisive segmentation algorithm (AEM-b ). A segmentation is evaluated by computing
the sum of the value of q largest errors of each group, and the q needs to be set. Moreover, a threshold w is used to determine when to terminate the division procedure. We
varied q from 1 to 8, and w was chosen in {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. The results are shown
in Figure 6.2. From this figure, the best performance is obtained when w = 0.1, and no big
differences are observed for different values of q. Note that an object point on the edge
may have big error, a small q can increase the possibility of wrong splitting. So we chose
q = 5 and w = 0.1 as the default setting for AEM-b .
PARAMETER SETTING OF AEM- B+
We investigate the parameter setting of AEM-b+ , including the splitting parameters q and
w and the parameters for computing the reliabilities and compensating the camera mo-
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(a) Option 1: compensate the camera motion in the inner loop of EM segmentation
algorithm (between line 2 and 3 in Algorithm 1)
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(b) Option 2: compensate the camera motion right after EM loop in the divisive motion
segmentation algorithm (between line 7 and 8 in Algorithm 2).
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(c) Option 3: compensate the camera motion after the splitting step in the divisive motion
segmentation algorithm (between line 11 and 12 in Algorithm 2).
Figure 6.3: (a), (b) and (c) respectively show the performance of compensating camera motion in
three different ways. The curves reflect the variation of segmentation accuracy when the threshold
value changes from 0 to 0.9. The colors of curves represent different reliability functions used. The
dashed line represents the case of no reliability computation.
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tion. As in Subsections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5, we present three ways for reliability computation
and three options for camera motion compensation. In the process of compensating the
camera motion, a threshold α is used to eliminate the background points with low reliabilities when computing the camera motion.
Based on the default setting of splitting parameters, i.e. w = 0.1 and q = 5, we investigate the influences of applying different settings for reliability computing and camera
compensation. Using one of the three options for camera motion compensation given in
Subsection 6.2.5, we vary the reliability computation by using Equations (6.13) to (6.15), We
also evaluate the performance when no reliability is computing. To select a proper value
of α for camera motion estimation, we investigated the performances when α changes between 0 and 0.9. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.3. Of all results in this figure, the
best performance is obtained when using Equation (6.13) for reliability computation and
compensating camera motion after the EM loop (Options 2 in Subsection 6.2.5), which are
chosen as the default setting of AEM-b+ in this thesis. The influence of α value is insignificant, but generally a value between 0.3 and 0.6 is better than others. We choose the value
of 0.5 as the default setting of α for AEM-b+ .

6

AEM-b+ addresses to improve the performance of segmenting moving objects from
videos captured by moving cameras. We additionally investigate its performance on videos
under different camera motions. The Hopkins 155 dataset provides some videos captured
by a handheld camera under controlled conditions, in the category called “checkerboard”.
We divided the videos in the “checkerboard” category into 4 sub-categories based on the
type of camera motion, as shown in Table 6.1. We compared the performance of AEMb and AEM-b+ on videos from the four sub-categories, and the results are shown in Table 6.1. From this table, AEM-b+ and AEM-b perform almost equally on videos with static
camera, while AEM-b+ performs better than AEM-b in case that the camera is moving.

AEM-b

AEM-b+

Static camera: 20 sequences

96.15

96.05

Translating camera: 20 sequences

92.67

94.91

Rotating camera: 24 sequences

90.78

92.56

Both rotating and translating camera: 40 sequences

91.15

92.17

checkerboard

Table 6.1: Average segmentation accuracy (%) of on the “checkerboard” category in Hopkins 155 dataset.

We also investigate the influences of changing w and q for AEM-b+ , when the parameters for reliability measure and camera compensation were fixed as the default value.
The results are shown in Figure 6.4. By comparing Figure 6.4 with Figure 6.2, the AEMb+ generally improves the performance of AEM-b for different values of w and q, and the
best performance of AEM-b+ and AEM-b are both achieved when w = 0.1. We still choose
w = 0.1 and q = 5 for AEM-b+ .
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Figure 6.4: Segmentation accuracy of AEM-b+ using different settings of q and w for splitting.

6.4.2. S EGMENTATION ON F LAWLESS D ATA
In a next experiment, we compared AEM-b and AEM-b+ using the “flawless” data provided
by the Hopkins 155 dataset. The provided motion data is a set of complete trajectories for
each video sequence, which means that each feature point is tracked in every frame of the
sequence. A trajectory of a feature point over F frames is represented as a sequence of
F 2D-coordinates. Trajectories of N detected feature points are represented by a matrix
X ∈ R2×F ×N . In each sequences, there are 2 or 3 moving objects. Each motion corresponds
to a moving object in the video. The number of frames F is 31 and the number of feature
points N is 296 on average for the provided sequences. More details of these videos are
given in Section 4.2.
Following [236], we evaluate the accuracy of the segmentation results per sequence.
Since all objects in a video are represented by more or less the same number of feature
points in the given data, the segmentation accuracy is a reasonable measure of the quality
of segmentation results, as mentioned in Subsection 6.3.2. We compare the algorithms
AEM-b and AEM-b+ with the four trajectory clustering algorithms, LSA [266], RANSAC [85],
GPCA [247] and SSC [79], and with Fragkiadaki’s method (FM) [92]. The algorithms LSA,
RANSAC, GPCA and SSC are specific for dealing with complete trajectories, and require
the number of objects as an input. Fragkiadaki’s method (FM) estimates the number of
individually moving objects. The results are given in Table 6.2.
We also evaluated the average computation time of a sequence, and the results are
shown in Table 6.3. Figure 6.5 illustrates some of the segmentation results, by visualizing
the point trajectories in different groups by different colors. Since our algorithms and FM
can estimate the number of objects, for these we evaluated the error ∆K of the estimated
number of objects, shown in Figure 6.6.
We can draw the following conclusions from the results:
• SSC outperforms all other methods on each category of the videos from Hopkins
155 dataset, as the segmentation accuracy in each category is above 97% for all categories. However, SSC requires the number of objects to be specified. AEM-b and
AEM-b+ do not, and these are better than LSA, RANSAC and GPCA in general, since
the average segmentation accuracies of them are lower than for AEM-b or AEM-b+ .
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3 objects

2 objects

94
LSA

RANSAC

GPCA

SSC

FM

AEM-b

AEM-b+

Checkerboard(78)
Traffic(31)
Others(11)

93.91
98.62
96.93

92.01
92.14
90.45

79.11
73.2
72.52

98.37
99.42
98.19

73.13
75.09
93.33

91.89
97.71
92.44

93.52
98.18
95.37

All

95.37

91.9

76.98

98.73

75.51

93.44

94.44

Checkerboard(26)
Traffic(7)
Others(2)

68.06
80.2
83.19

72.23
88.28
76.98

80.4
53.1
78.9

97.4
99.2
98.9

72.57
74.72
100

93.76
97.78
90.86

93.50
98.01
94.62

All

71.35

75.71

74.85

97.85

74.57

94.40

94.47

89.98

88.24

76.50

98.45

75.30

93.66

94.80

Average of all videos

Table 6.2: Segmentation accuracy (%) on Hopkins 155 motion data. The number in brackets means the number
of video sequences in this category. The values of segmentation accuracies Ê95 are printed in bold.

LSA

RANSAC

GPCA

SSC

FM

AEM-b

AEM-b+

4.32s

0.09s

0.14s

3.8s

1.20s

0.31s

2.6s

Table 6.3: Average computation time (seconds per sequence) on the Hopkins 155 dataset. The number of
processed points is 296 on average.
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(a) “1RT2RCRT”

(b) “1RT2RCRT_g12”

(c) “cars1”

(d) “people1”

(e) “articulated”

(f) “articulated_g12”

Figure 6.5: Visualized segmentation results: 6 examples are shown by their names in the dataset. (a) and (b) are
from the same video in “checkerboard” category: (a) is composed by all 3 objects (a cuboid, a frustum cone and
the background) from the original video and (b) is composed by choosing the cuboid and the frustum cone in
(a); (c) is from the category of “traffic”; (d) is from the category of “others”; (e) and (f) are originated from the
same video in the category of “others”.
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• Both AEM-b and AEM-b+ perform well when the objects are undergoing translations, as either of them achieves a segmentation accuracy around 98% on the “traffic” category. Such degree of segmentation accuracy implies that the segmented objects can be well recognized (see Figure 6.5c). Note that some traffic videos are taken
by a shaking camera, which means AEM-b and AEM-b+ can handle small camera
motions. Moreover, as observed from the result of the walking people videos (see
Figure 6.5d), AEM-b and AEM-b+ can handle an articulated object when the articulated parts move as an integral unit.
When the object motion is more complicated, as in videos from the categories
“checkerboard” and “others”, the segmentation accuracy of AEM-b and AEMb+ drops, which is not unexpected. AEM-b has a performance between 90% and 95%,
and AEM-b+ has a performance between 93% and 96%.
• In general, AEM-b+ has better performance than AEM-b . The improvement of AEMb+ in the category of “others” and in the category of “checkerboard” with 2 objects,
is more significant than that in the “traffic” videos. It reveals that AEM-b+ is better at
handling complex motions than AEM-b .
For the videos containing 3 objects in the “checkerboard” category, the segmentation
accuracy of AEM-b+ is 0.26% lower than AEM-b . This is likely due to compensation
of the camera motion which can deteriorate the performance when the camera is
actually static, as discussed in Subsection 6.4.1. However, note that a decrease of
0.26% means that AEM-b+ has 1.14 more points that are misclassified than AEMb for a sequence contains 437 points (the average value over these videos). Such a
small decrease does not affect the quality of object representations much.
• Our method outperforms FM using the Hopkins 155 dataset. FM is proposed specially for segmenting the dense trajectories obtained by [92]. This might explain the
low average accuracy in this experiment. The experiment with dense trajectories,
reported in Subsection 6.4.3, shows a better performance for FM.
• AEM-b is almost 10 times faster than SSC, while AEM-b+ is 1.5 times faster than SSC.
Compared to the fastest method, i.e. RANSAC, both AEM-b and AEM-b+ can achieve
more than 5 percentage points higher segmentation accuracy on average.
• AEM-b and AEM-b+ both have a chance above 50% to correctly estimate the number
of objects, i.e. ∆K = 0, while chance of correctly estimation for FM is only 10%. The
over-segmentation cases of AEM-b and AEM-b+ mostly happen for ∆K = 1, while FM
often produce over-segemntations with ∆K Ê 2. We can conclude that AEM-b and
AEM-b+ are less likely to produce over-segmentations than FM, using the “flawless”
motion data.

6.4.3. S EGMENTATION ON R EALISTIC D ATA
In the following set of experiments, we evaluated the results when using motion data extracted from video sequences in Chapter 5, which contains the videos in Robocup 2014,
CDNet 2014 and FBMS-59 datasets. Such data is corrupted by noise, such as incorrect
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Figure 6.6: The occurrences (%) of the mismatches in the estimated number of objects ∆K , for the methods
AEM-b , AEM-b+ and FM, when using the “flawless” motion data provided by the Hopkins155 dataset.
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trajectories and erroneous point motions, and also suffers from missing points. Moreover,
the point trajectories in a video sequence might have unequal lengths. We have considered
three types of motion data in Chapter 5, consisting of optical flows, sparse point trajectories and dense point trajectories. The segmentation algorithms are now applied to these
three types of motion data. We evaluate the performance with respect to the following four
aspects.
Firstly, while most of the existing approaches in the literature are proposed for dealing
with either two-frame motion fields [57, 64, 140, 192, 193, 259], or with point trajectories
over multiple frames [79, 92, 156, 177, 247, 266], the methods AEM-b and AEM-b+ combine
the analysis of two-frame motion vectors with the analysis of long-term trajectories in a
video sequence. The segmentation accuracy is expected to increase when processing more
frame pairs while the scene objects do not change. Thus we investigated how the segmentation accuracy varies with the number of frame indices in processing a video sequence.
Secondly, since the quality of motion data is affected by the frame rate (see Chapter 5),
we evaluated the effect of frame rates on the segmentation results. For comparison, we
extracted sub-sequences with different frame rates from a given video, by sub-sampling
the frames. Let { f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f T } denote a video of T + 1 frames, we define a sample factor t
to denote the time step between two sampled frames. For the original video, t obviously
equals 1. For any integer t > 1, we can formulate a new sequence S k = { f 0 , f t , . . . , f t ·k } by
repeatably jumping over t −1 frames in the original sequence. The displacements of points
between two successive frames become larger and the length of the subsequence becomes
shorter when t increases. In our experiments, the extracted sub-sequences have the same
first and last frame as the original sequence. This allows us to compare the segmentation
accuracies for the last frame. In this experiment, we chose frame f 0 and f 30 to be the first
and last frame for every sequence in test. The value of t is chosen from [1, 2, 3, 5, 10], and
k has the corresponding values [30, 15, 10, 6, 3]. We compared the segmentation accuracies
to illustrate the influences of frame rates on the segmentation results.
Since these two evaluations above require the groundtruth segmentation for every
frame in a video sequence, we only used motion data from Robocup 2014 and CDNet 2014
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dataset.
Thirdly, we compared the proposed algorithms AEM-b and AEM-b+ to SSC, FM and
Ochs’ method (OM), by measuring the average segmentation accuracy, precision, recall
and F-measure. We only choose SSC as a representative of trajectory clustering algorithms
in comparison, because the experiments in Subsection 6.4.2 revealed that our methods
achieve better performance than LSA, RANSAC and GPCA on flawless motion data. We
evaluated the performance on all videos from the Robocup 2014, CDNet 2014, and FBMS59 datasets.
Fourthly, we compared the computation time of all applied methods. We evaluated
the computation time of processing a sequence of 31 frames, together with the amount of
processed data, to give an intuitive measure of the computational efficiency.
The segmentation results of the three types of data, i.e. optical flows, sparse point trajectories and dense point trajectories, are evaluated in the following subsubsections. Trajectory clustering methods (SSC, RANSAC, GPCA, LSA), FM and OM can not process optical flows in the video sequence, as they require that the motion data to be consistent
trajectories over the video frames. We do not compare with them when using optical flows
as the input.
S EGMENTATION ON O PTICAL F LOWS
In these experiment, the motion data is represented as a sequence of two-frame motion
vectors, as obtained by the optical flow algorithm introduced in Section 5.2. We evaluate
the performance of our methods AEM-b and AEM-b+ on this type of data.
# of
objects

Sequence { f 0 , f t , f 2t , . . . , f 30 }, for t =
1

2

3

5

10

fixed
increasing
decreasing

81.6
77.1
78.3

82.0
78.6
76.9

82.2
72.8
73.0

78.9
70.3
62.1

72.0
58.8
55.6

all

80.4

80.5

79.4

75.3

67.0

Table 6.4: The segmentation accuracy (%) of sequences with different frame rates (indicated by sample factor t )
and the trends for the number of objects present in the sequence, using per-pixel motion vectors obtained from
Robocup+CDNet.

Firstly, we illustrate the variations of segmentation accuracy with respect to the number of frames that has been processed, for segmenting a sequence of 31 frames. As shown
in Figure 6.7, the curves show how the segmentation accuracy varies over time, i.e. with
respect to the index of frames. The results show that the segmentation accuracy is fluctuating but generally slightly increasing over time. For the sequences with varying number
of objects, the accuracy fluctuates near the frames where the number of objects changes.
Secondly, we investigated the effects of frame rates on the segmentation results. The
segmentation accuracy of sub-sequences { f 0 , f t , . . . , f 30 } with different sub-sampling factors t is shown Table 6.4. A larger t represents a lower frame rate, which means larger
displacements between two frames. From this table, the segmentation accuracy generally
decreases when t increases. It is no surprise that the optical flows are more accurate when
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Figure 6.7: The segmentation accuracy of segmenting optical flows varies w.r.t. the index of the frames, using the
Robocup 2014 and CDNet 2014 datasets. The curves in different colors show results on videos containing fixed,
increased and decreased numbers of objects respectively.

6

the displacements between two frames are small, as shown in Subsection 5.4.1. The influence of t is more significant when dealing with dynamic scenes containing a changing
number of objects, than dealing with videos with fixed number of objects. For small values of t (1 or 2), the differences in performance is not significant – as in some cases, the
segmentation accuracy even increases by 1 percentage point when t increases from 1 to
2. Since the frame rate of the original video is 30 fps on average, we can conclude that a
frame rate between 15 and 30 is preferred for the proposed segmentation algorithm using
optical flows.
S EGMENTATION ON S PARSE P OINT T RAJECTORIES
In this experiment, the motion data is represented as a set of sparse point trajectories,
which is obtained by the SIFT tracking approach described in Section 5.3. These trajectories can have different lengths, i.e. points can be present only in a subset of the frames.
The average number of tracked points in each frame is about 366 for a video with resolution of 640 × 320. For a video sequence of 31 frames, the number of extracted trajectories
is 1429 on average, and 145 of them are full trajectories. More details of the sparse point
trajectories can be found in Chapter 5.
Firstly, we evaluated the per-frame segmentation accuracy over a sequence of 31
frames, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. The segmentation accuracy generally increases over
time, except at the frames where the number objects changes.
Secondly, we compared the segmentation accuracies of sequences with different frame
rates and containing different numbers of objects, as shown in Table 6.5. As the segmentation accuracy stays around 85% when t is less than 5, sparse trajectories are more robust
than optical flows with respect to a small t (≤ 5). However, the performance drops by 10%
when t increases to 10. Since the frame rate of the original video is 30 fps on average, the
proposed segmentation algorithm can achieve stable performance when the frame rate is
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Extracted sequence { f 0 , f t , . . . , f 30 }, for t =

# of
objects

1

2

3

5

10

fixed
increasing
decreasing

86.2
81.2
81.2

86.7
83.2
80.9

85.6
83.5
82.1

85.5
80.1
77.9

78.4
66.9
63.9

all

84.3

85.0

84.6

83.1

73.6

Table 6.5: The segmentation accuracy (%) w.r.t. sequences with different frame rates (indicated by sample factor
t ) and the trends for the number of objects present in the sequence, using sparse trajectories extracted from
Robocup+CDNet.
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Figure 6.8: The segmentation accuracy of segmenting sparse trajectories varies w.r.t. the index of the frames,
using the Robocup 2014 and CDNet 2014 datasets. The curves in different colors show results on videos
containing fixed, increased and decreased numbers of objects respectively.

higher than 10 fps, using sparse point trajectories.
Thirdly, we compared our methods with SSC and FM, by measuring the segmentation
accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure. The results are shown in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7,
for the Robocup 2014 and CDNet 2014 dataset and the FBMS-59 dataset, respectively. Generally, AEM-b and AEM-b+ have higher accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure than SSC
and FM. Only for specific data (the FBMS-59 dataset), FM has about 0.8% higher accuracy
than AEM-b and AEM-b+ .
We also computed the occurrences (%) of different deviations ∆K in estimating the
number of objects. From the results shown in Figure 6.9, AEM-b and AEM-b+ both are
comparable to correctly estimate the number of objects, but clearly outperform FM. FM is
more likely to generate over-segmentation than AEM-b and AEM-b+ .
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SSC
FM
AEM-b
AEM-b+

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

74.38
77.20
84.27
85.67

60.05
62.52
73,75
71.05

50.00
51.04
57.36
56.07

54.56
56.19
64.53
62.11

Table 6.6: Segmentation accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure on sparse trajectories obtained from
Robocup+CDNet dataset.

SSC
FM
AEM-b
AEM-b+

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

64.25
85.63
84.88
84.84

55.15
68.89
71.48
70.10

60.44
53.96
60.49
63.06

57.68
60.51
65.53
66.39

Table 6.7: Segmentation accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure on sparse trajectories obtained from
FBMS-59 dataset.
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Figure 6.9: The occurrences (%) of mismatches in the estimated number of objects ∆K , in the segmentation
results for the methods AEM-b , AEM-b+ and FM, when using the sparse trajectories.

The computation time is shown in Table 6.8. We evaluated the average computation time for processing a sequence with 31 frames. FM can segment 1305 trajectories
for each sequence, while SSC can only deal with the 145 full trajectories. As AEM-b and
AEM-b+ process part of the trajectories present in every frame pair, the amount of data
is counted by the number of processed points in one sequence. AEM-b is 6.5 times faster
than AEM-b+ , and 1.5 times faster than FM. Considering that SSC processed the least number of trajectories, it is also slower than AEM-b and AEM-b+ .
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AEM-b+

Method

SSC

FM

computation time (s)

0.89

1.83

1.21

7.84

processed data

145
trajectories

1305
trajectories

366*30
points

366*30
points

AEM-b

Table 6.8: Average computation time (seconds) per sequence of 31 frames, for segmenting sparse trajectories.

S EGMENTATION ON D ENSE P OINT T RAJECTORIES
In this experiment, the motion data is represented as a set of dense point trajectories extracted by the dense tracking method in Subsection 5.4.3. Compared to the sparse trajectories, more feature points are tracked in each frame. Take a video of a resolution of 640×320
for example, then the number extracted trajectories is around 1300 for a sequence of 31
frames. More information of this type of motion data is given in Chapter 5.
Firstly, the per-frame segmentation accuracies are illustrated in Figure 6.10. From this
figure, using dense trajectories has better performance for the first frame pair than using
sparse trajectories, with an increase of more than 10 percentage points. In general, the
increasing trend of the average segmentation accuracy is not as significant as in the results
of sparse trajectories (Figure 6.8), but this is also due to the accuracy being higher. For
videos containing a varying number of objects, the segmentation accuracy drops when
the number of object changes, and then increases after several frames.
100
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Figure 6.10: The segmentation accuracy of segmenting dense trajectories varies w.r.t. the index of the frames,
using the Robocup 2014 and CDNet 2014 datasets. The curves in different colors show results on videos
containing fixed, increased and decreased numbers of objects respectively.

Secondly, Table 6.9 compares the performance on sequences with different frame rates,
also considering the number of moving objects present in a video. Although the segmentation accuracy decreases when t increases, this is less than 4%, which is smaller than when
using sparse trajectories and optical flows. In general, using dense trajectories achieves
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Sequence { f 0 , f t , . . . , f 30 }, for t =

# of
objects

1

2

3

5

10

fixed
increasing
decreasing

92.0
88.1
85.7

91.4
87.8
85.4

91.5
88.6
85.3

91.8
86.9
84.0

91.2
83.4
81.5

all

90.5

90.1

90.2

89.9

88.0

Table 6.9: The segmentation accuracy (%) of sequences w.r.t. different frame rates (sample factor t ) and number
of objects present in the sequence, using dense trajectories extracted from Robocup+CDNet.

higher segmentation accuracy than using sparse trajectories and optical flows. But the
preferable frame rate is at least 6 fps for dense trajectories segmentation, for which the
segmentation accuracy remains above 90%.

35
AEM-b
AEM-b+
FM

30
25
20

%

6

Thirdly, Tables 6.10 and 6.11 show the segmentation accuracy, precision, recall and
F-measure, using videos in the Robocup 2014 + CDNet 2014 datasets and the FBMS-59
dataset respectively. Here, AEM-b and AEM-b+ outperform SSC and FM in all datasets.
Table 6.11 also shows the OM results for the FBMS-59 dataset, reported in the [177] OM
has a similar precision, recall and F-measure as AEM-b and AEM-b+ . AEM-b+ has better
performance than AEM-b in the Robocup 2014 + CDNet 2014 datasets. In contrast, it has
a slightly lower recall and F-measure than AEM-b on the FBMS-59 dataset.
The evaluation of identifying the number of objects is shown in Figure 6.11. We measured the differences ∆K between the estimated number and the groundtruth number of
objects in a video. The performance of AEM-b and AEM-b+ are comparable, while both
outperform FM in estimating the correct number of objects. FM is more likely to produce
over-segmentations than AEM-b and AEM-b+ .
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Figure 6.11: The occurrences (%) of different mismatches in the estimated number of objects ∆K , in the
segmentation results for the methods AEM-b , AEM-b+ and FM, when using the dense trajectories.

Finally, the computation time per sequence is shown in Table 6.12. FM processes about
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SSC
FM
AEM-b
AEM-b+

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

78.91
85.63
90.51
92.53

74.80
68.89
72.73
77.68

39.24
53.96
64.53
62.42

51.47
60.51
68.39
69.22

Table 6.10: Segmentation accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure on dense trajectories obtained from
Robocup+CDNet dataset.

SSC
FM
OM
AEM-b
AEM-b+

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

87.92
86.90
85.91
86.88

81.35
79.37
82.45
79.86
81.75

40.74
56.65
61.70
62.40
61.57

54.29
66.11
70.56
70.06
70.24

Table 6.11: Segmentation accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure on dense trajectories obtained from
FBMS-59 dataset, the accuracy of OM is not valid.

Method

SSC

FM

OM(*)

AEM-b

Computation time (s)

20.7

5.61

0.8

2.25

processed data

945
13744
2127
1050*30
trajectories trajectories trajectories points

AEM-b+
12.70
1050*30
points

Table 6.12: Average computation time (seconds) per sequence of 31 frames, for segmenting dense trajectories.(*
The results of OM is reported in [177], which is produced in a different environment.)

13744 trajectories for a sequence of 31 frames. SSC can only deal with the 945 complete
trajectories. AEM-b and AEM-b+ processes about 1050 points per frame pair, and in total
1050*30 points per sequence. AEM-b is 5.6 times faster than AEM-b+ and 2.5 times faster
than the FM. SSC is 1.2 times slower than AEM-b+ , even though it processes only 7% of the
extracted trajectories. Based on the computation times reported in [177], OM is around 3
times faster than AEM-b . However, OM is executed in a different environment that uses
GPUs.
C ONCLUSION
From these experimental results over three types of motion data, we can draw the following
conclusions
• Segmentation based on point trajectories outperforms the optical flow based
method in two ways. Firstly the point trajectories contain less points than the optical flows. Therefore, the segmentation of trajectories requires less computational
resources than optical flow. Secondly, the segmentation of point trajectories always
achieves higher segmentation accuracy than optical flow.
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• Segmentation of dense point trajectories is more stable than segmentation of sparse
point trajectories, i.e. the variations of segmentation accuracy with respect to the
frame index are smaller, comparing Figure 6.10 to Figure 6.8. Moreover, the segmentation accuracy of dense trajectories is generally higher than that of sparse trajectories. This might because the dense tracking method tracks more points and the
obtained points trajectories are more accurate than those obtained by sparse tracking methods. As a result, the estimated motion models based on dense trajectories
are more accurate.
• AEM-b+ is a little more powerful than AEM-b in dealing with videos that are captured
by a moving camera (see Table 6.2). In general, the improvement of AEM-b+ is statistically insignificant, see Tables 6.10 and 6.11. In some cases, compensating the
camera motion even worsens the performance, see Table 6.6. Moreover, the computation time of AEM-b+ is around 6 times higher than that of AEM-b , see Tables 6.8
and 6.12.
• While SSC is a powerful method in dealing with “flawless” motion data, it is much
poorer than our methods when processing the more “realistic” data that contain errors. Moreover, our method is more flexible in dealing with a whole set of motion
data, while SSC can only deal with a subset of full trajectories.

6

• Comparing to two state-of-the-art video segmentation methods, i.e. FM and OM,
our methods show competitive performance over all datasets. As the F-measure
reflects the balance between precision and recall, it provides a qualitative justification of the extracted objects. AEM-b and AEM-b+ always achieve a higher Fmeasure than FM, which means that the objects obtained by AEM-b and AEMb+ cover more points of the groundtruth objects. Moreover, AEM-b and AEM-b+ have
a lower chance of suffering from the over-segmentation problem than FM. In general, OM just outperforms our methods from the results. But here we must note that
the F-measures of AEM-b and AEM-b+ are quite close to that of OM, with a difference
within 0.5%. And the result here of OM is not valid for all datasets.

6.5. C ONCLUSION
In this chapter, we addressed the second research question: how to segment out the moving objects from a video sequence based on the extracted motion data? Assuming that the
point motions in successive images can be modeled by a 2D affine transformation, a motion segmentation algorithm based on classification EM algorithm and Bayesian updating is proposed, which is named by AEM-b . AEM-b is able to segment a video sequence,
by considering the motion information since the beginning of the sequence. Moreover,
an improved version of AEM-b is proposed with the name of AEM-b+ , by compensating
the camera movement and measuring the reliabilities of segmentation results during processing the sequence. Since the performance of proposed algorithm depends on several
parameters, we discussed the best parameter settings of the proposed algorithm using a
benchmark dataset. Experiments also show that, with the chosen parameters, this algorithm performs well on other datasets compared to the reference methods as worked out
in Section 6.4.
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Most of the existing approaches prefer to deal with a specific type of motion data, either
the sparse trajectories or the dense trajectories, and they are sensitive to noise and errors in
the motion data. Our approach shows high flexibility in dealing with optical flows, sparse
and dense trajectories. And the performance of our method stays in the upper level, no
matter the motion data is flawless or corrupted by noise and errors.
Moreover, our method is able to deal with arbitrary numbers of frames regardless of
the computational limit. The other methods usually require that the sequences are shorter
than a certain length. Our method also has the ability to handle videos in which the number of objects varies, and on this aspect they are superior to the compared methods that
have the same functionality in the experiments.
The two versions of the proposed algorithm, i.e. AEM-b and AEM-b+ , both have advantages and disadvantages. The original algorithm (AEM-b ) is faster than AEM-b+ , which
computes the segmentation reliabilities and compensates for the camera motion. AEMb+ is better in dealing with videos with significant camera motion than AEM-b . Moreover,
AEM-b+ requires the motion data to contain background points for obtaining a better performance than AEM-b . Both algorithms are good in dealing with translations, like cars
moving and people walking.
The proposed segmentation algorithm is based on 2D motion coherences in frames,
which neglects the 3D motion and structural coherences of the objects in real world. As
mentioned in Section 6.1, 2D based motion segmentation often suffers from the oversegmentation problem, especially when segmenting two-frame motion vectors. We used
a Bayesian updating procedure to obtain long-term motion coherences of a series of 2D
motions, which reduces the over-segmentation problem in some situations. However, the
results reveal that the proposed segmentation algorithms tend to produce over-segmented
objects in some cases.
One possible way to address the over-segmentation problem is to analyze the 3D motion coherences of the given 2D points motions. In the next chapter, we will discuss motion
segmentation based on 3D motion models.
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3D MOTION SEGMENTATION
In Chapter 6, a motion segmentation algorithm is present based on the motion of 2D
points in a video sequence. Given a set of 2D points that belong to the same object, their
movements between two successive frames in a video is modeled by a 2D affine transformation. This algorithm performs well as long as the rotation around the x (or y) axis is
limited. However, this method often fails to segment out an object if the rotation about the
x (or y) axis is significant.
In this chapter, we investigate how to segment the projected 2D image points based on
the motion consistency of the corresponding points in the 3D space, since the 2D image
motion is the projection of 3D motion in the real world. Section 7.1 briefly introduces the
issue of this chapter. In Section 7.2, we analyze the motion of a set of 2D points between
two image frames based on matrix factorization technique and derive two theorems for retrieving the 3D consistency and the 3D rigid body motion from 2D motions. In Section 7.3,
we applied the proposed theorems for 3D consistency measure, and to recover the 3D motion of a rigid 3D body. Section 7.4 concludes this chapter.

7.1. I NTRODUCTION
The motion data implied in two successive images is acquired by tracking some 2D points
in these images, see Chapter 5. These 2D image points are projections of corresponding
points in the 3D world. As points from the same object move consistently in the 3D world,
the corresponding 2D image points preserve the consistency in the 2D video frames if their
movements are small enough (see Subsection 3.3.3). In Chapter 6, we investigated motion
segmentation based on modeling the object motions in the 2D image plane as 2D affine
transformations. However, the 2D motion of an object in the video frames can not be
simply represented by one 2D affine model in many cases, due to the perspective effects,
depth discontinuities, occlusions, transparent motions, etc.[155] As a result, a 3D motion
in the real world might be broken into different 2D motions in the 2D images, and segmentation based on 2D models tends to segment one object into multiple segments, which is
called over-segmentation. Experiments reveal that the 2D motion segmentation algorithm
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proposed in Chapter 6 is not good at dealing with videos in which the objects rotate significantly about the x (or y) axis.
To address the over-segmentation, we investigate 3D motion segmentation in this
chapter. That is, given the trajectories of 2D points in a video sequence, we intend to segment out the points that move consistent with a rigid 3D motion in the world space. In literature, the 3D motion segmentation approaches often capture the 3D motion consistency
with the help of geometric constraints derived from physical models, such as rigidity of an
object, 2D homography, an epipolar constraint, or a trilinear constraint [66, 102, 112, 272].
Some of these approaches factor the point trajectories into different motion subspaces,
assuming an affine projection model [79, 249, 266]. Other methods assume a perspective
projection, and therefore segmentation is a problem of clustering the point trajectories
into different multi-linear varieties [112, 208, 231].

7.2. 3D M OTION C ONSISTENCY
To analyze 3D motion consistency, we address the situation in which we have a given set
of matched pairs of feature points from two image frames. We aim to find a 3D rigid body
motion consistent with all those matched pairs. Combining such a 3D motion with the
camera projection, we can set up an equation relating the coordinates of each matched
pair. With sufficiently many points from the same object, an overdetermined system of
equations will be obtained. Due to the rigid body motion assumption, this system will
have certain structural properties. By using matrix factorization techniques we then can
analyze how to recover a 3D rigid body motion in the best possible way.

7

7.2.1. A NALYSIS
Consider a point on an object undergoing a rigid body motion. Suppose it moves, in the
camera coordinate system, from some position x = (x, y, z)> at time τ to another position
x0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )> at time τ0 . Then according to Equation (3.20) we have that x0 = Rx+t, where
R is a rotation matrix and t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 )> is a translation vector. Since all points of a rigid
body have the same movement, the translation vector can be eliminated by working relative to a selected point at x0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )> (e.g., a center of mass or any other point on the
object):
x0 − x00 = R(x − x0 ).
(7.1)
If the scene is far away from the camera, and focal length is small compared to the
distance of the object to the camera, then for every two points x and x0 at distances Zc
f
f
and Zc0 , we can assume Zc ≈ Z 0 (see Subsection 3.3.2). Hence, we can ignore the effect of
the scaling factor

f
Zc

c

and the camera projection can be approximated by an orthographic

projection. Therefore the point at position (x, y, z)> in the camera frame is mapped (up
to a fixed factor) to position (x, y)> in the image frame. The following theorems apply,
subject to this orthographic projection assumption. The general situation is discussed in
Subsection 7.2.3.
Theorem 7.2.1. A set of m + 1 matched pairs of 2D points (x i , y i )> and (x i0 , y i0 )> (with i =
0, . . . , m) can consistently be interpreted as the 2D coordinates of orthographic projections
onto the image plane of m + 1 pairs of 3D points in camera space which are related by a
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single 3D rigid body motion, if and only if the m × 4 data matrix


x̃ 1
ỹ 1 x̃ 10
ỹ 10

..
..
.. 
M =  ...
.
.
. 
0
0
x̃ m ỹ m x̃ m ỹ m

(7.2)

where x̃ i = x i − x 0 , ỹ i = y i − y 0 , x̃ i0 = x i0 − x 00 and ỹ i0 = y i − y 0 , has a nontrivial null space
containing a vector v = (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 )> of which the four entries satisfy
v 12 + v 22 = v 32 + v 42 .

(7.3)

Proof. (⇒) From Equation (3.21) and Equation (7.1), we have:
 0




0  
x̃ 1 . . . x̃ m
c z −s z 0
cy
0 sy 1 0
0
x̃ 1 . . . x̃ m
0  
 ỹ 0 . . . ỹ m
cz
0  0
1 0  0 c x −s x   ỹ 1 . . . ỹ m 
= sz
1
0
0
z̃ 1 . . . z̃ m
0
0
1 −s y 0 c y 0 s x
cx
z̃ 1 . . . z̃ m

(7.4)

Where s x , c x , s y , c y , s z and c z are shortcuts for sin ϕx , cos ϕx , sin ϕ y , cos ϕ y , sin ϕz and
cos ϕz respectively.
After applying the orthographic projection to the result of the rotation x̃0 = x0 − x0 , we get:
¶ Ãx̃ 1 . . . x̃ m !
µ 0
¶ ³
´µ
0
x̃ 1 . . . x̃ m
c z −s z c y s y s x s y c x
ỹ 1 . . . ỹ m
(7.5)
= s
0
cz
0
cx
−s x
ỹ 10 . . . ỹ m
z
z̃ 1 . . . z̃ m
After transposition of this equation, we have:
 0
 
x̃ 1
ỹ 10
x̃ 1
ỹ 1 z̃ 1  Ã c
y
 .
..
..  s s
..  =  ..
 ..
y x
.
.
.
. 
0
0
x̃ m ỹ m z̃ m s y c x
x̃ m
ỹ m

!
0 ³
cz
cx
−s z
−s x

sz
cz

7

´

(7.6)

Note that every row (x̃ i0 , ỹ i0 ) is a linear combination of (x̃ i , ỹ i , z̃ i ), implying that M has a rank
of at most 3.
Equation (7.6) can be rewritten as:
 0

 x̃
 z̃ 
x̃ 1
ỹ 10 ³
ỹ 1  µ
¶
1
1
´
¡
¢
c
0
−s
c
 .

.. 
y
..
z
z
 ..
 ..  s y c x −s x
=
+
(7.7)
 ..

.
.
.
.
sz cz
s y sx cx
0
0
x̃ m ỹ m
z̃ m
x̃ m
ỹ m
or equivalently:
 x̃

1

 ..
.
x̃ m

ỹ 1  µ
..  c y
.
s y sx
ỹ m

x̃ 10
0
 .
c x −  ..
0
x̃ m


¶

x̃ 1
 ..
We can combine the matrices  .
x̃ m



ỹ 10 ³
..  c z
.  sz
0
ỹ m


 0
ỹ 1
x̃ 1
 ..
.. 
.  and  .
0
ỹ m
x̃ m

 z̃ 
1
´
¡
−s z
 ..  −s y c x
=
.
cz
z̃ m

sx

¢


ỹ 10
.. 
.  to form the matrix M :
0
ỹ m

(7.8)
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cy
0
z̃ 1
s y s x c x   .  ¡
¢


=  ..  −s y c x s x
(7.9)
M
−c z
sz 
z̃ m
−s z −c z
µ
¶
cx
sx
, we get:
After multiplying the result by
−s y s x s y c x

  
c y cx
c y sx
z̃ 1
¢
0
sy

  .  ¡−s
0
..
M  −c c −s s s
=
(7.10)

y
−c
s
+
s
s
c
z x z y x
z x
z y x
z̃
−s z c x + c z s y s x −s z s x −c z s y c x
m
¢
¡
Because the second column of −s y , 0 in this equation is 0, we have a nontrivial vector
¡
¢>
v = c y s x , s y , −c z s x + s z s y c x , −s z s x −c z s y c x such that M v = 0. The elements of the vector v
satisfy: v 12 + v 22 = v 32 + v 42 , which proves one implication of Theorem 7.2.1.
¢
¡
If s y = 0 and c x 6= 0, the first column of −s y , 0 in Equation (7.10) is also 0, and we have
another nontrivial vector v = (1, 0, −c z , −s z )> such that M v = 0. The elements of this vector
v also satisfy: v 12 + v 22 = v 32 + v 42 .


(⇐) Conversely, if a non-zero vector v = (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 )> is given in the kernel of M which
happens to satisfy v 12 +v 22 = v 32 +v 42 , we can proceed by the following two cases with respect
to the value of v 2 :

7

Case
1. Assume
that¯ v 2¯¢6= 0. Then let ϕ y have an arbitrary
¯ ¯
¡
¡
¢ nonzero value in the interval
− arctan ¯ vv 21 ¯, arctan ¯ vv 21 ¯ , where the range is set to − π2 , π2 if v 2 = 0. Next, compute ϕx =
¡
¢
arcsin vv 21 tan(ϕ y ) . Let λ = sinv 2ϕ y be a scaling factor, which is nonzero. Then v 2 = λs y and
v 1 = λc y s x . Consequently λ can be computed from v 12 + v 22 = λ2 (1−c y2 c x2 ).
¡ ¢
¡ s ¢
Note that vv 34 = λ( −−cs zz −sczz ) s y xc x should hold, which can be rewritten in terms of c z and
¡ v 3 −v 4 ¢ ¡ c z ¢
¡ sx ¢
sz : −
−v 4 v 3 s z = λ s y c x . The values of s z and c z are obtained, which uniquely specify
ϕz ∈ (−π, π].
Case 2. Assumes that v 2 = 0. Then let ϕ y¡ = 0 and
¢ note that v 1 6= 0. Now choose ϕx to have an
π π
arbitrary
nonzero
value
in
the
interval
−
,
2 2 . Set λ = v 1 . Then ϕz is determined through
¡ v3 ¢
¡ −c z ¢
2
2
2
2
2
v 4 = λ −s z . It follows that v 1 + v 2 = v 3 + v 4 = λ .
In either of the two cases Case 1 and Case 2, a nonzero scaling factor λ and suitable
values for ϕz , ϕ y and ϕx are obtained which make that the vector v is of the form v =
Ã
!
c y sx
µ
¶
sy

1

λ −c z s x +s z s y s x , or simplified of the form v = λ −c0 z when s y = 0.
−s z
−s z s x −c z s y c x
In Case 1 (where s y 6= 0), this allows one to ¡construct¢ a corresponding vector
c
s
0 >
(z̃ 1 , . . . , z̃ m )> to satisfy the required identity. Because −s yxs x s y xc x is invertible, (z̃ 10 , . . . , z̃ m
)
can be obtained by reconsidering the omitted third row of R. Clearly, translations in the
z-direction cannot be observed at all, while coordinate values in all directions can only be
obtained relative to an arbitrarily chosen origin. For z 0 and z 00 one can introduce arbitrary
values, which shows that the entry t 3 of translation vector t is completely free.
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In Case 2 (where ϕ y = 0), the matrix:

c y cx

0

 −c z c x −s z s y s x
−s z c x + c z s y s x


c y sx

sy

−c z s x + s z s y c x 
−s z s x −c z s y c x

takes the form:
cx
 0

−c z c x
−s z c x



sx
0 

−c z s x 
−s z s x

Both columns are of the form k(1, 0, −c z , −s z )> because k can be either c x or s x . With ϕx
from the indicated range (which ensures that c x and s x are both nonzero), we have that
both columns are collinear,¡ and that ¢the relationship in Equation (7.10) is properly satc
s
isfied. However the matrix −s yxs x s y xc x is no longer invertible, so to rewind our steps, we
should reconsider Equation (7.9), which takes now the form:

  
1
0
z̃ 1
 0
¢
cx 
. ¡
=
M
(7.11)
−c z s z   ..  −0 s x
z̃ m
−s z −c z
because ϕ y = 0. The first column represents a vector in the kernel we just dealt with. With
s x 6= 0 it follows that:
 
 
0
z̃ 1
c
 ..  1 
x 

(7.12)
 . = M
sx  sz 
z̃ m
−c z
Then we can proceed as in Case 1 to construct a rotation and translation which is consistent with the given observed data. This proves the converse implication of Theorem 7.2.1.
Theorem 7.2.2. If the condition under Theorem 7.2.1 is satisfied, then there exists a family
of rigid body motions, consistent with the data, having at least one real degree of freedom
for the translation (corresponding to an arbitrary translation in the z-direction) and at least
one real degree of freedom for the 3D rotation.
Theorem 7.2.2 is also proved according the proof of Theorem 7.2.1, noting that in both
Cases 1 and 2 a real degree of freedom for R (for the angles ϕ y and ϕx , respectively) and for
the coordinate t 3 was encountered. In special cases, i.e., when the rank of M is less than 3,
more degrees of freedom may occur.

7.2.2. A PPLICATION
Theorems 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 show the properties of point pairs between two images that following the same 3D motion. These theorems can be applied to analysis the consistency of
a given set of point pairs, or estimate some of the 3D motion parameters, as shown in the
following subsections.
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C ONSISTENCY OF 3D R IGID B ODY M OTION
In computer vision applications, motion based image segmentation is an important and
fundamental topic. The aim is to partition visual elements (pixels or feature points) into
groups, based on their motion features. Segmentation algorithms are used in tasks like
object detection and tracking, where objects are represented by groups of points (or pixels). For videos from a monocular camera, the key challenge of motion segmentation is to
segment the points w.r.t. their 3D motions, while only 2D projection-coordinates of points
are available.
Theorem 7.2.1 can be used to determine whether the movements of a group of 2D
points (matched point from consecutive images) are consistent with a 3D rigid body motion. Giving m + 1 pairs of points, we can decompose the m × 4 data matrix M using the
SVD:
M = U DV >

7

(7.13)

in which U is an m × m orthogonal matrix, V is a 4 × 4 orthogonal matrix, and D =
diag {d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 } is an m ×4 diagonal matrix with entries d 1 ≥ d 2 ≥ d 3 ≥ d 4 ≥ 0 on its main
diagonal. Theorem 7.2.1 establishes that at least d 4 = 0 should hold if the movement of 2D
points is consistent with a 3D rigid body motion. However, when working with real data,
deviations may occur for various reasons, such as inaccuracies in feature extraction and
motion detection. Moreover, the orthographic projection hypothesis - which disregards
the perspective - is an approximation.
The value of d 4 can be taken as a measure for the (lack of) quality of 3D rigid body
motion consistency, for the group of points being analyzed. According to Theorem 7.2.1,
in case of a rigid 3D body motion, every vector v in the kernel satisfies v 12 + v 22 = v 32 + v 42
if d 3 > 0. This property can be also used as a quality measure for the rigid body motion
consistency. Note that a vector v is obtained as the last column of matrix V if d 4 = 0 and
d 3 > 0.
R ECONSTRUCTION OF 3D R IGID B ODY M OTION
Theorems 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 also enable us to estimate the parameters of a 3D rigid body
motion for a given set of matched pairs. Starting from data matrix M (Equation (7.2)) with
a 1-dimensional null space, using Equation (7.3), there will be one real degree of freedom
when computing the 3D rotations ϕz , ϕ y , ϕx . There is also one degree of freedom (the
translation in the z direction) in determining t. However, the values z̃ 1 , . . . , z̃ m completely
depend on the degree of freedom for the 3D rotation.
We may determine the value of ϕ y or ϕx by minimizing a criterion function, such as
the sum of squares of values z̃ 1 , . . . , z̃ m . The idea is that the norm of the vector of changes
in the (unobserved) z-direction, consistent with the computed rotation and translation, is
minimized. So, no unnecessarily movement in the unobserved z direction is included in
the rigid body motion.

7.2.3. E RROR A NALYSIS
The proposed theorems are based on the orthographic projection, which is an approximation of the perspective projection. In this subsection, we analyze the errors of orthographic
projection w.r.t. to the perspective projection.
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Suppose a 3D point is moving from (X c , Yc , Zc )> at time t to (X c0 , Yc0 , Zc0 )> at time t 0 ,
and two images are captured at the two time points. The coordinates of a projected
point at time t and t 0 under the perspective projections are (x p , y p )> and (x p0 , y p0 )> respectively. The coordinates of the same projected point under orthographic projection
are (x, y)> and (x 0 , y 0 )>. According to the Equations (3.24) and (3.25): (x, y)> = (X c , Yc )>,
f
f
(x p , y p )> = Zc (X c , Yc )>, (x 0 , y 0 )> = (X c0 , Yc0 )> and (x p0 , y p0 )> = Z 0 (X c0 , Yc0 )>. The perspective projection scales the (X c , Yc )> with a factor
by multiplying (x p , y p )> with µ =

Zc
f

f
Zc

c

. We can compensate for the scaling of (x p , y p )>

. So, (x, y)> = µ(x p , y p )>. By applying the same scaling

to (x p0 , y p0 )>, we can compute the error caused by orthographic projection:
µ 0¶
µ 0¶
µ ¶
xp
Zc X c0
x
− µ 0 = (1 − 0 ) 0
y0
yp
Zc Yc

(7.14)

If the changes in z direction caused by translation and rotation are small, then
the error is approximately 0.

Zc
Zc0

≈ 1, and

7.3. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the applicability of the proposed theorems on both synthetic
data in subsection and real video data in Subsection 7.3.1. These theorems can also be
used to estimate the 3D rigid motion of an object with one degree of freedom. We evaluate
this aspect in Subsection 7.3.2.

7.3.1. I MPROVING THE S EGMENTATION Q UALITY
As the theorems proposed in Section 7.2 can be used to evaluate the 3D consistency of a
given set of 2D projected points pairs, we use them for improving a generated segmentation result. There are two possible ways to apply our results in motion segmentation,
1. Giving the result of a segmentation, an object is represented as a group of points.
Usually there are miss-classified points in each group, which reduces the precision
of the segmentation. We can use the results of the previous section to find the missclassified point in the group of points.
2. Given a group of points that are belonging to an object, and a set of new points without assignments, we can use the results of the previous section to identify whether
the new points belong to the object. Failing to identify these points reduces the recall
of the segmentation.
°

q

°

We measure the 3D consistency error by er r or =°°d4 + v 12 +v 22 −v 32 −v 42 °°, which is named by
“3DM” in the experiments. A point is assigned to a group if its error is lower than a threshold, which is 0.005 in this experiment. This threshold is determined by investigating the
average 3D consistency error of the objects from the Hopkins155 dataset. In the experiments, we evaluate the performance of 3DM in two ways as above. Firstly, given some
points from one object and some noise does not belong to this object, we aim at identifying the labels, i.e. “object” and “noise”, of these points using 3DM. By varying the ratio
of noise in the given set, we evaluate the classification accuracy, which is defined as the
percentage of points that are successfully classified. Secondly, given a set of points that
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Figure 7.1: 3D motion flows
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Figure 7.2: 2D motion fields

are known to be belong to an object, we aim at determining the class of some unlabeled
points. We investigate the classification accuracy of the unlabeled points, by varying the
size of the known set. We use synthetic data and real data to do the experiments in the
following subsections.

7

I MPROVING MOTION SEGMENTATION USING SYNTHETIC DATA
We generated a 3D synthetic scene containing a cube, which follows a combination of rotation and translation. Randomly chosen points on the surface of the cube are tracked.
We also randomly generate some noise points that have arbitrary 3D motions. The motion
of each point is represented by its initial position and the new position after transformation. Figure 7.1 illustrates the 3D motion flows of the points on the cube surface in camera
space, while Figure 7.2 shows the orthographic projection of these motion vectors on the
image plane that is parallel to the x y plane.
For the first experiment, we choose 100 points from the cube object and n noise points.
The objective is to divide these points into two subgroups: the “objects” and “noises” using
the results of the previous section. We did the experiment multiple rounds by varying the
number of noise points n from 0 to 50. In each round, we redid the experiment 100 times
by changing the chosen points, and plotted the average result.
We compared the 3DM with the sparse subspace clustering method (SSC) [79]. Figure 7.3 illustrates the accuracy with respect to different n, i.e. the number of noise points.
The classification accuracy of 3DM is higher than SSC. We also investigated the false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs) in the results, as shown in Table 7.1. The 3DM can correctly identify the object points since the false negatives remains zero, and the errors are
caused by the misclassified noise, i.e. the false positives. Note that the noise points are randomly generated, and it might have similar movement as the object points. Therefore, it is
no surprise that those noise points are misclassified. SSC generates false negatives while
the 3DM does not, and generates more false positives than 3DM. As a trajectory clustering
algorithm, SSC requires that the input points fit with a given number of motions and it is
sensitive to noise [79]. It can be observed from Table 7.1 that both FP and FN increase with
the number of noise in the set. We can conclude that our 3DM outperforms SSC when
dealing with one single cluster with noise from the experiment results.
For the second experiment, m (m ∈ [4, 100]) points on the cube are chosen to represent
the object, which are used to determine the classification of other 200 unlabeled points
(half from the object and while the other half are randomly generated noise points) using
the results of the previous section. We compared the results of the proposed approach
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Figure 7.3: The average classification accuracy of classifying the object points and the noise from a set of points
representing a moving object.

n
3DM
FN
SSC
3DM
FP
SSC

0
0
16.2
0
0

1
0
15.4
0.15
0.1

5
0
18.5
0.72
0.6

10
0
23.4
1.45
1.6

20
0
24.6
2.36
3.1

30
0
23.9
3.23
4.0

40
0
25.5
3.75
5.4

50
0
25.0
4.69
6.5

Table 7.1: The average false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs) in the results of classifying the object points
and the noise from a set of points representing a moving object.

3DM, with that of an affine model based method, which computes the error w.r.t. the affine
motion model of the m points using the approach described in Chapter 6. For each m, we
redid the experiment 100 times by changing the unlabeled points each time, and plotted
the average result.
The classification accuracy of unlabeled points is shown in Figure 7.4. The classification accuracy of 3DM is higher than that of the 2D affine model. Table 7.2 shows the false
negatives and false positives of the result. Using the 3DM, the number of false negatives
is 0 and the number of false positives decreases when m increases. It shows that the 3DM
is better able to identify the object points than the noise points. The method based on 2D
affine model results in lower classification accuracy than the 3DM. When the number of
given labeled points increases, the 2D method generate more false positives and less false
negatives. It means that the 2D method is sensitive to the size of the given set, as a larger
set does not guarantee a better performance. The results show that the 3D consistency
measure described in this chapter outperforms classification of points based on the affine
motion model.
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Figure 7.4: The average classification accuracy of assigning 200 unlabeled points to a given set of m points. The
unlabeled set contains 100 object points and 100 noise.

m
FN
FP

7

3DM
2D model
3DM
2D model

4
0
33.9
20.2
3.0

10
0
15.5
14.2
3.6

20
0
12.0
8.5
5.3

30
0
11.4
7.3
8.0

40
0
10.8
6.1
11.7

50
0
10.4
5.6
14.8

60
0
10.4
5.1
17.6

70
0
10.4
4.7
20.0

80
0
10.3
4.6
21.6

90
0
10.0
4.6
24.5

100
0
9.7
4.4
25.5

Table 7.2: The average false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs) in the results of assigning unlabeled points
to a given set of m points based on 3D consistency measure.

I MPROVING MOTION SEGMENTATION USING VIDEO DATA
In this experiment, we used the real video sequences from the Hopkins155 benchmark
data set [236]. The Hopkins155 benchmark data set provides for each video in the data set,
a set of feature points and their motions on the image plane. We chose 25 video sequences
from the category named “checkerboard”. Each video contains 29 frames, which records
a scene with 3 objects following distinct 3D motions (rotation and translation). There are
75 objects in total. In each experiment we chose one object and used the motion vectors
between the frame pair { f 1 , f i } (i ∈ (2, 29)).
In the first experiment, for each video in the dataset, we chose all points of one object to be the “object”, and points from other objects to be the “noise”. We changed the
number of noise points n noise , thus the ratio n noise : n object varied between 0% and 50%,
where n object is the number of object points. We took the average result of all objects in the
experiment, with respect to different frame pairs and noise ratios. Figure 7.5 shows the average accuracy with respect to different frame pairs and noise ratios. The results show that
the accuracy decreases when the noise rate increases. The distance between frame pairs
has no significant influence for low noise ratios, and has a small influence, around 7% for

Classification accurcy (%)
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Figure 7.5: The accuracy of classifying the noise and object points in a given set by 3DM, using the data provided
by the Hopkins 155 dataset.

high noise ratios. When there are more noises, the accuracy increases with the distance
of frame pairs. As was to be expected, a larger frame distance results in a higher accuracy.
Since displacement between two frames is smaller when the frames are closer, 3DM is better able to deal with frame pairs of relatively large distance. Note that the video sequences
used in the experiment are of at most 31 frames, the time slot of a frame pair is smaller
than 1.25 seconds for a standard 24 fps video. To investigate the affects of frame distance,
more experiments are needed using sequences longer than 1.25 seconds. Table 7.3 shows
the average false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs) in the result. When the noise increases, both false positives and false negatives increase. When the distance between the
frame pair increases, the false negatives increase and the false positives decreases. Generally, the performance of 3DM on real video data is affected by the frame distance and noise
rate. The 3DM performs well when the noise is less than 10% of the objects points.
In the second experiment, we computed the average accuracy of allocating an unlabeled point to a given group representing an object, with respect to the group size m, i.e.
the number of points in the group, and the distance between frames. Figure 7.6 and Table 7.4 shows the average results. The results show that a larger group size is beneficial in
identifying whether a point belongs to a group. However, the accuracy levels off at a maximum of 85%. The distance between frames does not have a significant influence on the
results, although a smaller frame distance seems to be beneficial for smaller group sizes.
The false negatives increases when the distance between frames becomes larger, although
the false positives decreases. If more points are given in the group, the false negatives decrease but false positives increases. The results also suggest that 3DM on its own will not
be sufficient to create a segmentation algorithm that out performs the segmentation algorithm described in Chapter 6.
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Table 7.3: The average false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs) of classifying the object points and the
noise from a set.
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Figure 7.6: The accuracy of classifying unlabeled points to a given group by 3DM, using the data provided by the
Hopkins 155 dataset.
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Table 7.4: The average false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs) of assigning unlabeled points to a given group.
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7.3.2. R ECOVERING THE 3D R IGID B ODY M OTION
In this experiment, we investigated whether it is possible to handle the one degree of freedom for the 3D rotation by minimizing the sum of squares of z̃ 1 , . . . , z̃ m . We generated an
synthetic 3D object as in Subsection 7.3.1 and moved it by a 3D rotation with a 3D translation. Based on the assumption of the presented theorems, we did the experiment only
for small motions. The rotation angles are chosen randomly in the interval (− π4 , π4 ). The
translation distance in a direction is also randomly selected, of which the absolute value is
no more than the size of object in this direction.
We estimate the rotation angles based on the method in Subsection 7.2.2. The idea is
that the norm of the vector of changes in the (unobserved) z-direction, consistent with the
computed rotation and translation, is minimized so that no unnecessarily large deviations
are included in the rigid body motion.
Our initial experiments with points on the surfaces of a cube in the synthetic scene
showed that for randomly chosen rotations smaller than π/4 rad, we can recover the rotation angles ϕx , ϕ y and ϕz with average accuracies of 74.3%, 74.3%, 94.6% respectively. The
high accuracy for the rotation around the z axis is not surprising because this rotation is
does not depend on the (unobserved) z-direction. The rotations around the x and y axis
do depend on the (unobserved) z-direction. Minimizing the sum of squares of z̃ 1 , . . . , z̃ m
results in a reasonable estimate of these rotation angles.
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This chapter presented two theorems specifying properties of a 2D projection of a 3D rigid
body movement. The theorems state that the data matrix of 2D projection of points on a
3D rigid body making a 3D movement, has a non-trivial kernel with a specific structure.
The theorems also show that we can reconstruct the original 3D body movement with one
degree of freedom for the translation in z-direction and one degree of freedom for the 3D
rotation.
We used the theorems to measure the 3D rigid motion consistency of a group of 2D
projection points. We applied the 3D motion consistency measure to refine a given segmentation, by removing the outliers in a given group of points that are supposed to move
consistent in 3D world. The experimental results show that the classification accuracy increases if the noise rate decreases. We also used the theorems to determine whether an
unlabeled point belong to a given object. When more points are given for the know object, the unlabeled points are more likely to be identified correctly. These results suggest
that the theorems can be used to improve the segmentation accuracy of existing motion
segmentation algorithms.
Recovering the 3D rotation angle of a moving object has also been evaluated. Due to
the one degree of freedom in computing the 3D rotations, the estimated rotation angles
can be inaccurate. The experimental results are promising. The estimation of rotation angle about z direction an accuracy of 94.6%, which is higher than the estimation of rotation
angles about x and y direction.
In general, the proposed 3D motion consistency measure shows promising potential.
In the future research, we can investigate to vary the threshold flexibly based on the data.
The applicability of the presented theorems can be widened by developing a 3D based
motion segmentation algorithm. One can investigate the 3D consistency constraint for
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mixture motions, as the presented 3DM is only applied for a single motion. For recovering
the 3D motion models, further research is required to address the one degree of freedom
when computing the 3D rotations. Moreover, further studies can be aimed at investigating
the 3D consistency of a long-term trajectory.
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L EARNING S TATIC S EGMENTATION
FROM THE M OTION S EGMENTATION
R ESULTS
The previous chapters of this thesis addressed the segmentation of moving objects in each
frame of a video sequence. Two approaches were investigated, one that describes the
movements of objects using affine models, and one that tries to exploit properties of rigid
moving 3D objects. An advantage of movement-based object segmentation is that no a priori knowledge about the moving object is needed. This makes it possible to learn objects
from videos in an unsupervised way. However, as the objects in a video may not always
move, motion segmentation does not work when an object is static. In the context of the
thesis, it is interesting to investigate whether we can unsupervisedly learn to segment an
static image as well. Moreover, it is interesting whether we can learn to identify objects.
Learning to segment objects that do not move is a very useful ability. In robot soccer
for instance the ball or some robots may stop moving for some period. Having learned
to identify an object and keeping track of it when it does not move, will be important for
playing the soccer game. Being able to identify different appearances of one and the same
object in different situations is also a useful ability in robotics. Moreover, it is necessary to
consistently identify the same object in different situations. It allows for communication
about the object on a higher level of abstraction.
In the following sections, we will first address the problem of segmenting non-moving
objects using information that is learned while the object was moving. Next we will address
the task of recognizing an object using the same learned information.

8.1. I NTRODUCTION
Motion segmentation algorithms can segment out moving objects from the static background in an unsupervised way, but will fail to segment out objects that are not or no
longer moving; i.e., no motion information is available. Segmentation of static images
123
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relies on the visual representations of objects, which are classically obtained by a supervised learning approach. A variety of studies have addressed this problem using various
machine learning techniques and successes have been achieved [60, 98, 103, 150, 183, 184,
276]. These methods typically require a large dataset of annotated images to train a learning model. However, annotation of these images is quite time-consuming even, frustrating and commercially expensive, while most of the methods need a pixel-wise accurate
annotation [103]. In recent decades, weakly supervised methods have been proposed for
semantic segmentation by less accurate annotations, such as bounding boxes and imagelevel labels [183, 184]. These methods have shown good performance on many state-ofthe-art datasets, such as ImageNet [204] and PASCAL VOC [82].

8

As motion segmentation can segmented out the objects from video sequences, this
suggests an unsupervised learning approach for static segmentations could be developed,
which utilizes the results of motion segmentation as the training data. Human vision studies have shown that infants and newly sighted congenitally blind people tend to learn objects based on their motions [180, 221]. Motivated by such studies and the development
of computer vision and machine learning techniques, research on the subject of learning from motion has boosted in recent years. A variety of methods have been proposed for
unsupervised object detection or semantic image segmentation by learning from motions.
Since learning from motion segmentation is a multi-task problem, its solution varies with
the problem set-up. Techniques used for motion estimation, motion segmentation and
feature representation, as well as learning methods, affect the design and performance of
a solution. Some early methods in this class focused on learning a statistical model from
the motion segmentation results [200, 222]. These methods often use pixel-wise segments
based on two frame optical flows to construct appearance models for objects. Recently,
due to the development of deep learning, more and more methods utilize the techniques,
such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), to learn high-level feature representations
from the motion segmentation results [75, 109, 185]. As CNN has shown excellent ability of
representing high-level features, these methods use CNN to simultaneously learn both the
object representations and segmentation (detection) models, from motion segmentation
results of videos [51, 60, 103, 204].
An object presents in different frames may differ in the appearances, which lead to
the variations of object representations in the segmentation results. The video object segmentation in this thesis aims at segmenting out the objects from every frame of a video
sequence, which requires that the same object to be identified in different frames. The
object identification can be interpreted as an object recognition task. However, the classic learning based object recognition methods require a big training set and a supervised
learning process. In this thesis, we investigate unsupervised object segmentation, and expect to perform object identification with less human intervention.
In this chapter, we utilize the segmentation results obtained in Chapter 6 as the learning data. Experiments in Chapter 6 showed that the segmentation algorithm performs
best on dense trajectories. Furthermore, the dense features contain more visual information of the segmented objects than sparse features. Thus in this chapter, we utilize the
dense feature extraction method of Subsection 5.4.3 for image representation and use the
segmentation results on dense trajectories (see Subsection 6.4.3) as the learning data.
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8.2. T HE L EARNING D ATA
To formally specify the learning method, we first must specify the learning data. We will
use the following notation. An image is represented by a set of feature points, while each
feature point consists of a position vector x and a description vector d. A segmentation
partitions an image into multiple feature sets, each corresponding to a (moving) object
(or the background) in the image. If an image contains K objects, the segmentation induces a partition {S 1 , . . . , S K } which consists of non-overlapping sets containing feature
points belonging to the objects. Given a sequence of T segmented images, we collect
C i = {S i ,0 , . . . , S i ,T −1 }, a set of feature point sets per frame for each object i . Note that an
object may be not present in every frame: S i , j ∈ C i is empty when object i is not present in
the j t h frame. For K objects, our learning data consists of C 1 , . . . ,C K .

8.3. S TATIC O BJECT S EGMENTATION
Our aim is to segment objects from a video frame when they are static, by using information that was learned when the objects were moving. We will investigate this by learning
from the first T frames from a sequence of L frames, i.e., the images I 0 , . . . , I T −1 ; are subsequently used to segment the images I T , . . . , I L−1 . By varying the length T of the learning
sequence from 2 to L −2, we can see the effect on the segmentation quality. By segmenting
images I T , . . . , I L−1 , we can see to which extent the quality decreases when the images start
to differ more from the images I 0 , . . . , I T −1 used for learning.
Each feature point extracted from an image is represented by a description vector representing the feature and a position vector containing its location in this image. A feature
may be present in multiple image frames of the video, because they are consecutively observed from the same scene. The same feature point extracted from consecutive images in
a video, is identified by matching their description vectors, of which the locations compose
the trajectory of this point in the images I 0 , . . . , I T −1 .
For each image J in the remaining images {I T , . . . , I L−1 }, we also extract feature points.
We compare the extracted feature points of each image J with the feature points extracted
form the images I 0 , . . . , I T −1 . Using the segmentation results of the images I 0 , . . . , I T −1 , we
can associate an object label to the feature points of the each image J in the remaining
images {I T , . . . , I L−1 }.
As our feature points are described by the scale-invariant feature transform algorithm (SIFT), two feature descriptors are matched by the Euclidean-distance based nearest
neighbor approach in [152]. For each feature point in J , a best match is found by identifying the nearest neighbor from the features in learning images I 0 , . . . , I T −1 , and the feature
point in J is correspondingly associated with an object class to which the nearest neighbor
belongs. However, some of the matches found by the nearest neighbor approach can be
incorrect, because ambiguous features can arise due to background clutter, illumination
changes and motions, etc. Therefore, we evaluate the quality of matches and reject the less
reliable matches using Lowe’s method [152]. Lowe proposed an effective measure of SIFT
matching, which is obtained by comparing the distance of the closest neighbor to that of
the second-closest neighbor. To match the features in two images, matches in which the
distance ratio is greater than 0.8 are rejected because they have a 90% probability [152].
Since the training data contains features from multiple image frames, a feature in image J
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may have multiple correct matches that are from the same object but in different frames.
Therefore, we compare the distance ratios of matches from different objects. In general,
given a feature point, which is denoted by p in image J , we carry out the following steps to
find the match from the learned data:
1. For each C i = {S i ,0 , . . . , S i ,T −1 } in the learning data, we find a candidate matching q̂ i
for p by
q̂ i = argmin kp − q i k
(8.1)
−1 S
q i ∈∪Tj =0
i,j

where k·k is the l 2 norm.
2. Suppose there are K objects in the learning data, we have K candidates q̂ 1 , . . . , q̂ K ,
each represent the possible matching feature of q to an object in the learning data.
We take the nearest and the second-nearest neighbor of p in the K candidates. Let
q̂ j 1 denote the nearest neighbor, and q̂ j 2 denote the second-nearest neighbor, we
compute the distance ration
kp − q̂ j 1 k
DR =
(8.2)
kp − q̂ j 2 k
If DR is smaller than a threshold ρ, here we take it to be 0.8 as in [152], the best match
of p is taken to be the nearest neighbor q̂ j 1 . Otherwise, the given feature does not
have a match in the learning data.

8.4. O BJECT I DENTIFICATION
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Object identification aims at identifying the same object in different images. Of course, if
we track an object through a sequence of frames, we are fairly certain that it is the same
object in each of these frames. In fact we exploit this in the learning process when we
track features. However, tracking objects by their motions only works for a continuous
video sequence. Suppose that there are two video sequences that reflect the same scene at
different time, or from different views. It is possible that some objects can present in both
sequences. But the approaches proposed in this thesis, for motion segmentation and nonmoving objects segmentation, can not identify the same object in different sequences.
What we will now investigate is whether we can identify an object without using the
motion information but only using the learned segmentations. Thus the robot (computer)
can continually learn from the obtained information. We will investigate this by learning from a video sequence, which is called the training sequence, to identify the objects
present in another video sequence of the same scene, which is called the test sequence. As
a beginning, we start with the simple case. We divide a video sequence of length L into two
parts: the first T frames form the training sequence, and the rest L − T frames are used as
the test sequence. The training sequence is segmented by the presented segmentation approach, so do the test sequence. Different objects in the training sequence are annotated
by their class labels. Then we learn a SVM classifier from the training sequence, to identify the class labels of objects in the test sequence. To see what the effect is of the training
sequence length on the identification task, we vary the value of T from 2 to L − 1.
As an object instance is represented as a set of SIFT features in the segmentation results, the feature sets of different objects can contain different number of feature points
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because the object appearance varies in different images. However, they can not be directly used as the input of SVM to object recognition, since the SVM requires that the input
data to be identical dimension. We will generate uniform data representations for the input objects, and then perform object recognition based on the new representations.
D ATA R EPRESENTATION
We encode these feature sets into uniform object representations based on the Bag of
Words (BoW) model [105, 227]. Specifically, we learn a set of basis vectors B = [b1 , . . . , bM ]
which is called codebook, so that each SIFT feature vector d can be represented as a linear
combination of these basis vectors
d=

M
X

a m bm

(8.3)

m=1

The coefficients a m form a vector a = [a 1 , . . . , a M ]>, which is called the sparse codes of d
based on B. Sparse coding (SC), which is able to capture high-level features in the inputs,
is used to learn the codebook and compute the sparse codes of the SIFT features in the
input data. Let D = [d1 , . . . , dN ] ∈ RN ×d be the input set of SIFT features, where N is the
number of feature in this set and d is the dimension of feature vectors, sparse coding solves
the following problem
PN
kdn − an Bk2 + λ |an |
min n=1
A,B
(8.4)
subject to kbm k ≤ 1, ∀bm ∈ B
where A = [a1 , . . . , aN ], B = [b1 , . . . , bM ], k·k is the l 2 norm and |·| is the l 1 norm. Here M is
chosen to be larger than d to make the codebook B an over-complete basis set.
The encoding of object representations consists of a training phase and a coding phase,
as follows:
• In the training phase, we learn the codebook for sparse coding. We randomly chose
a collection of SIFT features extracted from different images to be the training set.
Then Equation (8.4) is solved with respect to both B and A given D as the training
set. The training set of sparse coding requires more SIFT features that are extracted
from various of images for generating a more representative codebook.
• In the coding phase, we repeat the following steps to encode every segmented object
in the training and test sequences, based on the spatial pyramid representation in
[267].
Firstly we compute the sparse codes by solving Equation (8.4) given the features of
an object and the learned codebook. Secondly, we construct spatial pyramids by
partitioning an object into increasing finer sub-segments. For each
sub-segment
of
h
i
the spatial pyramids, we determine a collection of sparse codes a∗1 , a∗2 , . . . , a∗q . Next
we do max pooling on each collection of sparse codes to compute an M -dimensional
∗
vector z∗ , of which the m t h element z m
is computed by:
∗
∗
∗
∗
zm
= max{|a 1,m
|, |a 2,m
|, . . . , |a q,m
|}

(8.5)

where a i∗,m is the m t h element of vector a∗i . The pooled representations z∗ of all
sub-segments are then concatenated to form a single vector z, which is therefore the
spatial pyramid representation of the object.
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After the coding phase, all segmented objects are represented by vectors in a M dimensional feature space.
C LASSIFICATION
As in Section 8.2, as the training sequence is specified as the learning data, the objects are
naturally annotated by a serial of numbers, which can be used as their class labels. Once
the segmented objects are encoded, we can train a SVM classifier based on the obtained
objects in the training sequence. We use a linear SVM with kernel:
κ(z i , z j ) = z iT z j

(8.6)

where z i and z j are the spatial pyramid representations of object segments S i and S j respectively. [267] shows that spatial pyramids together with sparse coding makes it possible
to classify images using a linear SVM. Then we use the learned SVM classifier to identify
the class labels of objects in the test sequence.
It is worth to note that, SVM is only used to identify objects from different classes, and
it is not able to distinguish objects which are belong to the same class. When we use the
object number in the segmentation results as the class label, we assume that these objects
are from different classes in the real world. In practice, however, there are usually multiple objects in a video that are belong to the same class. For example, there are multiple
individuals of the object class “robot” in a robot soccer video, but the segmentation result
differs them in number. To avoid ambiguity, we manually give the objects the same class
label if they belong to the same class in the real world in the experiment.

8.5. E XPERIMENT
In this section, we evaluate the proposed static image segmentation and object identification on the Robocup 2014 and CDNet 2014 dataset. Because the two datasets provide
groundtruth segmentation for every frame in a given video, which allow us to evaluate the
segmentation quality for T varying from 1 to 30.

8

8.5.1. S TATIC O BJECT S EGMENTATION
In this experiment, we evaluated the non moving object segmentation, as proposed in Section 8.3. Given the motion segmentation results of I 0 , . . . I T −1 , we obtained the learning
data C 1 , . . . ,C K for K “objects”. And then we segmented the following images I T +1 , . . . I L ,
based on matching feature descriptors with the leaning data. By varying T , we investigate
how the quality of segmentation results changes by measuring the segmentation accuracy,
precision, recall and F-measure.
Figures 8.1 to 8.4 illustrate the non-moving object segmentation quality for T =
2, 10, 15, 20 respectively. The motion segmentation quality of image frame I T −1 is also plotted in figures with round circles for comparison. The performance of static segmentation
drops compared to the motion segmentation on I T −1 , of which the accuracy, precision,
recall and F-measure drops about 10% to 20%. Generally, the segmentation quality of
I T , . . . I L−1 decreases when the frame index increases. It is because of a moving object might
appear with more differences in two distant frames than in two nearby frames. When the
amount of training data increases, the decreasing trend becomes more smoothly. For example, for T = 2 shown in Figure 8.1, the segmentation accuracy from I T to I T +5 drops
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from 72% to 68%. But for T = 25 shown in Figure 8.4, the segmentation accuracy from
I T to I T +5 remains around 72%. The other measures, i.e. precision, recall and F-measure
show similar trend as the accuracy.
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Figure 8.1: The accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of static segmentation of I T , . . . , I L−1 learned from the
motion segmentation results of I 0 , . . . , I T −1 for T = 2 are plotted in squares. For comparison, the measures of
motion segmentation results of I T −1 is plotted in circles.

8.5.2. O BJECT C LASSIFICATION
In this experiment, we evaluated the classification accuracy of the segmented objects.
To train the codebook, we use 10,000 SIFT descriptors randomly sampled from the feature points extracted from images in the datasets. It is sufficient to extract the main features from given videos, considering that there are 23 videos and each contains about 30
frames of images. The size of code book is chosen as 1024, which is verified for a good
performance on sparse coded features [267].
Given a video sequence of length L in the dataset, we take the first T images I 0 , . . . I T −1
as the training sequence, and the rest images I T , . . . I L−1 as the test sequence. We perform
motion segmentation to segment both training and test sequence, and then encode the
segmented objects by sparse coding, as introduced in Section 8.4. Given the SC encoded
object representations, an SVM classifier is learned based on the training sequence. There
are 5 categories of moving objects that present in the dataset: car, truck, people, robot, ball.
In addition, the static background is also regarded as an object class because all feature
points from the non-moving objects are segmented out as an integral part. Therefore there
are in total 6 classes of objects. The number of objects that are extracted from all videos in
the dataset for each class is shown in Table 8.1.
The obtained SVM classifier is used to identify the class labels of the encoded object
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Figure 8.2: The accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of static segmentation of I T , . . . , I L−1 learned from the
motion segmentation results of I 0 , . . . , I T −1 for T = 10 are plotted in squares. For comparison, the measures of
motion segmentation results of I T −1 is plotted in circles.
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Figure 8.3: The accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of static segmentation of I T , . . . , I L−1 learned from the
motion segmentation results of I 0 , . . . , I T −1 for T = 15 are plotted in squares. For comparison, the measures of
motion segmentation results of I T −1 is plotted in circles.
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Figure 8.4: The accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of static segmentation of I T , . . . , I L−1 learned from the
motion segmentation results of I 0 , . . . , I T −1 for T = 25 are plotted in squares. For comparison, the measures of
motion segmentation results of I T −1 is plotted in circles.

background
713

car
859

truck
103

people
124

robot
542

ball
142

Table 8.1: The number of object instances of each class can be extracted from all videos in the dataset.

representations in the test sequence. The ground-truth class label of a segment in the
test sequence is manually assigned. Since some obtained segments may cover regions of
multiple ground-truth objects, it is labeled by the object class of the largest part.
The classification accuracy is evaluated by the average percentage of corrected identified segments for all testing data. We varied the number of images in the training data, i.e.
T , from 2 to 30. We visualized the results for T = 2, 10, 15, 20 in Figure 8.5.
When T is fixed, the classification accuracy is not affected by time. It means that although the motion segmentation accuracy usually increases over time, it does not have
obviously influences on the identification of the segmented objects. Figure 8.5 shows that
the classification accuracy depends on T , the number of images in the training data. For
a particular frame, the classification accuracy is always higher when T is larger. It reveals
that the object identification relies on the amount of training data. Note that it corresponds
to only 1 second in a video if the training set is formed by 25 images, for a typical video with
a frame rate of 24 fps. The results show that the segmented objects obtained by the presented motion segmentation algorithm can effectively represent the scene objects, since
they can be identified by learning from a limited training set.
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Figure 8.5: The classification accuracy of obtained segments from I T , . . . , I L−1 by SVM learned from the objects
extracted from I 0 , . . . , I T −1 , for T = 2, 10, 15, 20 respectively.

8.6. C ONCLUSION
This chapter addressed the segmentation of non-moving objects in a video sequence by
learning from the motion segmentation results. It answered the fourth research question:
“How can the objects be segmented out without motion information?”.

8

Motion segmentation integrate the features of various visual properties in an image, to
obtain semantic meaningful segments in an unsupervised way. When no motion occurred,
the knowledge acquired by motion segmentation can still be utilized for static object detection/segmentation in a similar scene. Therefore, we suggested an unsupervised structure for object segmentation from a given video, which focuses on segmenting the moving
objects that present in the scene. As SIFT algorithm provides robust feature descriptions,
the non-moving object segmentation is determined by matching the SIFT points from the
static image with the learning data.
With more images, we have richer learning data. By varying the number of images in
the learning data, we investigated its effect on the segmentation quality. Results show that
more learning data results in a better performance in non-moving object segmentation.
Note that the experiment uses sequences of only 31 frames, which correspond to only 1.2
seconds of a 24 fps video. It shows that learning from motion information within a short
period (1.2 seconds) can provide effective knowledge for segmenting static images.
Compared with the manually managed datasets for supervised segmentation approaches, the learning data obtained from motion segmentation is less accurate, in which
the wrong segmentation, over-segmentation and under-segmentation may occur. We have
evaluated the segmentation results by comparing with the ground-truth segmentations. In
this chapter, we additionally evaluated the quality of the segmentation results by investi-
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gating whether we can correctly identify the object class of the obtained segments. Results
show that more than 82% of the obtained segments can be identified correctly, if we use
the learning data obtained from at least 25 frames of a video.
As the segmentation of static images can benefit from the motion segmentation results,
it is worth to investigate if the resulted static segmentation can be used to refine the motion
segmentation results in the future. It suggests an unsupervised system with the ability
of improving the segmentation over time, by learning from both motion cues and visual
features. Furthermore, it is worth to explore the performance on longer sequences.
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C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This thesis investigated unsupervised object segmentation in a video sequence. When
a video is given without any additional information, motion provides concrete cues for
grouping visually distinct features into regions that then represent different objects in a
video sequence. We focused on segmenting out “salient” objects from backgrounds by
learning from the motion information in a video sequence. The salient object refers to an
object which moves independently with respect to the background in a video sequence.
Note that the movements are unpredictable, a salient object might move during only part
of a given video. As videos are composed of successive images, the motion information
is inherent in the changes of the images. To tackle the research problem, we needed to
extract the motion data from a video sequence, and utilize the acquired motion data for
object segmentation. In Chapter 1, we have posed five research questions that needed to
be answered.
In Section 9.1, we present our results and conclusions to answer these research questions. In Section 9.2, we discuss promising directions of future research based on the
achievements in this thesis.

9.1. C ONCLUSIONS ON THE R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
The research questions stated in Chapter 1 concern the data processing pipeline from low
level to high level, (i.e. from pixels to semantic objects). In the following subsections, these
research questions are addressed one by one.

9.1.1. S YSTEM D ESIGN
As a multi-task problem, video object segmentation can not be solved within a single step.
Starting from pixel-level image processing, multiple steps are involved to obtain the semantic level object representations and intermediate data, such as motion data, are generated during the middle steps. The acquirement and representation of motion data plays
an important role in this process. When to extract the intermediate data, and what kind of
data to generate, as well as how to process it, all affects the final results. This has led to the
135
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first research question:
Research Question 1 How to design a framework for motion based video object segmentation?

9

In Chapter 4, we designed a framework, combining a bottom-up procedure, which extracts high-level object representations by analyzing the lower-level features in the video
frames, with a top-down procedure, which segments the lower-level features by learning
from the obtained high-level representation. Without knowledge, a video only provides
a sequence of successive digital images. The direct information consists of the low-level
visual features represented in the images, such as pixel intensity and color. Based on this
direct information, we can extract local features, such as structures, orientations, and textures. By identifying the same local features in multiple images of the video, we can obtain
the movements of these local features in the 2D images. As the 2D images are projections
of the 3D world, the 2D motions of local features in the images reflect the projected motion
of the corresponding 3D elements. As points on the same object should move consistently,
those local features that move accordingly can be integrated together as a segment. Such a
segment is assumed to be a potential object in the video. The above unsupervised process
segments out objects from different images in the video sequence. It naturally follows a
bottom-up scheme. However, this only works well if motions occur in the images. If an
object stops moving, it can be no longer detected. To segment out static objects, prior
knowledge of the object representations is required. As motion based segmentation can
segment out objects while they are moving, it inspires us to learn object representations
from the obtained segmentations. The learned knowledge can be used to segment out
these objects also from static images, which is obviously a top-down procedure.
The bottom-up approach learns object segmentation from low-level features, while the
top-down approach learns object segmentation from high-level object representations.
With a combination of both bottom-up and top-down approaches, it is possible to tackle
the research problem in an unsupervised way. In practice, our system is composed of three
main steps based on the nature of the processed data. The first step processes the input
video frames (pixels) to extract the motion data. The second step analyzes the motion data
for segmenting out moving objects. The first two steps form the bottom-up procedure. The
third step fulfills the top-down learning, which extracts high-level object representations
from the motion segmentation results, and utilizes the learned information for segmenting
out objects from static images. For each step, there are corresponding research questions
to be answered, which will be discussed in the following subsections. The results show that
the moving objects can be unsupervised segmented out from a video with this presented
framework. It also has high flexibility in dealing with variations, such as the data types,
video lengths, and the number of objects.

9.1.2. F EATURE E XTRACTION AND M OTION E STIMATION
The first step of the system is to extract motion data from video sequences, which is also
called motion estimation. As a video projects a 3D scene into dynamic 2D images, the motion information of the 3D scene is implied in the changes of successive frames. Therefore,
motion estimation can refer to either analysis of the 2D image motions, or recovering the
3D motions in the real scene. In this thesis, we are interested in segmenting out the objects,
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for which the recovering of 3D motions is not strictly necessary. In addition, the representation of extracted motion data is an issue as there are several methods to do this, which
can have impact on the further processing. It has led to the following research question:
Research Question 2 How to extract and represent motion data from a video sequence?
We tackled the second question by tracking the movements of specific features in the
frames of a video sequence. The motion data is represented as the movements of invariant
features in these frames. Good features for motion estimation are supposed to be visually invariant in different images, thus we can track the same feature by matching their
descriptions in different images; see Subsection 2.3.2 and Sections 3.1 and 3.2. However,
noise and variations are caused by technical reasons, such as the camera, lighting conditions, etc., and they affect the quality and accuracy of this information. Therefore the
answer to this research question also depends on the type of features to be tracked, which
was discussed in Chapter 5.
We investigated pixel-based and feature-based methods, which are two basic categories of motion estimation methods. The pixel-based method can generate dense and
accurate motions between two images, but can not track pixels in multiple frames. The
feature based method tracks a set of local features, and generates longer trajectories of feature points over multiple frames. In the experiments, we applied one pixel-based method
and two feature-based methods, one for sparse feature tracking and another for dense feature tracking. Three types of motion data are extracted from the used data sets, i.e. the twoframe pixel motions, sparse point trajectories and dense point trajectories. The three types
of motion data all have their own advantages and limitations. The two-frame pixel motions
is accurate at a pixel level, which is convenient in segmenting image regions. However, the
similarity of two-frame pixel motions on the same object is less significant than for longer
point trajectories. Compared to pixel-wise motions, point trajectories lose some visual
information. The sparse tracking method is the fastest, but it tracks less points than the
other two methods. The dense tracking method is also more accurate than sparse tracking method. The obtained motion data is subsequently used as the input for the motion
segmentation method. In the following chapters, we further investigated the influences of
different motion data types on the segmentation results in more details.

9.1.3. M OTION S EGMENTATION
The obtained motion data describes how 2D image points move in a video sequence.
These 2D points can be pixels, or some local features that are invariant in a video sequence.
The 2D image points are projections of corresponding 3D points on the objects in the real
world. Assuming that the object is rigid, points from the same object should move consistently in the 3D world accordingly to a rigid body motion (such as translation and rotation).
Thus the motion information provides clues for segmenting out objects that undergo different motions from the video sequences. However, retrieving the 3D object motions from
the obtained 2D image motions is difficult, as the depth value is missing due to the camera
projection. This has led to the following research question:
Research Question 3 How can the objects be segmented out based on the motion information restricting to 2D consistency in the images?

9
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We developed a motion segmentation algorithm, called AEM-b in Chapter 6. The core
intuition behind this algorithm is that long-term trajectories of points from the same object show higher similarity than two-frame motion vectors, as observed from the obtained
motion data in Chapter 5. The proposed segmentation algorithm performs and updates
the segmentation for every pair of successive frames in a video sequence. For each frame
pair that is processed, this algorithm models the two frame object motion by a 2D affine
transformation, and computes the segmentation by a classification EM algorithm. The
segmentation result of each frame pair is propagated to the next frame pair by Bayesian
updating. With this procedure, the segmentation is improved gradually by considering the
long-term motion coherences. We also proposed an improved version of the algorithm
AEM-b+ by including reliability estimates of segmentation results and compensating for
the camera movement.
To evaluate the algorithms AEM-b and AEM-b+ , we used the three types of motion
data obtained in Chapter 5, i.e. the two-frame pixel motions, sparse trajectories and dense
trajectories. We compared the AEM-b and AEM-b+ with six motion segmentation approaches: four are well-known trajectory clustering algorithms and two are the state-ofthe-art video segmentation methods. The compared methods have more requirements
for the input motion data than our algorithm. Firstly, the compared methods can only
deal with trajectories, while our algorithm is able to deal with all three types of motion
data. Secondly, the trajectory clustering algorithms normally require that the trajectories
are of the same length and the video segmentation methods need that the sequences are
shorter than a certain length, while the our algorithm does not need that. Moreover, our
algorithm can deal with a varying number of objects. The segmentation results were evaluated with four metrics: accuracy, precision, recall and the F-measure. Results showed
that AEM-b and AEM-b+ perform among the best for dealing with all three types of motion
data. The other methods perform well for one type of the motion data but poorly for other
types of motion data. AEM-b+ outperforms AEM-b when dealing with videos with significant camera motion. We also evaluated the computation time of all methods. AEM-b is
reasonably fast, and it usually outperforms other fast methods on segmentation quality.
AEM-b+ is slower than AEM-b . The results also showed that the segmentation quality for
dense trajectories is better than for the other two data types (i.e. the two-frame motions
and sparse trajectories).
The results of AEM-b and AEM-b+ also showed that over-segmentation of objects remains a problem in the results. As the camera projection can break a 3D motion into multiple 2D motions, the over-segmentation is inevitable for 2D model based motion segmentation. Although the Bayesian updating reduces the number of over-segmentation areas,
there are usually one or two over-segmented objects in the results for the experiments
that were performed. To address the over-segmentation problem, the inherent 3D motion
consistency of the motion data needs to be considered. This raised the fourth research
question:
Research Question 4 How to retrieve 3D motion consistency based on the 2D motion
data?
To address this question, we derived two theorems by investigating the 3D motion consistency of the 2D projected motion data, in Chapter 7. These theorems are based on an
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orthographic projection assumption. We presented a metric for measuring the 3D motion consistency of a given set of two-frame 2D point motions based on the theorems. We
also investigated to retrieve the 3D motion models using the theorems. The experimental
results showed that the 3D motion consistency measure (3DM) can identify and reduce
the noise from object points given a noisy segment. The 3DM is also useful for allocating
unlabeled points to a known object. The results suggested that the theorems are helpful to improve the segmentation accuracy of an existing motion segmentation algorithm.
However, the proposed theorems are insufficient for developing an accurate motion segmentation algorithm based on the 3D motion models alone. Results have shown that the
retrieval of 3D motion models is not accurate as there is one degree of freedom for solving
the problem. Moreover, the orthographic projection assumption ignores the perspectivity
effects. And this chapter did not yet consider the 3D motion consistency of long-term trajectories which cover multiple frames. But this can be done and further research is needed
to investigate a better motion segmentation algorithm based on 3D motion consistency.

9.1.4. L EARNING FROM THE M OTION S EGMENTATION
Motion segmentation addresses the detection of objects that move in a video sequence.
However, the motions that occur in a video are changeable and unpredictable. One object
can move in some frames and stop in others. Motion segmentation can not segment out
an object once it stops. This has led to the fifth question:
Research Question 5 How to segment out objects from static frames using moving information from videos?
To address the answer of this question, we investigated in Chapter 8 how we can learn
from the knowledge that is obtained from the motion segmentations. The motion segmentation provides the representations of objects in multiple frames. The segmented frames
can be used as knowledge input for a learning model for segmenting static images in similar situations. We proposed an unsupervised object segmentation approach based on
learning models from the motion segmentation results of a subsequence of a given video.
This approach segments out static objects by matching the SIFT descriptors of the feature
points in the learning data and the static images. We evaluated the quality of segmentation results by measuring the classification accuracy of the class labels of the obtained
objects. As the segmentation of trajectories abstracts the images by a set of feature points,
the obtained objects can miss some pixels. The object identification process measures the
robustness of the obtained object representations in the segmentation results.
In the experiments, we evaluated this static object segmentation approach and the object identification using the segmentation results of dense trajectories, which has proved
to be the best data type for motion segmentation in Chapter 6. We evaluated the segmentation quality by varying the number of images in the learning data. Results showed that
static object segmentation improves if the learning data uses more images. Unfortunately,
the errors in the learning data, such as wrong segmentation, over-segmentation and under segmentation, remain present in the static object segmentation results and decrease
the segmentation quality. Although the quality of static object segmentation is less compared to the motion segmentation results, the object identification results have shown that
the segmented object can still be identified with an accuracy higher than 80%. It means
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that the decrease of segmentation quality does not significantly affect the representations
of segmented objects. We conclude that the motion information is not only helpful for
motion segmentation, but also beneficial to static object segmentation. Learning from
motion data in this way achieved unsupervised object segmentation of video sequences,
for both moving and static objects.

9.2. F UTURE R ESEARCH
The research presented in this thesis indicates the following areas of interest for future
research:
1. Agglomerative motion segmentation
The motion segmentation algorithm presented in Chapter 6 follows a top-down
scheme, which starts with putting all data points in one cluster and then iteratively
splitting a chosen cluster until a stopping criterion is reached. The segmentation result is strongly affected by the splitting criterion, i.e. the choice of cluster to split, the
splitting method and the stopping conditions. In the divisive procedure, the motion
model of a cluster is computed by taking all points in this cluster into account, and
the errors of points are computed according to the estimated model. This approximation can lead to wrong assignments in the splitting procedure, especially when
the cluster is a mixture of multiple objects of almost equal size.
An alternative method is to perform the segmentation in an agglomerative manner.
An agglomerative approach is constructed bottom-up: it starts with building a singleton cluster for each data point and recursively merges clusters. The estimated
models can be more accurate in the agglomerative procedure than in the divisive
procedure, because the clusters are more likely to contain points from the same object.
2. 3D motion segmentation

9

To address the over-segmentation problem, segmentation based on 3D motion consistency is a potential option. Chapter 7 dealt with a cluster which undergoes one
single motion and investigated 3D motion consistency of image motions between
two frames. This research can be extended to deal with long-term trajectories of
multiple motions over multiple frames. It has lead to two possible directions. On
the one hand, one can investigate the 3D motion consistency of long-term trajectories, by introducing more strict geometrical constraints, such as the multiple view
geometry under the perspective projection. On the other hand, retrieving 3D motion
models from the obtained 2D projected motions can be investigated.
3. Online learning
In this thesis, the segmentation is computed for each pair of frames by considering
the motion information in a current frame pair and combining it with the knowledge
learned from previous frames. The experimental results in Chapter 6 have shown
that the segmentation can be improved if more frames are processed. Chapter 8
has revealed that the segmentation of a single frame can be helped by the motion
segmentation results of previous frames in a video. This suggests the video object
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segmentation can be achieved with an online learning procedure. We suggest that
segmentation at each frame can be computed based on the obtained motion data
and a learned model, and then the obtained segmentation is used to update the
learned model, especially if a video is likely to generate many frames. Many state-ofthe-art learning approaches, such as Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN)
and region-based convolutional neural networks (RCNN), can be investigated for
training the motion segmentation model. The segmentation model can be continuously updated as long as new frames come in. The online learning segmentation
can theoretically deal with videos of arbitrary length. And once an object has been
learned, it can be recognized whenever it shows up again. Additionally, we suggest
that a general model learned from multiple videos in a dataset can be investigated.
This procedure mimics the memory mechanism of the human vision system, which
helps for better and faster segmentation of an unknown video.
4. Segmentation based on both motion and visual features
We investigated how to utilize the motion information for video object segmentation in this thesis. Over-segmentation remains a problem if we only use the motion
information for object segmentation. To address this problem, we can consider to
use both motion information and visual features for object segmentation. An object is often visually different from the background. However, the visual appearance
of different regions on an object can be different too. We can partition the video
frames into small regions by grouping the pixels of similar visual properties, and
then perform motion segmentation on these small regions. Furthermore, the motion estimation and segmentation can be carried out simultaneously by considering
both motion and visual features, for which high-level feature representations, such
as super-pixel and super-voxels, can be investigated.
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S UMMARY
This thesis addresses unsupervised video object segmentation based on motion information. As the motion information is implicit in a video sequence, we focus on acquiring,
analyzing and utilizing motion data from a given video sequence. This research focuses
on processing video and image data at different levels, using techniques and approaches
from different fields. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 give the introduction of related research
fields, as well as the involved methodologies and techniques. Chapter 4 presents a general
framework for addressing the research problem. In Chapter 5, we address the low-level image processing and discuss three types of motion data that can be extracted from a video
sequence. The obtained motion data represent the 2D motions in the video frames. A motion segmentation algorithm is presented in Chapter 6, to segment the video frames based
on the 2D motion data. In Chapter 7, we analyze the 3D motion consistency implied in the
obtained 2D motions. Chapter 8 investigates how to segment non-moving objects based
on information that was learned when the objects were moving. Chapter 8 also discusses
the object identification based on motion segmentation.
In Chapter 4, we analyze the general pipeline of processing video sequences, for the
purpose of video object segmentation. We investigate how to extract the implicit motion information hinted in the changes of video frames without using prior knowledge.
A framework is presented for the system design that combines a bottom-up and a topdown scheme. At the bottom-up step, we investigate the extraction of motion data from
the lower-level image features and the utilization of the obtained motion data for grouping image features into higher-level object descriptions. The top-down step then learns to
segment non-moving objects by using the obtained object descriptions as the prior knowledge. Based on the scheme, we present three fundamental modules for building up the
video object segmentation system: one for motion data extraction, one for motion based
video objects segmentation, and one for non-moving object segmentation. We describe
the explicit definitions of related terminologies in this system, and discussed the keypoints
to be noticed for each module. We also introduced the datasets used in our experiments.
Chapter 5 focuses on the extraction of motion data based on the low level image features. We extract and track some salient image features in a video sequence, and represent
the motion data as their position changes in the video frames. We investigate two ways
for motion data extraction: one focuses on estimating the motion of elementary image
pixels, another takes some local image patterns as the feature points to be tracked. Three
approaches are described in this chapter. One of them focuses on the pixel-based motion
estimation by using the optical flow technique. The other two approaches both extracts
SIFT features from the images and tracks their movements, but differ in the methods used
for feature extraction. One of the feature-based methods only focus on a sparse set of features in the images, while the other one adopts a dense field of features for tracking. As a
result, three types of motion data are obtained from our data sets. As these data are used
as the input for next step, i.e the motion segmentation, we can not conclude that which is
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a better choice for our system in this chapter.
In Chapter 6, we investigate the segmentation of moving objects given the obtained
motion data. An unsupervised 2D based motion segmentation algorithm is proposed.
This algorithm focuses on segmenting the pixels or feature points into groups that undergo the unique 2D motion, based on the given motion data. Based on the assumption
that points from the same object undergo the same motion, the segmented groups can be
regarded as objects in the given videos. We model the points’ motion between two successive image frames by a 2D affine transformation, and use a classification EM algorithm
to segment points into groups of the same motion. Bayesian update is used to propagate
the segmentation from one frame pair to the next. Thus the segmentation of the entire
video sequence is the combination of segmentation of successive frames. In this way, the
segmentation algorithm takes the motion information from the beginning to the end of
a video sequence into account. The algorithm also automatically estimates the number
of objects. The method has high flexibility in dealing with different types of motion data.
We measure the reliabilities of the segmentation results and propose an optional step for
compensating the camera motion, which leads to a different version of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results on the three types of motion data, which are described
in Chapter 5, show that the performance of the proposed method is comparable with the
state-of-the-art methods. The results also suggest that the proposed method prefers the
motion data obtained by the dense feature tracking approach, on which the performance
is more outstanding.
Chapter 7 complements Chapter 6, by analyzing the inherent 3D consistency in the
obtained motion data, which is essentially the 2D movements in the successive images of
a video sequence. As the 2D motions in images are a projection of the 3D motions in the
real world carried out by a camera system, the assumption that the motion of points of
an object can be described by an affine transformation, can be violated and leads to oversegmentation. Two theorems are presented in this chapter, which describes the properties
of a given set of points from an object and their projected movements between two images.
These theorems can effectively measure the 3D rigid motion consistency of a group of 2D
projection points, and also estimate the original 3D body movement with one degree of
freedom. Experiments shows that the segmentation obtained by our algorithm presented
in Chapter 6 can be improved by using the proposed theorems. Unfortunately the recovering of 3D motion models only works well for the rotation about the z direction in the
camera system. Nevertheless, the proposed theorems show promising potential, and further research is worth to take in the future.
Chapter 8 addresses the non-moving object segmentation, when motion segmentation
is no longer possible. Without prior knowledge, we use the motion segmentation results
to learn object descriptions from moving objects. These object descriptions are used to
segment objects when they are no longer moving. We present a static object segmentation
method based on the SIFT matching strategy, which obtains the segmentation by comparing the image data with the learned object descriptions. Additionally, we investigate
object identification given the segmentation results based on a sparse coding algorithm. It
addresses the problem of identifying the same objects without using the motion clue, and
evaluates the quality of the segmented objects. The experimental results show that the
non-moving object segmentation relies on the quantity of learning data that is obtained
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by motion segmentation. With more images in the motion segmentation results, the nonmoving object segmentation performs better. The results also show that the segmented
objects can effectively represent the ground-truth, as they can be identified even with errors in the segmentation results.
Finally in Chapter 9, we discuss the results with respect to the research questions. We
also present several directions for further research.

A DDENDUM : VALORIZATION
Valorization is “the process of creating value from knowledge, by making knowledge suitable
and/or available for social (and/or economic) use and by making knowledge suitable for
translation into competitive products, services, processes and new commercial activities”
(Maastricht promotie regelement, 2013). Since 2013, an addendum about valorization to
the PhD dissertation is required by Maastricht University. This chapter will comply with this
requirement by addressing the potential value and social relevance of the work described in
this thesis. It does not form as a part of the dissertation, and should not be assessed as part
of the dissertation.
Since the digital era is coming, extremely large and increasing amounts of data and informatics are produced in the economy and society. However, grasping of the useful information from a massive data is beyond the ability of humankind. In modern society, computers and machines take the work of transferring the massive, redundant digital data into
high-level information that can be understand by human. To deal with visual data, such
as digital images and videos, computer vision systems have been broadly and extensively
investigated in both academic and industrial communities. Indeed, an ever-increasing
variety of computer vision products and services in industry have been created, as the
computer vision technology become more mature. From machine inspection to video
surveillance, from medical image analysis to unmanned vehicles, from robots industrial
to intelligent man-machine communication, etc., computer vision technology has greatly
benefited the modern society. These technologies enable human to acquire useful information from videos without watching them thoroughly—by just clicking the mouse.
This thesis address an fundamental problem in computer vision and video processing:
the unsupervised video object segmentation. Video object segmentation aims at extracting and analyzing object-level information from videos that can be interfaced with other
thought processes and elicit appropriate action. Such techniques supplement the traditional object detection and/or recognition technology that is based on supervised machine
learning. In Section 1.1, we introduced some applications of the traditional object detection and recognition technology in existing society. This thesis is innovative in respect to
the existing products from the following aspects:
• This thesis solves the problem in an unsupervised way. It means that the program
can automatically learn useful information from the videos. The traditional products
require a large dataset of manually annotated images for training the learning model.
The process of manually annotating images is fulfilled by human, which is a costly
work.
• This thesis focuses on analyzing the motion information, which is a kind of feature
that implied in the videos. The traditional products only analysis the visual features
that are directly acquired from the videos. The motion information captures the
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spatial coherence of image features in a video, and provides more clues for extracting
more representative information.

In conclusion, the results of this thesis addresses some short-comes of the traditional
products in real-life, with potential for further development.
In general, the research results of this thesis are valuable for both academic and nonacademic audiences. It can be applied in computer vision applications that requires generating and analyzing object-level information from digital videos or a sequence of images.
In the following sections, we will introduce two non-academic domains that can be benefit from the research results of this thesis, as well as the representative products and/or
services of these applications.
Autonomous Vehicles
Computer vision technology has been widely applied in the navigation systems for autonomous vehicles. Autonomous navigation has been extensively investigated and applied
in the non-academic domain, due to its economic and social potentials. Autonomous navigation requires the vehicles or robots to perceive and understand the environment. As
video data is the primary resources for autonomous navigation systems, computer vision
currently plays the key role in a perception systems for autonomous vehicles or robots
[125].

Figure 9.1: Object detection and recognition helps for understanding the environment in autonomous
navigation: a snapshot of the vision system of Tesla Autopilot in driving 1 .

A variety of projects has been started worldwide to explore intelligent transportation
systems (ITS), by many governmental institutions and industrial groups. In Europe, the
PROMETHEUS project started in 1986 was the largest project in the autonomous driving
field, and defined the state of the art of autonomous vehicles [125]. Numerous universities and car manufactures, as well as research units from governments of 19 European
countries participated in this project. The U.S. government established the National Automated Highway System Consortium (NAHSC) in 1995. Meanwhile Japan established the
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Advanced Cruise-Assist Highway System Research Association in 1996 [25]. In the 21 century, several prototype vehicles have been developed and tested in real world, including
ARGO, BRAiVE. The onboard system allows to detect obstacles, lane marking, ditches,
berms and identify the presence and position of a preceding vehicle [125]. Google also
started their self-driving car project in 2009. Their self-driving system equipped with different sensors, such as cameras, radars, LiDAR, wheel encoder and GPS, and can detect
pedestrians, cyclists, vehicles, road work and more in all directions. Besides, many car
manufactures, such as Tesla, GE, Toyota, etc., have established projects and institutes for
developing autonomous driving cars. Although great progress has been made, the fully
autonomous navigation cars is still in laboratory, as most of the existing computer vision
systems produce errors at a rate which is not acceptable for the safety consideration. Still
the achievements for autonomous vision, which refers to the computer vision technology in a autonomous navigation system, have benefited in the advanced driver assistant
systems. More and more modern cars are equipped with the advanced driver assistant system. These systems help the driver in the driving process, and increase the car safety and
the road safety. Some successful implementations are the Tesla Autopilot, Nissan ProPilot
Assist, Mobileye, etc.
Besides the ground vehicles, like cars, computer vision system is also applied for autonomous vehicles used in different environments, such as the unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) and autonomous underwater vehicle or robot. Vision systems for these vehicles
need to deal with specific environment, and focus on specific features that are different
from the ground objects as cars meet. UAVs move in 3D space and at high attitude, which
requires to process videos with high resolution. UAVs have been developed and deployed
many countries around the world, for applications in civilian, commercial, military, and
aerospace domains. AUVs are created for various of undersea applications, such as inspection of sunken ships, sea life monitoring, military missions, undersea infrastructures
or installations inspection and maintenance, etc. Vision system for AUVs deals with underwater environments, where the video quality is easily affected by the muddy or turbid
waters . Currently the AUVs navigation systems are often the combination of the sonar
based system and the vision based system [25].
Video Surveillance
Video surveillance systems are used to monitor security sensitive areas, such as banks,
department stores, highways, crowded public places and borders. The implementation
of artificial intelligence and computer vision technologies makes the video surveillance
being smart: computer vision system takes over the work of human operator for tracking
and detecting suspicious objects.
Video surveillance system needs to be sensitive to moving objects and providing automatic alarming function. The ability of segmentation, detection and recognition of moving objects is therefore required for an intelligent video surveillance system. Numerous of
governmental institutes, universities, companies from worldwide have involved in video
surveillance projects, and a variety of products and services have been produced and used
in our daily life. The technologies for specific objects, such as face detection and recognition, people detection and tracking, are widely used in commercial products and offer
1 https://www.tesla.com/autopilot
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Figure 9.2: iRadar’s iSenseTM Smart Video Surveillance System

reliable security solutions for the society. Nowadays, numerous smart security cameras are
available in markets, provide high quality intelligence security services for families with a
low cost, such as the Amazon Cloud Cam, the Ring Spotlight Cam, iBaby Monitor, etc.
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